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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

SIMPLIFIES

DETAILS OF THE FINEST
AUDIO- AMPLIFIER IN THE
WORLD
and a copy of the
REPORT of the NATIONAL
PHYSICAL
LABORATORY
on the tests they have made of
this Amplifier are available, free
on request together with a 16 page

Et.

ALL SOLDERING
NO EXTRA

FLUX

REQUIRED

illustrated booklet describing how
the amazing performance figures
'
of this Amplifier are achieved.

Here is the finest resin -cored solder ìn a useful and economical size for the household. These small reels make soldering
in the home as simple, as convenient and as efficient as is Is
in the workshop. Packed in ; gross display cartons. Retail
price 6d, per reel. lib. reels also obtainable for the Service
Engineer.

Tite vi`e"dr,a2red
so /e Man farturecr:_

IS

WRITE

Terminus 6624

5

KINGS CROSS
TELEGRAMS

BLEITRAP

P'N(ROSS

BOOKLET

P

/NPL

"

Brune! Rd., Westway Factory Estate, W.3
Telephone

W.C.I

LONDON

FOR

H. J. LEAK & CO. LTD.,

£ovaer

The DUBOIS CO. Ltd.

BRITANNIA STREET

TELEPHONE

1950

:

SHEpherd's Bush 5626

LONDON

HENRY'S

Pre -eminent in

RADIO

Indispensable in

TELEVISION

11

PAPER, MICA, CERAMIC AND
ELECTROLYTIC

CONDENSERS

FOR

ALL TYPES OF RADIO, TELEVISION
&

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD.
RADIO DIVISION, NORTH ACTON, W.3.

R.1355 RECEIVERS. We have been fortunate in ue'uring
a further limited quantity of this now well -known receiver.
The Chassis are brand new, and unused, but the cases are soiled
as a result of storage.
Price whilst stocks last is 55'- plus 5- packing and carriage.
No. 18 SET. RECF,TVER PORTION. A 4 -valve superhet
receiver operating from 6 -9 Mc/s (33m.- 50m.). Valve line-up
3 -ARP 12 (VPIsC). and ARC (HL23DD).
Requires only 144V
H.T,, 12V G.B. and 3V L.T., in perfect condition. only 17 8
plus 15 packing and carriage. An absolute bargain. Suitable
brand new headphones can be supplied at 348 per pair.
RECEIVER TYPE 21, The receiver portion of the W/S 21
operating from 4.2-7.5 Mc!s. Double Superhet from 16 -30 Mc /e.
Incorporating B.F.O. and crash limiter. Valve line -up. 7 -ARP
12 (VP23), and 2 -AR8 (HL23DD,. plus spare valve of each type,
making eleven valves in all. Only 35,- complete.
5KV. ELECTROSTATIC VOLTSIF,TER. 0-5KV. panel-mounting, 311n. scale, brand new, 50'- each.
IGRANIC MAINS TRANSFORMER. A s pecial purchase
enables us to offer the following :- 250-0-250. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a.,
5 v. 2 a., half- shrouded, droarthrough type, with voltage
adjuster panel. Absolutely brand new and guaranteed. 151 -,
only, plus 9d. post.
R.1355 MAINS TRANSFORMER. 200 ;250 v, input. Output
250-0-250. at 80 ma., 6.3 v. at 6 a., 5 v. at 3 a. FuNy shrouded
top chassis mounting and guaranteed 100 per cent. Only 2818.
MINIATURE MAINS TRANSFORMER. 250 -0 -250, 110 ma..
v. 3 a., 51-.v. 2 a., fully shrouded, well finished, sise 3;. x 3 x
Price 21
KILT. TRANSFORMERS. Output 2,500 v., 5 m'a., 4 v., 1,1 a..
2 -0 -2 v. 2 a. (for VCR971, 35'- only. Output 3.2;0 v. 5 m 'a., 6.3 v.,
1 a.. 2 -0 -2 v., 2 a. (for 5CP1). 39'6. Output 4.000 v., 10 m'a.,2 -0-2 v
2 a.. 48,1 -. Output 5,000 v., So'm'a.. 2 -0 -2 v., only 80' -. All inputs,
200(250 v., and fully guaranteed.
SANGAMO -WESTON. Ex'-Govt. 0-1 ma. MIc Meters. 2'Sn.
Panel-mounting. Absolutely brand new. 151- each only.
Send stamp for Current Component List.

,

5,

HARROW ROAD,

Tel: ACORN 0061

LONDON,

PADAIngton 1008'9
0401
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STERN'S BATTERY PORTABLE " PERSONAL " KIT.
A complete kit of parts to build a Midget 4 -Valve All Dry
Consiissts of regenerative T.R.P. Circuit, employing Flat Tuned
Frame Aerial with Denco Iron Dust Cored Coil, thereby ensuring maximum gain for Single Tuned Stage, covering Medi..
Waveband.
Valve Litre -up : 1T4 (R.F. amp), 1T4 (Detector), 1S5 (1st A.
and 3S4 (Output, Includes 3 ;in. P.M. Speaker and with chi..
already drilled and shaped.
Consumption of only 7 in/A ensures long battery life.
The kit is designed for a cabinet, minimum size 641n. x 4!'
3M. Detailed Building Instr. and circuit, including Prac:
Layout included with each Kit, make assembly very
= applied :rparately for 1 6'.
:I; n a ti t )s pt.
t
t.! I { 19'9 (plus 18/7 I

I

NEW-TItUE
FIDELITY h,

;<-

t

1
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Battery,
I.VE RECEIVER. All the
,.dy B114

The MIJ

T,T A.4'. MAI> s
s t
Components to build this I:
as specified in the March
1949 issue of Wireless World,..
supplied complete for £3.
Reprint of detailed building instructions, giving practical
layout and circuit supplied separately for 9d.
We can new supply all necessary componentd to convert the
above W/World 2 valve set to the later 3 valve set covering
and M waves, including a drilled chassis for 3316. Complete
wiring diagram included (supplied separately for
9d.).
The WIRELESS WORLD 3 VALVE A.C. MAINS SET,
r overing I Ong and medium waves. We can supply the complete
omponents to build this set, including drilled chassis, valves,
>f/soli speaker, etc., for £4/510. Complete wiring diagram and
instructions included (supplied separately for 9d.).
`4end 3d. stamp for our Feb., 1950, comprehensive component
stock list, this now shows the latest T/V kits with component
Prices, and our various other kits of parts. When ordering
lease coser post and packing.
I

-

STERN

RADIO

LTD.;

109 & 115, FLEET STREET,

E.C.4.
Telephone

:

R

3ti

r.

CENtral 5814

Ea

2280

The 61.11.D.20 MICROCELL PICK -UP establishes new
standards in pick-up design. In addition to the features shown
below and the avzilability of the interchangeable head for " long
playing records" this instrument REQUIRES NO EQUALISER.

Output iv. at

1,000

than comparable magnetic
types.

Automatic bass -boost
Negligible needle talk
and motor rumble.
Extremely low needle pressure (r,7 grants) virtually
eliminates record wear.
Unbreakable crystal elementr ,
No needle change.

COSMOCORD

* Radio Spares 3argai ns

The automatic bass -boost as
surestha finest possible reproduction of which your set is
capable, without additional
components.
Just connect up- that's all.

cps-5 10 20 tittles greater

.

Heavy export commitments have
severely curtailed supplies of the
G.P.20 to the borne market. Every
effort is, being made to increase
production and in the meantime
we ask your forbearance.

ENFIELD

LTD

MIDDX

.

We offer this month an Ex- R.A.F. unit for breaking
down, containing amongst a multitude of parts

and components the following
5, 001 mid mica condensers,
metre mils.
(spKt
bakelite enclosed.
nondensers
1, .01 mid, 3,000 volt paper con stator type).
denser.
9, 2 watt carbon resistors (all
24. Rubber grommets (assorted
useful values).
sizes).
1, tapped 20 watt resistor. vitreous,enatnelled, 20 and 17 6, 1 watt resistors (all useful
values).
ohm sections.
6, half watt resistors (all use2, 2 watt carbon resistors (useful values).
ful values).
40, quarter watt resistors (all
6, .05 m.f.d. 1,000 volt paper
condensers.
useful values).
40,
3, .1 ni.f.d. 1,000 volt paper
silver mica condensers
condensers.
(assorted values. including
1. Heavy metal chassis, size,
10, 15, 20. 40, 50, 150. 309 and
3, 2

tuning

3.

.

500 m.m.f. types).
Louvred casing. size 12in. x 4 English Octal valve-holders.
Tin. x 4in . grey cellulose
2, 5 -pin valve- holders.
finish.
1, 9 -pin valve -holder.
2, H.F. chokes.
3 , Diode D.I. valve -holders.
4, .1 mid 450 volts paper con8. Condenser clips (assorted
.
densers.
sizes).
2, 05 mid 45G volts paper con2, Insulated output
densers.
Assorted :mtg. bolts and P.K self-threading screws 1
and miscellaneous bits and pieces Including. 4 tag
boards. 14 chassis mounting connection tabs. grid
caps. (screened and otherwise), levers. rollers,
connecting ads, rubber retainers, etc., etc.
The value o these spares at present-day prices plus 1,6
mu't twin fiat region of £8 at least. We offer you
post.

12ín. x 7in. x 2in.

1,

Fr

ihr completa unit at the bargain price of

*

6 VALVE BATTERY SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
Ex- R.A.F., really sensitive. approx. 4.8 megacycles,
receives dozens of short wave stations soon as bat-

23/16

teries and phones are connected. Standard 2 -volt iNCLIIDINO
VALVES,
valves.
SUITABLE II.T. RATTERS', 6'6.
Plus 2'6 Post
Plus 1/6 Postage. P1f(INI:S 7 6 Pair.
and PuNr:u9,

DWrite-1.

INSTRUMENT
CO.
LA NE. ACTON, W.3.

hNNERSBLIRY

AUDEC

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

CHARACTERISTIC
CURVES

of Somerford Transformers showing frequency response between 26 cycles per'
second and 25,000
cycles per second
are available upon

These two standard ranges of Output
Transformers will meet all normal
needs of the home constructor.
They provide a degree of accuracy,
quality and dependability which
request.
cannot be surpassed.
SOMERFORD.-A range of Output Transformers
designed to ensure high quality and reliable performance. Suitable for single ended or push -pull circuits,
covering the widest limits of the a tdio frequency band.
May be used with confidence fo the most exacting

circuits.

MINIFORD.A range

of high

quality transformers of ecor)omicai
design which provide excellent
reproduction for domestic purposes.
but over a more restricted range
of audio frequencies than the
Somerford Transformers. 2, 4 and
8 watt types suitable for all Outputs

licite for
our
Neta Folder plvfng
details of these
two ranges.

ARDNERS
CHRISTCHURCH

SOMERFORD
PHONE
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dependably accurate instrument for testing and fault location
indispensable to the amateur who builds or services his own set.
Stocks are now available of these two famous " Avo " Instruments.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining one locally, please send us
the name and address of your nearest Radio Dealer.
A

is

D.C. Voltage

A.C.

-75 millivolts
-5 volts
0-25
0 -100
0 -250
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

Voltage
volts

0-250
0

-500

UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

The

illustrated) is a, highly accurate moving-coil instrument,
conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. sol tage,
0.C. current, and also resistance 22 ranges of readings on a
3 -inch scale.
Total resistance 200,000 ohms.
( -as

0-103

;

-500

A; tt

Resistance

0- 20.000 ohms
0- 100,000
0- 500,000
0-2 megohms

-5

-25
-103
-500

0
0

-10

1

áins.

:

Complete with lenrds, inter changeable prods alai crocodile clips, and instruction
book.

:0
The D.C. AVOMINOR
£8

:

10

is a 21 -inch moving

coil meter providing

n ailliamps,

megohms

14

ranges

of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to

GUARANTEE: The registered
Trade Mark " Avo " is in itself a
guarantee of high accuracy and superi.
ority of design and craftsmanship.
Every new AvoMinor is guaranteed by
the Manufacturers against the remote
possibility of defective materials or
workmanship.

¿ /577eW

-v

nei_,'itt : IS ocs.

l''ic'

-5

ins-

3

:

D.C. Current
0 -2.5 milliamps
0

-5

-25

/T 4

and
100,000 ohms.

3

Site: 41i s. .t' 3;ins. . I;Das.
N: tt freight : 12 osi.

of readings

600 volts, 120
Total resistance

respectively.

Camnletc at above
Price :

Proprietors cud Monufacturers:AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.

£S

: S : O

Sole

QOOP $®l!//é/

EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
'Phone : VMCtori° 3404 -9

108

THE R.A. TUNING UNIT

ally tine design with lasting high
f,,rmanee, K.F. stage on all wavebands. lIigh fidelity supencet or T.K.V.
performabee, ut the turn of the somit. L.
Suitable fiar ally amplifier.
to Gns. plus £2 : 6 : 8 tax
(z ara' pvarant''t
'- eanru)
(With escutcheon ',liar,
A r

'

0 0 0

THE K.I. AMPLIFIER KIT

The K.I. Kit
is undoubtedly
the best high
fidelity amplifier kit available at the
price.
Absolutely com-

plete, very

'sr°

: i i ii o,

transformer.

13

m

o

t aas

f..

simple to construct, the performance
matches. up to the high
standard reached by moving coil pick -ups. We
recommend either moving
coil pick -ups or miniature
moving iron types, such
as the Connoisseur, which
may be used without the
Price

T.HE

azr

Write to -day for your copy of our
fully illustrated catalogue.

'lad/
AMPLIFIERS
(Sales) LTD

Kensington High
Street, London, W.8
181

Gns.

Phone:

WEStern 3350

K.I. AMPLIFIER

This seven -valve amplifier, designed
for the lightweight high fidelity type
pick -up, is pre vin$ the real answer for
the music -lover who seeks a high
standard of reproduction at a moderate
cost.

Independent bass and treble controls
permit compensation for recording
losses

and

reduce

needle

scratch.

Tetrocles with negative feed -back
ensure negligible distortion.
Price Complete 57 Gns.

Blueprint separately 2/6
(2 years' guarantee)
DEFERRED TERMS AVAILABLE

Our equipment can also be seen and heard at
Webb's Radio, Soho Street, London. W.1

Signal Shop, 51, St. Mary Street, Bridgwater, Som.
Ernest Buchan, 28. Belmont St:, Aberdeen'
Farmer and Co 83, George Street, Luton

www.americanradiohistory.com
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

BY THE EDITOR

PRACTICAL TELEVISION " -Our
No.

1

18th YEAR
OF ISSUE

New Companion Journal

OF " PRACTICAL TELEVISION" WILL BE PUBLISHED ON MARCH 24th

THE rapid and ever- increasing development cover a service area of about 5,000 square
of the science of television and the great miles, but technical interest is nation -wide ;
expansion in the number of viewers due and whilst, therefore, the new journal in its
to the opening of the Sutton Coldfield early clays will on its constructional side appeal
station the forertmner of a chain of stations mainly to readers within those two areas, the
which will cover the country -makes it impossi- other features will have an educational appeal
ble for us in the small Practical Television covering the whole country.
Practical Television will not only tell readers
section in this journal to devote sufficient
space to deal with the construction of television how to build television receivers, but also how
receivers, new developments, news of the to operate them, how to remedy faults, how to
industry, new apparatus and that interchange choose a receiver.
For example, the first issue will contain the
of opinion which is so vital to a new industry.
The Practical Television supplement to this first of a series of articles by the editor on
journal therefore assumes a separate entity on " Television Principles and Practice," an article
March 24th when the first issue of Practical on the construction of' a television receiver.
Television will appear. It will be similar in television news from England and abroad ;
format and arrangement to PRACTICAL WIRE- a B.B.C. television engineer explains the teleIt will be controlled by the same editor vision transmitting system ; an up- to -theLESS.
and it will give the same faithful and unremit- minute news feature ; a helpful criticism and
ting services to its readers as with other causerie ; news from the industry ; details of
journals in eitir Practical group.
new receivers and accessories ; an article on proIt will cost ninepence every month, but to jection television ; a short history of television ;
secure a copy it is essential that you place television personalities ; the television systems
an order with your newsagent
of other countries ; a review of
7
now, for'tilthough paper ration - . ++.-.«_....
some commercial television reEditorial and Advertisement Onlaes
ing as far as periodicals are t " Practical
ceivers ; servicing television
Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
j
Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand,
concerned was abolished on
receivers ; correspondence ; an
W.C.2.
'Phone
Temple Bar 9383.
March 1st, that does not mean t Telegrams Newnes, Rand, London.
explanation of the Emitron
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
that periodicals will be in
Camera ; also ultra short waves,
Canadian Magazine Post.
unlimited Supply. Paper pulp
The Editor will be pleased to consider
news from the clubs, correarticles of a practical nature suitable
may not be available for the
spondence. These 'are but a
for publication in " Practical Wireless,"
be written on one
Such
articles
should
mills to supply the extra
few of the features which will
side of the paper only. and should contain the name and address of the sender.
demand for paper.
be contributed by authorities
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
responsible for manuscripts, every effort
only. The services of some of
PracticalTelevision is launched
be
made
return
them
if
a
stamped
will
to
addressed envelope is enclosed.
the leaders in the various
at a time when the whole } and
All correspondence intended for the
television fields have already
Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
British public is eager to learn
Practical Wireless." George Newnes,
been retained.
more about the new science.
Ltd., Tower House. Southampton
Street. Strand. W.C.2.
Interest is not confined to the
As with all our journals, it
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of wireless apparatus and to our
two present service areas, for
will be lavishly illustrated in
efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the latest developments. we owe
the great success of the Sutton
half .tone and line.
no warranty that apparatus described
our columns is not the subject of
Coldfield Station has caused t in
We take pride in the fact
letters patent.
the B.B.C. to modify its plans, t Copyright in all drawings, photothat
Practical Television will
and articles published in
with the result that other ,1 graphs
be the first new journal to
Practical Wireless" is specifically
t
reserved
throughout
the
countries
stations will be erected more y signatory to the Berne Convention and
commence publication after
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
speedily than was at first I the
paper rationing ceased, for
of any of these are therefore expressly
Practical
Wireless "
forbidden.
thought.
it appears 24 days after.
At present the two stations t incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
F.J.C.
:

:

:

.

y

'
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Receiving Licences
filou ing .statement shows the npprosim.-;te
TTIMnumber; of licern es i
duriu; the year
cndud :31st I)e,anher, 1940.

ucd

Nerds Eastern

,.

North \Veston ..
Smith Western
\Vel.sln and Bonier Counties
.

Total England and Wales
Scotland
Nort herze l rcl:ntd
.

Grand Total

y

Z^---

IILD of WIRELESS

Broadcast

Loi Oh ii l'o'cal
home I'.01nntic'a
'Midland ..

April, 1950

Iip: ar, Luulu.rinL or when tant :ers are loading
(e i n!oadii g .oil, as NVell as beinpi essential
<honLl any euu'l'''encv such as fire, sabotage

or ace nt (rear. The ,toraec depots are often
:i, considerable distance from the port town and
Hoch, from it point of view of safety, availability
or ,uital,I' land and ollaeu' similar factors, and
V.H.F. radio often provides an ideal method of
ro, unnnioation.
An excellent example of this use of V.H.F. radio
is in the Singapore area, where the General Electric
Co., Ltd., has installed two major systems of radio
links for the Shell Oil Co., and the Standard Vacuum
Oil Co.

110,800,000

1,113,000
1!IS,1)00

12,181,000

B.E.M. for Cole Designer
D. S\VEETNAM, Prodnetion Superintendent
J. of E. K.. Cole, Limited, Electronics Division,
\lalmeshury, has been awarded the B.E.M. for
outstanding work on production of special equipment for Ministry of Supply, particularly the SS
Walkie -talkie set.

B.I.R.E. Meetings
following Meetings and Lectures have
TIIl'been arranged for March :
London ,Sensual.- Lon on Sul oot of Hygiene
and Tropical _Medicine, Koppel Street, W.C.I
(meetings commence at 0.30 p.m.). March 23rd,
J. E. .Jacohs, B.Se.(Eng.) : " High Performance
Television. Monitors."
West 1lI ,llanda ,Section. -Wolverhampton and
Staffordshire Technical College, AVulfruna Street,
Wolverhampton (meetings commence at 7 p.m.).
March '))?nd \
llevey, Esrl.: " Radio Interference wit lc Broadcast Reception."

\

Broadcasting Committee

THE Broadcasting Committee
recently heard oral evidence
from representatives of the
Theatres' National Committee and
representatives of the Licorpor
ated Society of British Advertisers,
Ltd.
Later, the Committee heard
evidence from representatives of'
the Institute of Incorporated
Practitioners in Advertising, followed by representatives of Messrs.
Horlieks, Limited, Lever Brothers
and Unilever, Limited, Rowntreo
and Company, Limited, and
Heckitt and Colman, Limited.
Also from representatives of the
Incorporated Society of Musicians.
followed by representatives of the
Songwriters Guild (of Great
Britain), Limited.
V.H.F.

Radio in the Far East

WHEN oil is handled in hulk,
speedy and effective communications are a vital necessity
for making arrangements when

A special display at the Science Museum shoring the essential
features of the London -Birmingham Television Link which
was designed, built and installed by the G.E.C. to then

specification of the G.P.O.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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North- Is'astern Section.- Neville Hall, Westgate
Road, Newcastle -on, -Tyne (meetings commerce
at 6 p.m.). March 15th, Dr. Prowse, I3.Se., Ph.D. :
" Electrical Breakdown of Gases at Ultra High

Frequencies."
South

Midlands Section. -The Coventry Technical

137

sintered tungsten loin. long and was passed through
57 tungsten carbide and diamond dies before brine
reduced to its final diameter. The drawing tinte
was 100 hours- and during this time the metal
traversed a distance of 250 miles. At its final

College. Room AS (meetings commence at 7 p.m.).
March 30th, H. W. Shipton (Associate Member) :
" Electronics and the Brain."
Central Unit for Hospitals

ATTRACTIVELY designed and requiring the
minimum of space, the new Con_solette Radio
Equipment, introduced by Philips, provides the
ideal central unit for radio distribution systems in
hospitals. The range of amplifier units at present
available provides for powers of 15, 25, 50 and
100 watts.

The top panel of the equipment is fitted with a
radio receiver tunable over the short, medium
and long -wave broadcast bands. To facilitate
tuning. a pilot loudspeaker, with full switching
facilitie is incorporated in one of the side panels.
New Telephone Circuits for New Zealand
of Posts and Telegraphs of
THENewDepartment
Zealand have placet( a contract with
Standard Telephones and ('ables. Limited, for the
complete re-equipment of the two 40 Haut. in.
submarine telephone cables w-hicic link the North
and South Islands.
The new equipment to be supplied will operate
up to a frequency- of :t(icl ]se's, on each cable, pro vicling on each cable 32 .arricr telephone chaulais,
one voice frequency telephone channel, and, what
was not previously available, a music channel.

A Philips double programme installation at the
(Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, London.

Canterbury Cathedral
recent installation of a permanent sound

T'HEreproduction system

in Canterbury Cathedral
represents a major achievement in acoustic engi-

neering. Designed and installed under the direction of the Philips organisation, this system is
fully automatic. This notable advance has been
made possible as a result of an ingenious system of
volume regulation incorporated it the equipment
by means of which it is possible to ensure a uniform
level of intelligibility throughout the Cathedral,
irrespective of the microphone in use. In this
system, loudspeakers likely to cause acoustic
"'feedback " aro automatically mated when an
adjacent microphone is brought into use. This
new sound reproducing system has the great
advantage over previous systems in that it does
away with the necessity IT having an operator in
attendance at the amplifier controls during the
service.

Wire- drawing Achievement
ANOTABLE achievement in the drawing of fine
tungsten wire was recently made in the wiredrawing section of the Osram Lamp Works of
The General Electric Co., Ltd.. when a length of
33 miles of 0.015 mm. diameter wire was drawn
without a break. The wire started as an ingot of

thickness, about one -sixth of that of a human hair,
it will be used in the manufacture of electric lamp
filaments.

AIOlE COPIES

AN

ARABLE

!

We are happy to announce that more copies
of PuxemcAL WIRELESS are now available.
'('his Haan, that many PRACTICAL Wicktr:55
enthusiasts who, for the past 10 years, have
found it difficult to obtain their l'r ss rn Ai
Vte.r:t,nss regularly will now be able to
purchase their monthly copy more easily.
Even so, there is one thing that we would ask
if gun have not already done so, place a regolcn
nr-I,r for PrtacrrcAL \\-rntsLI:ss new. The
lcintutd for every issue is heavy- and it is tlillicult
for newsagents to assess the exact requirements
of their customers unless they are warned in
advance. Those readers therefore who rely on
the casual purchase of copies as they see there
disl,lacd may still, on occasion, be disap-

pointed.
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The Practical Wireless
Television Receiver -5
Building and Wiring the Mains Unit and Audio Oulput Stage

THE second unit of this receiver, as has already
been stated, consists of the complete power
supply and the audio output stage with
loudspeaker. The complete unit is shown below
and it will be seen that it may he placed alongside
the other unit for inclusion in a table cabinet, or
stood on the lower shelf of a consolo cabinet of
normal dimensions. The chassis measures 12in. by

Fig.

out the inner piece and then cleaning up the edges
with a file, or Fetter still, by drilling a. single hole
at, nne corner and then cutting out the opening
with one of the abrasive hack -saw Hades designed
for such purpose.

Speaking Mounting
The chassis is given rigidity by the srraker
mounting board bolted to the £rent edge (through
the four 3 1tith in. holes), and this is ntado from the
same material as the hoard carrying the cathode ray tube on the vision chassis -!,in. plywood
measuring lOzin. by Ilia. high. A hole Pin. in
diameter is cut with its upper edge lin. from the
top and with its centre on the vertical centre line,
and four fixing holes thould be drilled to accommodate the speaker used. 'l'he speaker should he
held in position and the E.E.T. unit then placed
on the chassis so that it is just clear of the rear
of the speaker magnet and its position may then be
accurately markeI and the clearance hole drilled
in a suitable position to clear the grommet through
which the supply leads pass. If the units are to
stand side -by -side, the lead already provided for
carrying the high voltage will be found long enough
and merely needs an octal type connecting clip
soldered to its end. If, however, the unit is being
placed some distance away a new lead should be
fitted. Do not connect another length of wire to
the end of the existing wire and rely upon insulating
tape round the joint, as extremely bight insulation
is required on this lead to avoid flash -over to any
nearby metal. The lead used should be soldered
direct to the same point as the existing lead and

i. -Rear

view of the mains unit ready for
connection.
1Olin. and has 21in. runners just as in the vision

unit.

It should be made in the same manner from stout
aluminium, and full cutting and drilling details
will be found on the next page. As in the case of
the previous unit, all fixing holes are 4in. in
diameter and the only " odd " hole is that required
for clearance of the grommet on the E.H.T. unit.
It is recommended that this be lin. in diameter,
and its exact position should be marked by placing
the E.H.T. unit on the chassis. No fixing holes
have been shown on the drilling plan for this unit
and it is suggested that all the remaining holes be
drilled, the chassis bent up to shape and the ca.ins
transformer, etc., mounted before marking out for
the E.H.T. unit.
The lower illustration on this page shows the
irregular cut -out which should be made to clear
the tags on the mains transformer. Some care
must be taken here to avoid short circuits or risk
of flash -ovens, and the four fixing holes should be
drilled, the opening cut roughly to shape either by
drilling all round with the yin. drill and knocking
-

Fig.

2.-

Underside of mains unit showing the
cut -out to clear the mains transformer tags.
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should be of either standard ignition cable such
as is used in cars for sparking plug leads, etc., or
properly designed high -voltage lead.
The multi- cable connecting the two units
together must also, hviously, be long enough to
cosido the two units to take up their respectivo
potions according to the cabinet in use, and when
connecting the plug to the end make quite certain
that the correct pins are connected. It is a simple
!natter to look at the plug from one end or the
other and thus reverse the connections, but to
avoid liliiiulty we have shown the plug separately
on ti - wiring diagram on page 141 and have also
nunii,ewd the pins on the top view of the socket
at th' upper part of the salue wiring diagram, so
no trouble should be experienced. The screened
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cable connected to pin 1 should have its metal
sheathing joined to pin 3, and insulation tape
should be wrapped round the exposed portion ( f
the braiding to prevent a short -circuit to pin 1.
across which it must pass. The smoothing choke
is mounted on the sicle runner of the chassis. and
should be put in position last -after the E.H.T.
unit has been wired to the appropriate points.
Clearance holes for the centre lug of the two
smoothing condensers C37 and C38 should be
adequate, and to guard against possible short circuits the condensers should he held slightly
clear of the chas "sis before the clamping rings arc
locked up. The end of the bent -up lug may then
be pushed over to corne in the centre of the clearance
hole.
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Earth Connection
In the original model a three -pin mains socket
was employed. The earthing connection of this
socket is connected to the common negative line
of the complete receiver, and as this carries the
total amperage of the heater circuits a heavy
gauge wire should be used throughout. A double
length of standard lighting flex is probably the
simplest method of carrying out this connection,
soldering the ends together. This applies also, of
course, to the lead connecting the two chassis
together. If the house mains outlet socket is of
the three -pin type, then a three -wire lead should be
itsed to supply the receiver, and an earth connection
is thus automatically obtained. it was found,
however, that results were more reliable when a
separate earth connection was employed on the
receiver section, and it will have been noted that a
socket is attached on the vision receiver, on the
small bracket carrying the coaxial aerial socket,
and this former socket is in direct connection with
the metal bracket. In the installation used the
aerial coaxial lead was taken to a three socket
Belling -Lee connector mounted on the window -sill,
and the inner lead of the coaxial was taken to one
socket, and the outer braiding to another socket.
A separate lead was then connected from the third
socket to a buried copper earth spike. The lead
from the receiver consisted of a length of coaxial
to which was taped a length of insulated flex,
provided at the set end with a plug for insertion
in the earth socket, and the coaxial fitted with the
plug portion of the standard Belling -Lee coaxial
connector. This separate earthing arrangement
seemed to assist in holding the set perfectly stable
under the most drastic interfering conditions,
namely, low -flying aircraft. These gave only a
rapid fade. on the picture, but no picture slip or
tearing of lines which sometimes occurred if the
separate earth spike connection was omitted.
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and therefore the turn -ups at each end of the clip,
or clips, will vary. On one side only about din. is
needed to strop behind the wooden support, but atthe front about °_in. will be required -according to
the upward rake of the long strip on the chassis
front. When adjusted, however, it will be found a,
very simple matter to put the tube in position or
withdraw it. It just slides back into the wooden
support and the glass is firmly clamped between the
lower strip and the top clip(s), the tube thus being
held firmly between the rubber mask and the rubber
ring surrotuiding the bolo in the wooden support.
The tube is safely and rigidly held and a support for
the stem is not really required. It projects through
the hole in the magnet support. and rubber
grommets are obtainable which will just fit the hole
specified in this support, and the tube will fit the
grommet comfortably.
The scanning coil assembly should be pushed as
far forward as possible, and to keep it secure it is
desirable to wrap a layer or two of thick paper
round the tube, adjusting the thickness until the
coil unit is a nice tight fit and will not rotate or
slip. Connect the E.H.T. lead to the anode cap
on the tube and, assuming that you have previously checked that there are no short- circuits
or wrong connections plug in all valves, making
quite certain that the time base amplifiers are in
their respective sockets. Turn height and width
control to their maximum anti -clockwise direction,
volume control to minimum and remaining four
time -base controls to a mid -way position: Contrast
should also be set to minimum -maximum rotation

anti -clockwise.
Now rotate the combined brightness onoff
switch until the switch clicks but do not turn it
any farther. As soon as the valves reach operating
temperature this control may be advanced slowly,
but keep a careful look round for any suggestion
of trouble due to an overlooked faulty connection.
At about the centre of its travel the raster should
begin to appear, but if a single spot, or a single
Preliminary Tests
horizontal or vertical line appears turn off instantly.
The complete receiver is now ready for pre- As a further check at this point turn up the volt ne
liminary tests, and the following procedure should control, when a rushing noise should be heard from
he adopted. The tube should be inserted in its the loudspeaker without trace of instability.
mount and the valve socket placed on its base.
The tube is held in position in the following Raster Adjustment
If there is some sort of raster, and not just a
manner. Round the hole in the wooden support is
tacked a length of rubber draught -excluder, and a single line, the appropriate time -base controls may
portion of this and the wood will have to be cut out now be adjusted to provide the required area of
to clear the exhausting pip on the tube in some scan. It is extremely unlikely that the four
cases, but with the duodecal tube this is not controls will be in the correct position so the hold
necessary. The rubber mask is placed over the face and form controls should be adjusted with the
of the tube, and this assists in holding it. When the height and width controls to obtain a steady raster
tube is pushed home against the rubber surround, just filling the rubber mask. In this particular
the plate glass is placed over the front of the mask receiver it irrnot necessary to receive synchronising
and its lower edge is dropped behind the upturn of pulses from the transmitter to obtain a steady raster,
the long metal strip on the front of the chassis. and it should not be found difficult to obtain the
The glass is now pushed gently until it is upright necessary picture area. A horizontal black line
and the upper edge can be held in position in two running down or up across the screen indicates
different ways. The distance from the rear edge of that the frame hold needs adjustment and if the
the wooden support to the front of the glass should scanning. lines are running diagonally across the
be measured, and either one strip 4M. wide or two picture the line hold control should be adjusted
tin. wide should be cut. These should be the same until they are horizontal and steady. Similarly,
length as the distance just measured and should be the line form and hold controls will bring the lirics
turned up at each end for sufficient distance to to rest and a few minutes with these six contras
enable them to be dropped over the glass and the will soon show their effect on the scan, and although
wood. It will be found that the top of the glass does it has taken several lines to describe the adjustment
not come up to the same level as the top of the wood, it will be found that the.actual work is exceedingly
.

'

.
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adjust form to obtain the required linearity. (It
might be mentioned here that the term linearity is
sometimes used in place of form, and frequency and

simple and will only take a .few seconds. Look
carefully at the raster and note whether the lines
are all parallel and of equal separation. It may be
found that the upper part of the raster, for instance,
has the lines gradually increasing in spacing.
Frame form should close them up: On the line
scan you really need a picture of the test card to
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Installing Car Radio -1
The

Principles and Practice of Modern Car Radio
By ERIC BALLS, A.M.I.M.I., M.A.E.T.

No great difficulties are involved in the installation of radio receivers on motor
cars. Care, discrimination and neat workmanship are, however, essential.
Some makes of vehicle manufactured recently
are designed to accommodate a certain make and
typo of radio. The set will be fitted at the works
if so requested. Should the owner not specifylladio
to be fitted, but subsequently change his mind, it
is advisable that the standard apparatus should be
installed, even though in some cases the fitting of
another type may be the easier procedure. Owners
of recently manufactured vehicles should therefore

however, is that the gear lever when operated does
not foul the set. An alternative mounting positiorfl
would be in a glove box or cubby hole. A disadvantage of this is that reduced space is available
for parking the innumerable accessories incidentals,
The fitting of such a single -unit,;
to motoring.
receiver is simple, the principal requirement being,_
that the equipment should be mounted as near as,.
possible to the aerial-this is important whatever the type of set. The simplicity of fitting is somewhat
offset by the fact that it is not practicable to hide
the main bulk of the apparatus from view (as is
often possible with two- or three -unit sets) because
the controls must be accessible.
Two- or Three -unit Sets

There are various arrangements of two- or three unit sots. The main assembly may consist of power
unit, receiver and speaker, connected to a separate
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Fig. 1.-Telescopic type aerial.

control head by means of flexible cables. Alternatively, the speaker may be quite separate, thus
making a three -unit scheme. In one make of two -'
unit set the smaller unit incorporates controls, -'
tuning scale and the R.F. stages. The output and
power sections together with the loudspeaker aro
housed in the larger unit.
These more-than -one -unit sets allow considerable
latitude in the disposition of the units-only the
controls being required to occupy a prominent
position on or near the dashboard, and the result is
usually more satisfying from an æsthetic viewpoint.
Against this advantage is the fact that there is
more work involved than in fitting a single -unit
set. Furthermore, the fixing holes and bolts for
units which are to be mounted in " invisible
positions are very apt to be in exceedingly awkward
Another disadvantage
and inaccessible places
with some types of two- or three -unit set is increased
!

consult the car makers. Even so, there is the possibility that fortunate and happy owners of such rare
possessions as new motor cars may acquire car
radios of " incorrect " type (as a gift, for instance),
in which caso the following notes may be of use to
them, in addition to owners of cars not originally
intended to be radio equipped.
There are two main considerations in the installation of wireless sets on motor cars ; first, the
\
positioning of the receiver, controls, loudspeaker,
and aerial for maximum efficiency, ease of fitting,
and convenience of operation ; second, the suppresFig. 2.- Roof-top aerial.
sion of interference from the ignition and other
electrical equipment of the car. The two considerations are to some extent hound up with each risk of interference duo to extended wiring. It is
other.
significant, however, that several leading manufacturers adopt the two- or three -unit arrangement.
In systems where the speaker is a separate
Single-unit Sets
Some makes of set are in a single unit so that the component, the set itself can be positioned regardles+
relative position of controls, speaker, etc., does not of accoustic considerations and can he mounted
enter into. the question. A typical receiver of this under the car bonnet provided that adequate screentype is illustrated on the cover which shows the set ing is available. (In one type of modern car the
mounted beneath the dashboard. Note that the standard radio set, as fitted at the works, is located
set is positioned centrally so as to be clear of driver's in a metal box under the bonnet and over the
and passenger's knees. A point to he watched, driver's feet ; control being effected by flexible
.
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shafts.) The speaker can then be fixed in any
desirable position, the length of the connecting
leads being of no importance. Probably the best
position is in the centre of the header panel above
the windscreen.
It is very important to avoid sharp bends in
flexible control cables. Any undue kinking will
cause difficulty of operation and a predisposition
to failure.
Points to Watch
Before fitting any type of set to a car it is worth
while to give the whole receiver a test on the bench,
using the car battery (er a substitute) and a rigged -
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screening of which must be efficiently earthed.
The best position for connecting the inner cable is
probably to one of the ammeter terminals. Alternatively, connection may be made to a live terminal
on the cut -out or fuse box. On British cars a
terminal marked " A " or " Aux " is suitable ; the
latter usually has a fuse in circuit. A fuse for the
radio set is, however, invariably incorporated in
the screened lead.
When the set uses a non -synchronous vibrator
the polarity of the battery is immaterial. If a self rectifying vibrator is used some adjustment may
be necessary on cars with the " wrong " battery
pole earthed.

up aerial.
This procedure may obviate the
To
exasperating discovery that the set will not function
after fitting. It is possible, for example, for a valve
tó work loose in its holder clue to vibration during
Resistor
transit ; such a fault can easily be corrected on the
Must Be
bench, but if not diseovered until after mounting
As
Close
on the vehicle the cholo job may have to he taken
Possible
down again. By the way, before testing a set
To
make .sure ii is the correct tcoltage for tice car.
Distributor
Haying decided up en suitable positions for the
Cover
unit or units, it is best to try the components in
position before actually drilling any holes or making
td trimming or bodywork.
:lily permanent alterat
_A good plan is to t ie t !ce nn its temporarily in position
o as to ascertain cchethcr the flexible controls are
1,ng enough to reap is from control head to set, and
whether the units will be clear of gear and brake
levers anti passengers' legs. Further, the position
of the aerial must be considered in relation to the
installation as a whole.
Whatever the type (If set, the following main
points are important and must he watched. Firstly,
all equipment must he earthed, i.e., the metal cases Fig. 4 (left).- Suppressor resistor in main ignition
of all units crust be in good electrical contact with
H.T. lead.
the car chassis. This result can usually be obtained
Fig. 6 (right). -Plug lead suppressor.
bolts,
by cleaning metal work around the fixing
but if doubt exists an earthing cable crust be run
from easing to ear chassis. There are exceptions The Aerial
When deciding on the position of the receiver,
to this rule, however, and manufacturers' instruction leaflets should always be consulted. Secondly, the type of aerial it is intended to use and the
Tatter's proposed position on the ear should ho
considered conjointly. The lead -in cable is Usually
screened to prevent pick -up or interference and it'
the length is increased beyond that recommended
losses may be introduced due to self- capacity.
There are three principal types of -aerial, a
represcict,ct cue pattern of each being described below.
The telescopic type (Fig. 1) is probably the easiest
to fit, is quite ollieient and very popular. The usual
position is on the side of the car to the rear of the
bonnet. It is generally easier to fit the aerial to the"
left -hand side of tic& car owing to the absence of
steering column and pedals, but the position of the
ignition coil and wiring must be taken into account
as the aerial should be placed as far as possible
from these components. One solution is to move
although unobtrusiveness of the equipment is the ignition coil away from the aerial mounting.
The roof -top aerial (Fig. 2). This type gives good
desirable from considerations of appearance, allowance should be macle for accessibility for future results and does not readily pick up interference.
servicing purposes. - Thirdly, each tuait must be so More difficulty may be experienced in fitting than
firmly fixed as to prevent yibrat ion when the car is with the telescopic type, especially if the roof has
running on the road. The act oil method of fixing to he drilled in several places and interior trimming
the unit or units (i.e., by bolts, brackets, etc.) is, disturbed. Tice type illustrated is attached by
ocean; of suction cupà anti only one chilling is
of course, dependent upon design of the set.
Connect -ion to the power supply -the car battery nécesac,y. The fastidious owner may object to the
is usually effected by a single screened cable, the appearance of this type, but the present example

-
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harmonises well with modern body contours. Keep
the lead -in well away from screen wiper cables, etc.
The under -car aerial (Fig. 3), being completely
invisible, cannot detract from the appearance of
the vehicle. It has certain disadvantages in reduced
sensitivity and a tendency to pick up interferenco
from the driving wheels and other sources. The
exhaust pipe is often a cause of interference and an
under -car aerial should therefore be mounted under
the opposite side of the chassis. To compensate in
some degree for the aerial's comparative lack of
sensitivity it is important that its effective " height,"

4
This Wire

Must Not
Be Lengthened

Coil

Must
Be

Bolted
7b

Earthed
Metal

Fig.

5.- Suppressor condenser

connected to ignition

coil.

(i.e., distance frein the receiver's " earth," the
chassis) should be the maximum possible as is

consistent with giving sufficient road clearance.
Under -car aerials are liable to become gradually
less efficient duo to accumulation of dirt and
moisture.
Regarding aerials in general and their relation
to the ever present problem of interference
suppression, it should be borne in mind that in
order to obtain the highest signal -to -noise ratio
every endeavour should be made to obtain the
greatest possible aerial input to the set. An
inefficient aerial cannot be compensated for by the
provision of extra sensitivity in the set itself without
resorting to abnormal methods of suppression on
the car. Suppression methods will now be considered next.
Interference
It is much more difficult to obtain a quiet
" background " with a car radio receiver than with
the ordinary domestic type of set. The reason is

the close proximity of the miniature power station
which is the vehicle's electrical installation.
Although a motor vehicle starting and lighting
system is a low- voltage direct- current one there
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are radio -frequency components in the currents
associated with several circuits, notably the ignition
and dynamo sections. Then there are, to a lesser
degree, the building up and breakdown of static
charges due to such causes as friction between
tyres and road or to faulty joins in metal panelling.
High -frequency currents in the wiring may
caste interference in one of two ways, i.e., either
by radiation from the cables carrying them (the
radiations being picked up by the aerial or lead -in)
or by feeding hack into the receiver power unit
via the car battery, which is the common energy
reservoir for both radio set and lighting system.
Static discharges are picked up by aerial or lead -in.
Prevention of the pick -up of interference radiated
from cables is achieved by (a) screening the set,
aerial, and lead -in ; (b) positioning the offending
cables as near as possible to earth (remember that
in car radio work " earth " means the chassis and
all metal directly bonded to it) ; (c) judicious
relative placing of aerial and lead -in with regard
to the car wiring.
Considering (a) above. Screening of the set itself
is effected by encasing in metal. The lead -in is
frequently encased in metallic sheathing (which
must be earthed at both ends) while the aerial itself
is conveniently screened by the presence of metallic
bodywork between it and sources of radiation.
There are exceptions to the last generalisation.
For example, a scuttle -mounted telescopic aerial.
(see Fig. 2) is not screened when the bonnet is open
on the saine side. Similarly, an under -car aerial
(Fig. 4) is susceptible to the effects of static
discharges frein wheels, exhaust pipe, brake cables,
etc. -this in addition to a low efficiency in picking
up the actual required signal.
Concerning (b). The sparking plug cables are a
cause of radiated interference. They should be
kept as short as possible, bunched together and
fixed as near as practicable to the cylinder block
(" earth "). To avoid the transference of high
frequency fluctuations to the low voltage wiring,
the cables to the coil low tension terminals should
be kept well away from the plug wires.
The requirements of (c) have to seine extent
already been considered. It is usually a simple
matter to move the ignition coil or regulator box
away from an aerial location. The lead -in can be
positioned wherever desired provided its length is
not increased.
Interference caused by feed -back of unwanted
current fluctuations (which may be of radio frequency as in ignition H.T. circuits, or low frequency
commutation ripples) may be suppressed in three
ways : (1) By introducing a high resistance into a
circuit carrying discharges of an oscillatory nature
(i.e., spark plug wires) to damp the discharge. or,
(2) by filtering suitable circuits (dynamo fields, for
instance) by means of a combination of choke and
condenser, or, (3) by simply by- passing the unwanted ripple component to earth through a
condenser. The use of any of these methods also
tends to prevent re- radiation by the conductors and
pick -up by the aerial.
The ignition system is the main cause of interference. It is usually sufficient, with modern receivers,
to insert a 10,000 ohms suppressor resistor in the
H.T. cable between the centre of the distributor
cover and the ignition coil as in Fig. 4.
(To be continued)
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An Alterncttive Bics Supply

Equipment

for A

An Experimental Arrangement for Special Cases

T

-

grace " universal " domestic receiver
solves the problem of supplying its valves
with their necessary grid bias by the process of
using cathode bias resistors. This is a cheap and
efficient method which is eminently suitable for
circuits of this type. Chen, however, it is desired to
adapt more complicated equipment for use from
A.C. /D.C. supplies it is sometimes fund that cathode
bias does not supply a workable arrangement.
Apart from circuits which require a fixed value of
bias regardless of cathode current (such as valves
working at their cut -off point, etc.), there also,
occur cases in videli it is necessary to have the
cathodes of certain valves connected directly to
chassis to obviate hum pick -up, arel so on. What is
required for apparatus of this type, therefore, is a
bias supply whoso.voltage remains constant re;ardless of whether the input voltage is A.C. or D.C.
A circuit carrying out this function has been
evolved by the writer. Although probably not
original, he has considered it of sufficient interest to
readers to make it the subject -matter of this article.
av

aerees the resistor is used to by-pass any mains,
A.F. or E.F. voltages which may appear across it.
This is a reliable and widely used method of
obtaining negative bias. it being assumed that the
total H.T. current of the receiver is sufficiently
constant to cause little variation in the bias voltage
so obtained.
Automatic Bias from D.C. Mains Equipment
This system may also be adapted to supply a
bias supply- for equipment working from D.C. mains.
Figure 2(a) shows a skeleton supply circuit for,
say, an A.C./D.C. receiver which is being run from
D.C'. maim. It will be seen that the mains supplies a
voltage for the rectifier (now acting simply as a
resistor) as well as for the heaters. Now if we were
to connect a further resistor between the chassis
and the negative side of the mains we would have the
situation' shown in Fig. 2(b), in which we have availRectifier
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(a).- Skeleton diagram of a typical supply
circuit for an A.C.ID.C. receiver.
(b). How the inclusion of an .additional

Figs. i (a) and (b). -How " automatic" bias may he
obained from A.C. and battery -operated equipment.

Fig. 2
resistor in the negative ,nains lead provides a suitable
voltage for bias purposes.

Automatic Bias in A.C. Equipment
Before proceeding with a full description of the
circuit, a short résumé of the method used to obtain
" automatic " bias in A.C. (or battery -operated)
equipment would not be out of place.
Figures 1 (a) and (b) show how this is clone. A resistor is connected in series with the negative side of the

able a voltage which is negative with respect to
chassis. This voltage, suitably smoothed, could be
used for a grid bias supply.
Bias for A.C./D.C. Equipment
Figure 2(b), however, by no means solves the
problem of bias supply for " universal " equipment, because, as soon as the receiver of Fig. 2(b)
is connected to an A.G. mains supply the. voltage
developed across the additional resistor will not be
D.C. but A.C., and will be quito unsuitable fOr

H.T. supply and the chassis of the receiver. The
total H.T. current of the receiver passes through
this resistor thereby causing a voltage to be built up
across it. As the `' bottom end " of the resistor is
negative with respect to chassis we may use it as a biasing purposes.
source of negative grid bias voltage. Differing
The next step in developing this bias circuit,
voltages may be obtained by tapping into the resis- therefore, is to introduce
some form Of rectification
tor at ctifferent. points or by connecting a potentio- which will convert the built
-up A.C. to D.C. and
meter network across it. The condenser connected vet will not alter the results obtained
in Fig. 2(b).
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This is done by the circuit of Fig. 3. Rectification
is carried out by the diode. When the equipment
is connected up to A.C. mains a voltage will be
dropped across R1. This voltage will be A.C. It
will be passed by C1 to the anode of the diode,
with R2 and R3 (which have relatively high values of
resistance) acting as leaks. As the diode will only
pass current on positive half- cycles a negativo
voltage (with respect to chassis), will be built up

-

Dropper
Showing the
Fig. 3.
addition of a half-wave
rectifier to enable a D.C.
bias voltage to be obtained
when a " universal" reValve
ceiver is connected to A.C. Heaters
mains.

Mains

check the theory of the above arguments, he has
made several experimental rigs. The one which will
hold most interest for readers is shown in Fig. 5.
The diode used was a diode section of an EBC33,
and it was decided to use the voltage dropped across
its own heater (6.3 volts) as the source of either A.C.
or D.C. supply. The values of the condenser and
resistors used in the diode circuit were carefully
chosen to enable the bias voltages obtained from
A.C. or D.C. to be approximately the same. Using
the values shown, the bias voltage obtained was
about 2.8 volts (as checked with a valve völtmeter)
The 0.0091 5F condenser (C1) was obtained by
connecting a 0.1 5F condenser in series with 0.01
51' condenser. The components R, and C, are
used simply for smoothing and could conveniently
have values of 1 MQ and 0.1 pF respectively.
Dropper

Chassis

Chassis

Valve

Heaters
Negative

Source of
G.B. Voltage
-4

Negative

Source of
G.B. Voltage

across R3. After smoothing, this voltage may be used
for biasing purposes.
Let us now see how this circuit behaves when the
set is connected to a D.C. mains supply.
When the mains supply is connected correctly,
a negative voltage will be passed, via R_, to the anode
of the diode. As this voltage is negative with respect
to the cathode of the diode it will cause no current
to flow in the valve, whose effect may, therefore,
be ignored. Similarly, C1 may also be ignored as there
is now no A.C. in the circuit. Fig. 3 then breaks
down to the simplified diagram shown in Fin. 4,
Cl

009/
pF

R

y

(Valve
Heater)

2
680
KI2

R3

470

K!]

(-

6.3 Volts

Ag or D.C.
component
with
(.t-)

Fig

Î-

4.-Simplified version

of Fig. 3, showing how
that circuit functions on a D.C. mains supply.

Fig.

.

D.C.

Mains

R,

5.-A practical version of Fig. 3
values.

in. which a D.C. voltage is built up across R1,
this being passed to the potentiometer formed by
R2 and R3 from which a tapping is taken at the
junction of the two resistors.
It may now be seen that, whatever supply is used,
a negative voltage is given from the circuit for
purposes of grid bias. As, however, the two processes of obtaining this voltage are entirely different,
we cannot be certain that the actual voltage obtained
will be the same in both cases.
A Practical Circuit
Owing to heavy pressure of outside work the

writer has not been able to incorporate this biasing
supply into any equipment as yet. However, to

The writer does not wish to leave the impression
is essential to use the component values of
Fig. 5 in order to obtain correct results. These
were only the values used by him for verification
of the usefulness of the circuit. In actual fact, up
to three -quarters of the voltage dropped by R,
could be obtained for biasing purposesi if required.
The resistors R2 and R3 should first be .chosen to
obtain the required voltage from D.C. mains, the
condenser C1 being then adjusted to givé the sane
voltage from an A.C.
supply. Incidentally, if a
potentiometer network is
used before or after
enable
smoothing to
different biasing voltages
to be obtained, it should
Mains
be- remembered that the
total resistance of this
network will be in parallel
with R3, which should be
adjusted accordingly.

that it

Using the Circuit in Practice To R2
It may appear at first
Showing a
sight that this method of Fig. 6.
obtaining bias is some- method of replacing Rn by
valve heaters.
what extravagant in its
use of additional com-

-

ponents. However, this is not entirely true.
For instance, if we examine the diode circuit
used for rectification it will be seen that the cathode
of the valve is connected to chassis. Therefore,
to take an example, assuming that the equipment
in use was a superhet receiver, we could quite,
conveniently use one of the diodes of the double diode- triode for this purpose without adding to the
number of valves required at all. Alternatively,
the output valve could be replaced by a diode pentode, and so on. The same holds true for most
other types of equipment. A triode or pentode
(Continued on page 174.)
.
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by THERMION
A New

Journal!

IAM not surprised to learn that your Editor is

launching a new journal. I have been associated
with him for so many years that I expected him to
be early off the mark with a journal dealing with
television.
Indeed, Practical Television, the
new ninepenny monthly, can be said to have been
in a state of suspended animation since 1935, when
the original Practical Television, edited by
Mr. F. J. Camm, ceased publication.
Those fifteen years have metamorphosed television
science. Gone are the disc machines and the
transmitting system as we then knew it.
I have been privileged to be present at the birth of
many new journals, and to me the excitement of the
preparation of a first issue is a stimulating experience
which spurs one on and acts a.i' a mental goad.
I wonder how many readers, reading the first issue
of a journal, realise the amount of work which has
gone into it. At first it takes shape from a nebulous
idea. The scaffolding is erected when the policy
is framed, and the brickwork in the form of articles
and contributions gradually complete the journalistic
structure. There is, of course, the tidying -up, for
first issues must suffer from the imperfections of
first issues. The editor, as the parent of the
offspring, must breathe life into it and supply the
driving force and the momentum which speeds the
journal on its way. There are incidental things,
such as ensuring originality of title, preparing
cover designs, interviewing contributors and
inspiring them, constructing the regular features,
arranging for illustrations; planning the news
service which acts as a filter for the industry,
acquainting the trade with the policy of the new
journal, selecting photographs, interviewing prospective artists and photographers, telephoning,
selecting the type faces, .planning the distribution
(for a journal does not sell itself), attending to such
items as notepaper design, drafting publicity to
appear in the Press-these are but a few of the
items which provide the excitement in the editorial
office and the publishing house when the carefully
guarded secret of a pending new publication at
long last is bruited abroad. It acts as a fillip to the
staff and, very much like the prima donna who
nervously anticipates her first appearance at
Covent Garden, so do the staff of a new journal
anxiously await the reception of the symposium of
their work by the public.
For, of course, a subtle sort of acumen is required
as well as a logical mind to supply what is conceived
to be a public need. It would be impossible to take
a census of public opinion. The editor óf a journal
develops a sixth sense. He knows when the
moment is ripe to cater for a hitherto uncateredfor public.
Your present scribe has been invited to contribute
articles from time to time and mayhap supply the
barbs. often useful, in disarming too shrewd a
criticism.

Of course. in the early days of radio, new journals
were springing up almost every other week. and those
were indeed exciting days. Most of them have
fallen by the wayside,. some of them defeated by
the too -energetic pursuit of a wrong policy and
others by lack of policy.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS was, I think, the last to
come into the field, but with one notable exception
its competitors have died. Age, of course, proves
nothing but antiquity. To have been first can
mean nothing but senility, to have become first
indicates progressive policy ; to have become
practically the only journal indicates a stamina
and a virility and the maintenance of a vigorous
outlook that is rare indeed in the spheres of competitive journalism. Indeed, it is rare for a new
journal to oust its older competitors.
Practical Television will revivify the interest
in television of many who had discarded it after a
brief experience of the old disc machine, now a
thing of the past. I forecast for the ,new journal
a long and distinguished career and raise my glass
here to its instantaneous success.
Delivery Dates
IN a weak moment a few months ago 1 wrote
a paragraph on the subject of the time taken
by some firms in delivering goods ordered by our
readers. I event to some pains to explain the reason
for this and to some extent I sympathised with
suppliers who found themselves caught out owing
to an unprecedented demand for their goods. For
it is often impossible to anticipate demand. Sometimes an expected good seller remains op the shelves
and has to be jobbed off. On another occasion
a line will go out of stock in a couple of days and
the manufacturer is in the unfortunate position of
having to write hundreds of apologetic letters and
anxiously to await further deliveries.
That paragraph, however, has brought me some
dozens of letters from readers who feel that I am
able to wave some magic wand with advertisers
and to secure delivery earlier than that promised
by the makers. Your Uncle Thermion is a wizard
in many things, but he is unable to do more than
investigate and ascertain whether complaints are
justified. Readers in their enthusiasm to get to
grips with some new circuit allow their anger at
delays to override their reason, and the result
is a letter written in vitriol with an asbestos pen
to your humble scribe, asking him what he is going
to do about it. Indeed, from some of the letters
it might be concluded that I am advocatus diaboli,
and in league with the manufacturers to withhold
goods from readers cantankerously.
In a few cases where complaints have been
justified I have been able to secure either the
goods or a refund of the móney, and this provides
me with the opportunity for saying that any reader
may rest assured that if he is dealing with an
advertiser in this journal he is assured of satisfaction.
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Radio Valve Review-1

Complete Guide to the Present Range of Valves
THE Editor has decreed that this series shall any given time can be divided into a number of
be a comprehensive review of all current well -defined groups.
First, there are the " preferred " types, that is
formidable
British types of radio valves
which the manufacturer offers
task if ever there was one, as several valve manu- to say, the typesreceivers
-the valves which are
for use in new
facturers list well over a hundred different types.
production.
There are many people-chiefly radio traders actually being put into sets in current
Second, there are valves which, up to recently,
and service engineers-who complain that there
" but are now superseded
are far too many valve types, and lay the blame have been " preferred typesThese
are the valves sold
at the door of the valve manufacturer. On the face by more modern valves.
four
of it, of course, this complaint appears to have for replacement in sets made two, three or
some justification, but investigation of all the years ago.
The third, and by far the largest group, are valves
circumstances reveals that the present multiplicity
of much older sets
of types is inevitable and is in no way the fault of needed for the maintenance
the pre -war veterans whose owners will not, or
the valve manufacturer.
discard them.
Practically every valve listed was originally cannot afford, toare
what may be termed " developFinally, there
developed either to fill a very real need or to give
valves embodying the results
the listener the benefit of some new technical ment types " -newmonths
even years of intensive
advance. Progress must not be denied or thwarted of, perhaps, many which theorset
-maker is trying out
and so long as technicians are able to discover research ; valves
on the market
will
appear
which
circuits
new
in
the
branches
in
other
and
in
radio
applications
new
after.
the
year
or
year
next
valve
will
long
so
just
engineering,
electronic
of
It is this kaleidoscope of valve types and techmanufacturers devote their best efforts to produce
it is hoped to present during this series
the improved valves needed for the realisation of niques which
sort of ordered sequence.
the new discoveries. Conversely, whenever the of articles, in some
In planning this series much thought has been
research departments of valve manufacturers
way of presenting data
develop new principles and manufacturing tech- given to the most convenient
of valve types to the end that the
nique, equipment manufacturers will produce the on these hundreds
be as complete as possible and should
sets employing the new valves and giving the record should
amount of useful information
improved performance which these valves make contain the maximum
consistent with the space available month by month.
possible.
These are the reasons for the development and Various Classes
original introduction of the hundreds of valve
In this connection it must be remembered that
types listed to -day. But there is another aspect of
there are very many different classes of valve
the matter.
triodes ; frequency
;
During the war manufacture of domestic receivers voltage amplifying pentodes
valves ; rectifiers.; multiple
was practically at a standstill and listeners had, changers ; alloutput
as well as such special tubes as
perforce, to keep in service old receivers which, in valves of-ray kinds,
tuning indicators, voltage
tubes,
cathode
and
superannuated
been
better times, would have
Furthermore, each class
forth.
so
and
stabilisers,
when
-day,
to
Even
sets.
replaced by more modern
in battery -operated,
represented
is
valve
receiving
of
its
regaining
rapidly
is
sets
new
production of
D.C. /A.C..(series running)
and
-operated
mains
A.C.
other
and
export
of
demands
the
pre -war rhythm,
in each class and range there are
economic factors necessitate the retention in service ranges. ofAgain,
manufacturing techniques-the
various
valves
dating
-some
old
sets
of
of
thousands
tens
of
and the various forms of
construction
"
old
"
pinch
the
of
valves
and
years;
20
15
or
even
10,
back
with their wide variety of
construction
-glass
all
replacement
for
available
be
still
types
must
older
types of base. Then there is the possibility of
purposes.
-the present -day " preThose within the valve section of the industry chronological classification
the immediate " maintenance "
know that these " replacement " types represent ferred "andtypes,
the pre -war types now merging into
a very substantial proportion of the total number of types,
Finally, valves can be classified under
types listed. They know, too, that the older types obsolescence.
of their makers.
are gradually disappearing, and there is little theItnames
has appeared best to deal with valves by
doubt that the rate at which they disappear will general
types, devoting one article to, say, H.F.
accelerate as economic conditions improve and
another to frequency changers, and so on.
permit the replacement of more and mere of the pentodes,
For each class of valve, comments on the latest
older receivers.
be given, with reference to the characAt the same time it is only fair to point out that practice willpresent
There- day " preferred " types.
disappearance of the old stagers will be accom- teristics offollow
in tabulated form abridged data of
will
panied by the appearance of newer valves. Whether after
maintenance types in order of ago, beginning
the net result will be a very substantial reduction current
the most recent. This data will be given under
in the total number of types cannot at .present be with names
of the manufacturers in alphabetical
the
predicted.
order.
Before embarking upon reviews of individual'
" Preferred " Types
however, it will be of interest to exewmne
valves,
any
one
by
listed
types
of
valve
total
sum
The
the
general lines of present -day British valve
briefly
at
whole,
as
a
industry
the
or
by
manufacturer,
A

-a

-

-
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practice, and in particular the prevailing trends in
valve technique.
Development in recent years bas centred mainly
around the high-frequency end of the receiver, i.e.,
R.F. voltage -amplifying pentodes and frequency
changers, the position with regard to audiofrequency amplifiers, output valves and rectifiers
being comparatively static. This, of course, is
mainly the result of the large -scale use of short - and
ultra-short -wave radio in radar and other military
applications during the war, which stimulated
intensive research and led to important advances in
valve technique. The needs of television, also, have
had a profound influence on recent development.

" All -glass " Valves
It is true to say that the spectacular advances in

high -frequency valve technique made during the
last few years were greatly facilitated by the
development, just prior to the war, of the first
" all- glass " valves. In all -glass technique the long
electrode connections inseparable from the original,
" pinch " construction are replaced by short, stout
wires moulded into a flat glass base, and serving at
one and the same time as both valve pins and

149

electrode supports. Valve capacitances and inductances are thus greatly reduced, and this results
not only in better performance, particularly at high'
frequencies, but also in greater uniformity of
characteristics as between valve and valve of the
same type and make.
Continued development of all -glass technique has
also rnade possible substantial reductions in overall
dimensions
matter of considerable importance,
as it permits equipment manufacturers to produce
compact chassis and thus to effect considerable

-a

economies.
The faìniliar ranges of valves of " pinch " construction on the octal base are therefore being
gradually superseded by variotis forms of "all glass " valves, and particularly by " all- glass " valves
of miniat ure construction. Among these are the
miniature button -base (seven -pin B7G base) types
and the eight -pin (BSA) base types. To accommodate

all the external connections to certain types of
multiple valve, and also for various technical and
production reasons, a new nine -pin pressed glass
base, known as the " Koval " (B9A) base, is being
adopted for certain valves.
(To be continued)

Meter Problems -2

Improvisations and Methods of Making Use of " Unsuitable " Meters
By W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)

LAST month we explained why it was necessary
to obtain certain types of meter for inclusion
in multi- purpose testers, and showed that
some meters which readers have obtained are
unsuitable. There is no need, however, for these
particular instruments to be scrapped, and it is
possible, if one does net mind a little extra trouble,
to use there and obtain quite good indications as to
working conditions.
Unfortunately for some,
this calls for a small amount of calculation, but
no more than is normally used in ordinary amateur
radio -the application of Ohm's Law. Take first
the illustration given last month concerning the
indication of working voltage on a simple detector
stage. It was shown that the valve can be regarded
as a resistance, and that the inclusion of a low resistance meter across the valve effectively reduces
the total resistance and thus gives a wrong indication of the voltage actually present at the anode.
The illustration is repeated in Fig. 1, and if
this is examined it will be obvious that
if the circuit is opened at A, and a current
indicating meter is inserted at this point, it will
show the total current flowing, and again applying
Ohm's Law we can calculate the total resistance in
cirfuit. Alternatively, by consulting a valve makers
data sheet covering the particular valve in use,
we can find the voltage which is actually on the
anode, and several other factors.
Substitution
It is obvious, of course, that the low -resistance
meter which is unsatisfactory when connected
across the valve will have little effect on the working conditions when connected in series with the

valve, but the circuit has got to be broken to
enable this to be done, and the current itself,
although it may perhaps be easily read on the
particular meter in use, may not give us the indication we require. This may have to be calculated, as
already mentioned, by applying Ohm's Law.
First of all, the meter has to be capable of giving
a reading within the value which will be expected.
That is to say, if the valve stage will be passing a
current of about 10 mA. it is of little use including
a meter reading only 1 mA. This will only damage
the meter. Similarly, if the meter reads 100 mA,
it will give a. very inaccurate reacting if it is included
in such a circuit without r..odification. It is always
desirable to arrange that the required reading is

Fig.

I.- Theoretical
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(measuring a detector anode circuit), the inclusion
of the meter in series may affect _performance. It
should be remembered that when a valve is working
in a stable condition the anode current will differ
from that when it is oscillating. Thus if a valve is
operating under certain conditions it may be possible
that the inclusion of the meter movement at certain
points in its anode circuit may result in the valve
going into oscillation, with the result that the
anode current will change. This may be checked
by putting the meter in circuit and then earthing the
grid. If the anode current varies appreciably when
the grid is earthed, then you will know that oscillation is taking place. To guard against this spurious
oscillation the meter should be connected direct to
the H.T. positive line -that is, included at the
" earthy " end of the decoupling resistance, transformer, etc., and in general should be provided with
a by -pass condenser. On standard types of receiver
this should be .1 ttF and on ultra -short wave equipment a mica .001 [IF will probably prove adequate.
For the same reason, the leads to the meter should
be as short as possible, but where the instrument is
Stability
There are one or two precautions which must be fitted with long leads which cannot be shortened,
borne in mind when using a meter in series with a the by -pass condenser should be included at the
circuit. In the caso which was originally given receiver end of the leads.

almost full -scale deflection (F.S.D.) and, therefore
the meter has to be provided with shunts just as in
the ordinary test meter technique, and so a low reading meter is desirable in the interests of
accuracy.
Suppose we have one of those low- resistance
meters reading about, 10 mA. We can include this
in series, with a suitable shunt to measure the total
H.T. current taken by the receiver ; we can then
measure the current in each stage which takes, say,
5 mA, or over, and by deducting this total from the
grand total may find the current in those stages
which take very little. Thus it would he possible to
find a detector stage voltage by this means, even if
the current passed was only .5 mA., but as mentioned in the opening paragraphs it calls for a little
more trouble -in opening each circuit where the
meter has to be inserted (or using special adaptors),
and then in doing the little bit of arithmetic. But
it will be found cheaper than throwing away a
meter and buying a new one.

Two -way Racio Communication in industry
1S

l

I'M efficiency in the use of transport
vehicles and material- handling equipment
1V
can be extremely difficult to attain where
plant operations cover a considerable area, and
where a variety of mobile handling units is required.
Many hours of working time, both for men and
machinery, may be lost through inability exactly
to locate, and direct to the required site, specific

1

.

I

equipment.
Such plants as shipyards, steelworks, docks and railway yards, where a vast amount of material is
regularly handled, require a wide diversity of
trucks, trailers, road and track cranes, locomotives
and tugs and lighters, all of which may be utilised
over an area of several hundreds of acres, and to
ensure an even, steady flow of materials it is essential
that each of these be used to maximum capacity
.
without overlapping or idle time.
It is in this respect that a system of two -way
frequency modulated V.H.F: radio communication
(such as that recently introduced by the Plessey
Co., Ltd., and embodying the wide experience
of the Bendix Corporation in this field), can play
such an important part in cutting costs and increasing production. Originally developed for use on
railways, and recently experimentally installed
by courtesy of the Railway Executive in a busy
marshalling yard in London, this particular system
has a wide field of application in industry. All coinponents have been specially designed to withstand the arduous conditions likely to be encountered in railway engine and heavy vehicle
installations.

of 10 watts, a crystal controlled receiver and a
power unit, all housed within a robust, weatherproof container. In the above installation, this
was mounted on the roof of a diesel shunting engine,
with aerial adjacent. A central control station
incorporates a crystal controlled transmitter amt
receiver and a power supply within a single metal
cabinet. The main control may bo up to 50ft.
from this cabinet and incorporates a loudspeaker
serving also as a " talk- hack " microphone. Where
required, a remote control point, with all the faci
lities of the master control, may be situated
several miles distant, connection being by twin
telephone line.
.

Selective Calling Device

When employing this form of control, it is
frequently advisable to be able to converse with
individual vehicle drivers rather than to broadcast
a message to all. With the Plessey system, an
optional addition is a selective calling device
whereby, at the turn of a dial the control point
operator may speak to any one of up to ninety
units, each of one or more vehicles, the remainder
being " locked out." Completely undisturbed conversation is thus assured.
The control station may thus transmit instructions to, and receive progress reports from, 'any
driver at will, and the operator is enabled to compile
a complete analysis of the manner and efficiency of
working of every unit. Instantaneous briefing of
crews and rapid location of vehicles ensures that
every vehicle is worked to its full capacity, being
transferred immediately upon completion of one
job to the nest: In this manner, either the total
Remote Control
Under this system, designed to operate in the number of vehicles necessary to achieve a given
increased
150 -184 mc;s band, each vehicle. is equipped with output may be reduced, or a considerably
a crystal controlled transmitter with output rating output may be obtained for the same expenditure.
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The demand for PRACTICAL TELEVISION is
bound to be great. The only way to niake sure of your
copy every month from Friday, March 24th is to place
a regular order with your local newsagent to -day.
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See " Situations Vacant " in this

and other journals.
We receive daily enquiries from

employers for our students.

Write to -day for our FREE BOOKLET giving full details of all
DAYTIME and POSTAL COURSES.

OFF- STRAIGHT EASY -GRIP HANDLE
PERFECT CONTROL
QUICKER HEAT UP
LOCALISED HEAT
LOW CURRENT CONSUMPTION
MAINTAINS CORRECT HEAT
A MODEL FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Write to Dept. 32

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
10.PENIONIDGE SQUIRE. NOTTING HILL GITE.
LONDON. 111,2.
TELEPHONE: NIYSWITER 5171/2

Associated with

'

H.M.V."
MARCONIPHONE'
COLUMBIA
ETC.

I.,

WOLF

ELECTRIC TOOLS, LTD.,

PIONEER WORKS,

HANGER LANE,

LONDON,

TELEPHONE: PERIVALE ;631 -4
RANCHES: BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER, LEEDS. BRISTOL
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CL YDESD_I

LE-

Bargains in Ex- Services Radio and 4.lee ironie Equipment
Infra-Rod Image
Brand New in maker's original carton.
Converter Cell.
TR ANSNIITTER TUNING, UNITS
Each having Vernier tuning dial; variable
ceramic
capacitors. Tank coil unit on
former ceramic switch R.F. chokes, etc.,
In metal cabinet 17i x 7) x 8 ins. Finish
TU5B. 1500 -3003 kcs.
black.
CARRIAGE
CLYDESDALE'S 22/6
PAID.
each.
PRICE ONLY.
TU613. 3000 -4500 kcs. TU7B. 4300 -6200 kcs.
TU8B. 6200 -7700 kcs.
E
CA
CLYDESDALE'S I
PAID
each.
PRICE ONLY.
TU26B. 200 -500 kcs.
CARRIAGE
CLYDESDALE'S 10/
PAID.
each.
PRICE ONLY.
11.151. Jumper Lead
W.S.18, Receiver
Ass. (for WS -19) 00 ft.
Unit.
Valve Battery of 5 core tinsel flex,
4
chassis fitted at ends with a
Superhet,
coverinn 0 -0 mcs. 5 way rubber plug
(50-33 metres) f o r -ZA -2994 and 5 -way
operation. rubber socket. Price
'phone
Contains 4 2 -volt 7;6 each, post paid.
3 /ARP12
valves
A R 8 Ex. Canadian Army.
(VP23).
:

1

MANY men who wished to link their
radio experience with a sound technological
background have received successful instruction by means of an I.C.S. Course.
Its value has been proved not only to
amateurs but to men who already have a
professional interest in radio and television engineering, including those taking
qualifying examinations. It is invaluable,
also, to students who wish to prepare
themselves for a job in this held. Courses
of Instruction covering radio and, if
necessary, television including the following:

1

:

Supply Unit Rectifier, for No. 43 Transmitter.
Input 110v. A.C, 50 cs. ma., 500v. 400 ma..
H.T. outputs 2.100v. 375
450v., 275v. Bias 275v., 250v.. 150v., 80v.
Transformers (1)
Components include
2100- 2100v. tapped 500- 0 -500v. (2) 450 -0- 450v.
2v.
H.T. 100v.. L.T.
(3) 2.5VCT.
5v.
6.3v.,
6.3VCT.,
13VCT.,
CLYDESDALE'S
2 :15H.
plus thermal starter 6.3v. Chokes.
PRICE ONLY.
450 ma., 20H. 162 ma., 2 15H.
CARRIAGE 375 ma. 15H.
condensers, etc. Valves,
17/6
110 ma. HV
2 6A3's, 6SJ7. 4066A. 866's, 5Z3, VR150 30,
tube. In metal case, finished in
16 foot Sectional Lv starter
and input
olive -drab crackle. with output 2ft.
Aerial with Base.
Gin. x
sockets and switches. Dim
CLYDESDALE'S
1 ft.
bin.
x
lit.
ONLY.
PRICE
p
C.4P,AID.
S
CARRIAGE
3116
10/6
PRICEONLY.
PAID.
s

(HL23DD)

HOME STUDY
backs radio experience with
sound technical knowledge

Sniperscope.
Snooperscope.
The famous wartime
tube
" Cats -eye "
used in " Tabby "
for night sniping
and observation.
Provides a S i v e r
Oxide
Cwei um
Screen for the conversion of Infra -Red
Rays to visible rays.
using an infra -red
light source. Data
provided.
Dimensions overall
dia. 2in. x 1 lin.
Screen dia.. 1iín.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY.
12/6 each,
AO

o w

motion drive, 2 slug
tuned L.F. coils,
etc., etc., size 9f x
Power
51 x 51 ins.
requirements approx

Complete Radio Engineering, Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales, Advanced Short -Wave Radio
and
Radar,
Radio,
Electronics,
Elementary
Television Technology
And the following Radio Examinations :
British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Write today for our FREE " Radio " booklet.
which fully describes the above ICS Courses.

:

:

SUPPLY
CO. LTD.
CLYDESDALE
direct fro m
SOUTH 27069.
2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.5. 'Phone

Order

. -nGfiC/
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
c

G

:

Visit our Branches in Scotland, England and N. Ireland.

ANNOUNCING THE £15 T/V FOR THE MIDLANDS
Area will be pleased to learn
Constructors in the MidlandIITV
ration on th
Televisor for
our Mk.
that the Data forFrequencies
is now available All construes
Sutton Coldfield
have not yet received the information
tors of this Televisor whodate
of purchase and invoice number,
should write In quoting
gratis.
when the full details will be supplied
of which are in service. is
This Televisor, many hundreds which
cost only E6 the pair.
designed round two Radar Units
97 C.R. Tube, and
One unit is an Indicator containing a VCR and
the other unit
the majority of the valves and components,
only requires modificais a ready -made Vision Receiver which
item, which
latter
of
this
tion for the TV Frequencies. toUse
a planned layout, eliminates
was made regardless of cost
by those who have attemptmany of the headaches experiencedReceiver
from scratch. The
ed the construction of a Vision
with photographs, parts
Constructional Data is most detailed,
and costs only 7/6. or is supplied
lists, circuit diagrams, etc., Units.
Alternatively, it may be
gratis with the two Radar
purchase of the RadartUnits within 1 days. A fully detailed
Price
dditional
t orders forthe Radar Units should include aPlease
12 6 carriage costs.
circuits we can supply
For Constructors embarking on other
listed
are
which
of
many
a wide range of component parts,
below
for " Inexpensive TeleRECEIVERS R 1355. -As specified
of the booklet
vision." Complete with all valves, and a copy
(which can be supplied for 1/9). ONLY 55/-. In new condition
(carriage, etc., 7/6).
Station
RF UNI'T'S TYPE 26 specified for theof Birmingham
the other RF UNITS
are now all sold, but we can supply one
Frequencies.
with full details of modification to cover the TV(postage
1/6).
ONLY 25' -., new in carton or 17/6 slightly used unit specified
INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 8. The indicator
with the
for " Inexpensive Television." this being complete
BRAND NEW IN MAKERS'
VCR97 Tube and valves.
CRATES. ONLY 901- (carriage 7/6).
been specially made
TRANSFORMERS for the above TV have
as follows Time Bases and Vision Transformer. 350-0-350 v.

Dept. PW5, International Bldgc., Kingsway, London, iV.C.2.

ALLEN & GOULD=
LOW RESISTANCE HEADPHONES ; with Headband,
Lead and Plug. New. 3/3 per pair.
CELL TESTERS BY MUIRIIEAD AND OTHERS : 0 -3A
D.C. Meter, 5in. scale, and 0-800 Rheostat. Used Govt. surplus,
12/6.
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS : Input 24 v. D.C., Output
300 v. D.C. 60 mA. and 150 v. D.C. 20 mA. New and unused, 12/6.
G.R.C. BLOWER MOTORS 24 v. D.C. or 30 v. A.C. New,
1018. Used. 7/6.
500K52 WII(EW'OUND POTS : 10 watts, new and unused,
4/6.
MAT RESISTORS : 35052, 250 watt. new 2t- each, 21)- per doe.
IIUMDINGERS, 0 -10, new 6d. each. 5- per doz.. 32/6 per 100.
.1 MFD. 4KV WKG., small block condensers, new, 3/- each.
DIMMER SWITCHES, for lamps, etc., new, ed. each. 7 6
per doz.
IGRANIC PLUG AND JACK, new, 2/9 each.
Please include postage. 'I rade enquiries invited.
:

5

OBELISK PARADE, LEWISHAM, S.E.13.
Phone LEE Green 4038.
:

:

:

160 m;a, 5 v. 3

a.. 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 3 a. ONLY 36/-. Sound Receiver

v. 3 a.. 6.3 v. 6 a. ONLY
Transformer. 250 -0-250 v. 100 ma. 5Tube,
2 -0 -2 v. 1.1 a., 2 -0-2 v.,
27i6. EHT Transformer for VCR97
EHT at 5 m'a. ONLY 30/- (Postage 1(6 per transformer).
Brings up the picture
MAGNIFYINGLENS for Gin. CR Tube.
size to approx. that of a 9fn, tube. ONLY 25/- (postage 1/6)
C.W.O. please.
Grays Inn Road,
U.E.I.CORP, The Radio Corner, 138,
('phone TERmin us 7937)
London, W.C.1.
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays. We are two minx, from High
Holborn, 5 mans. from Kings X.

TELEVISION
TELEVISION RECEIVERS
COILS
SCANNING AND FOCUS
P.M. FOCUS UNITS
R.F., E.H.T. UNITS
5 /8kv.
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Technical Publications post free.

"TELEVISION CIRCUITS" a booklet
compiled for the Constructor, post free 1/6
NAYNES RADIO Ltd.,
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Medium -wave Converter for
Communications Receivers
An Unusual Unit for Use with ex- Service Equipment
By

E.

N. BRADLEY

many ex- Service communications
receivers are now used by amateurs \with
excellent results over the short -wave
bands the majority of these sets suffer from the
defect that their range is relatively small
common
reception range is from 1.5 Mc /s to 18 Me's. or so.
It is common practice to extend this range into the
higher frequencies by the addition of n converter or
converters to cover the 30 Mc /s amateur band and
higher bands, but it would appear to be a good
deal less common to add a converter which will
enable the receiver to be employed for the reception
of stations in the medium -wave band.
The circuit to be described was designed and built
as an addition to a BC- 342-L receiver, and as
an alternative to the construction of a new broadcast receiver. The economy thus effected is obvious ;
the main receiver acts as the I.P. amplifier, detector,
audio output stage and power pack, and the converter consists of two simple stages only, the mixer
and the local oscillator.
The exact arrangement of these two stages, and
the manner in which they are combined, must
depend to some extent on the type of communications receiver with which the converter is to be
used. The, BC- 342 -L, for example. modified for
amateur use in accordance. with the suggestions
WH [LST

-a

S 4S

02

6O

/ 7r

given in the September, 1346, issue of " QST," has
a convenient power outlet on the front panel,
supplying about 250 volts H.T. and 12 volts A.C.
heater power. As no 12 volt frequency -changer was
to hand it was decided to employ two six -volt
midget valves with their heaters wired in series.
and the circuit built round these valves. the 9003
pentode and 9002 triode, is shown in Fig. 1.
V], the pentode, acts as an anode -bend detector,
the signal being coupled in a conventional manner
through LI, the aerial tuning coil. Also injected into
the grid circuit of this valve is the local oscillation,
drawn from V2, the triode oscillator, via 04, and the
stage produces an I.F. by rectifying the two superimposed carriers in the well -known manner. If the
medium -wave converter is required for use with a
communications receiver having a six -volt heater
power outlet, the same two valves could be employed, their heaters then being connected in parallel,'
but alternatively a normal frequency changer
such as the ECH35 could be employed. The circuit of Fig. 1 would then be built round the single
valve, 04 being omitted since then the two signals
would be combined within the valve itself.
The choice and production of the intermediate
frequency is the main point requiring consideration
in the designing of such a converter. It is impossible

/0OKI7

Key To
Valves
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to employ a normal LF. of about 450 kc /s since the
I.F. given by the converter as an output must fall;
within the tuning range of the main receiver
for the same reason the majority of matched coils
produced commercially are unsuitable for use in the
circuit. The I.F. chosen should he a frequency to
which the main receiver can readily be tuned and
at which this receiver is sensitive and quiet in
operation. With the BC -342 -L a suitable frequency
is 1.5 or 1.6 Mc /s. Commercial aerial and oscillator
coils for an I.F. of 1.6 Mc /s can be obtained, but to
maintain the economy of the circuit it was decided
to use odd coils from the spares box. The coils
employed in the prototype are : L1, an Atkins
Laboratories White No. 2, L2, a Wearite PA6, and
L3, an un -named medium -wave coil ; a Wearite
PA2 would serve excellently.
If it is desired to employ a different oscillator coil
the component can he chosen with reference to the
necessary oscillator tuning range. Presuming an
I.F. of 1.6 Mc /s (1,600 kc /s), with the oscillatora
operating on the high side of the signal, and
main tuning range of from 1,500 kc /s (200 metres)
to 500 kc /s (600 metres), the oscillator range will be
from 3,100 kc /s to 2,100 kc /s. The specified cou,
rango
suitably trimmed and padded, covers this shortvery satisfactorily, but so will several other from
wave coils with an original tuning range of
about 95 to 200 metres or so.
An I.F. of 1.6 Me /s is to be preferred as the
at
converter tuning range can then commence the
200 metres. If an I.F. of 1.5 Mc /s is employed
oscillator will be tuned to 3 Mc /s at the 200 metrepoint on the main range, and will cause sub

harmonic interference.

Improved Sensitivity
It should be noted that the circuit of Fig. 1
will serve well under all normal conditions, but that
the converter will have rather more sensitivity if the
circuit changes shown in Fig. 2 are incorporatedi.e., if VI is made a grid detector rather than an
anode bend detector.

April, 1950

at random, but the first trial showed immediately
that tracking and reception generally were all
that could be desired. The author employs the
alternative grid detector type of frequency-changer
as the circuit is used in a very poor reception area,
and it can be said that under normal evening

conditions it is difficult,without slow- motion tuning,
to pick out the B.B.C. stations from the many
foreign stations which come in at full strength.
If a signal generator is available the converter
can be aligned with the main receiver in the usual
way. Plug the converter into the power- supply
socket on the main receiver and connect the coro
of the co -axial lead to the main receiver aerial
terminal. Switch on the main receiver and the
signal generator and allow them to warm up.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
500 pF two gang tuner.
C2, 60 pF trimmer.
C3, C12, 10 -100 pF trimmer.
C4, 3 -30 pF trimmer.
C5, C6, C7, 0.1 µF 350 v.w. Tubular.
C8, 500 pF Mica.
' C9, 100 pF Mica.
C10, 450 pF padder.
Rl, 10,000 ohms, watt.
R2, 100,000 ohms, watt.
R3, R4, R5, 47,000 ohms, .'. watt.
For the alternative frequency changer, Fig. 2.
C13, 100 pF Mica.
R6, 2.2 megohms, I watt.
Ll, Atkins Laboratories, White No. 2.
L2, Wearite PA6.
I
L3, Wearite PA2.
V1, 9003.
i V2, 9002.

Cl, C11,

2 B7G valveholders.

Tuning dial, with drive.
Small chassis.
Co -axial output lead.
Aerial socket.
Power plug to suit main receiver.
Wire, sleeving, etc.

Inject into the control grid circuit of V1 in the
converter a weak 1.6 Ws signal from the generator,
the
and tune the main receiver to 1.6 Mc /s when
signal should be heard. Trim C3 to bang up the
signal to the best possible volume ; the I.F. system
of the converter is then set. This tuning will
he found quite broad.
Now set the converter tuning capacitor, Cl,
into the
Cil, to about one -third mesh and inject
With
converter aerial socket a 1,200 kc /s signal. increase
the trimmer C12 at minimum capacitance,
is
the capacitance of tins trimmer until the signal
heard in the main receiver. Mark the tuningsopoint
to which the main tuning capacitor is set, ofthat
it can be repeated, and then set the vanesInjectCl,a
C11 to about four -fifths of full mesh.
600 kc /s signal into the converter aerial socket,
and with the padder C10 at about its midway
position, increase its -capacitance until the signal
the
is heard in the main receiver. Again mark
-gang capacitor, then
two
the
of
point
tuning
Aligning the Converter
this component to its previous setting.
Some doubts were felt, during, the design and retune
the 1,200 kc/s signal and correct
inject
Again
construction stages, as to whether the converter
of C12, then trim C2 for maximum
trimming
the
medium
would track satisfactorily over the whole
wave- band with the chosen coils, which were picked volume.

Construction
No chassis size or layout is shown since the unit
The
may he made up in practically any form. strip
original unit is closely grouped around a tiny
chassis, a midget two -gang tuner being employed,
but results would not suffer if the parts were widely
spaced and built into a small case or cabinet. Seine
form of screening round the unit is advisable, not to
of
prevent interference with the main receiver,
the
which there should be no likelihood, but to keep
oscillator signal " at home " and prevent its interfering with any other short -wave receiver in the
between
neighbourhood. In Fig. 1, the dotted line indicates
the H.T.- (i.e., the chassis) and L.T. points,
line.
that it is desirable to earth one side of the heater
This may already be accomplished in the main
to
receiver, however, so that care must be taken
avoid short -circuiting the heater supply if this
connection is made in the converter.
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Return to the padding point and correct the
padder 010 and continue to trim and pad in this
way until correcting one capacitor fails to have
any effect on the setting of the other.
It .should be noted that these directions refer to
a plain or blank tuning scale. If the main tuner
is fitted with a wavelength or frequency scale,
the trimming should be carried out with the pointer
on the 1,200 kc /s (250 metres) mark, and the
padding at. 600 kc /s (500 metres).
Now cocuiect in an aerial to the converter, and
tune in the Light programme at 261 metres. Correct
02 if this is found necessary and if an increase
in volume can be obtained, then tune to the Third
programme at -514.6 metres, and vary the setting
of the core in the aerial coil to obtain the best
possible volume. Return to the Light programme
and correct the trimmer C2, then tune once more
to the Third programme for a further correction
of the LI core setting.
Without Signal Generator
If no signal generator is available, the main
receiver can be employed as an indicator against
which the converter oscillator can be set quite
conveniently ; for the best results the converter
tuner should be fitted with a marked tuning scale.
Connect up the converter and main receiver as
already described, and allow them to warm up

to operating temperature. Without connecting
the aerial, set the converter to the Light programme
frequency, 1,149 kc /s, taking the position marked
on the scale, and set C19 and C10 to their midway
positions. Now tune the main receiver to the
correct oscillator frequency, 1,149 plus 1,600 kc /s
=2,749 kc /s, and trim C12 until the oscillator
carrier wave is heard in the main receiver ; the
effect will be a cessation of background noise with
mierophonic noises as the trimmer is adjusted.
Note that the main receiver and the converter
main tuning controls are not touched during the
setting of 012.
Now set the converter tuning to the Third
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programme, 583 1ccis, and tune the main receiver
to the correct oscillator frequency, 583 plus 1,600
kc /s =2,183 kc /s, and pad 010 till the oscillator
carrier is again heard.
Now return to the trimming setting of the main
controls (Light programme point on the converter,
and 2,749 lcc /s on the main receiver) and correct
C12 till the oscillator carrier is again heard, and
repeat the padding process. Continue to correct
the settings of 012 and 010 until variation of one
has no effect on the other ; the oscillator carrier
will then be heard when the converter is tuned
to the Light programme setting and the main
receiver to 2,749 kc /s, and also when the converter
is set to the Third programme point and the main
receiver to 2,183 kc /s.
The oscillator of the converter is now trimmed
up correctly. Tune the main receiver to the
correct I.F. setting, 1.6 Me /s, and connect the
aerial to the converter input socket. Tune the
converter to the Light programme, which should
be heard, though possibly poorly, and trim up 03
for maximum volume. Then trim C2 for best
reception. Tune the converter to the Third
programme and correct the core setting of LI for
best volume, returning to the Light programme
for a correction to 02.
Whether the converter has been aligned by a
signal generator or by the method just described
one control still remains to be set, the oscillator
injection control 04. This capacitor is set by trial
for the best all -round results ; a value of 10pF
is found satisfactory in the prototype.
After a major correction of C4 the trimmer C2 may
need a slight resetting. C4 should be kept at as low
a capacitance as possible to avoid any chance of
" pulling " between the two converter stages.
The leads between the converter and the main
receiver, and especially the co -axial I:F. lead,
should be kept as short as possible. Some communications receivers have an " aerial trimming "
control, and this, where fitted, must be set to the
best point for reception by trial.

Sub -miniature Valves
MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS,
LTD., have recently announced that
their range of sub -miniature valves is to
be extended to include a wide variety of valves
and tubes for use in compact, lightweight corn munications and industrial electronic apparatus.
Like the first valves in this range, which were
produced specifically for use in hearing aids, the
new typos. with the exception of the diode EA71,
all have 10 mm. diameter bulbs. The principal
types are built up on flat glass bases in which the
leads are disposed on a circle of 6 mm. pitch
diameter.
In the diode EA76, which has a
maximum bulb diameter of 5.2 nun., the leads
are disposed on a circle of pitch diameter of
2.3 min.
Type Numbers
The valves which have so far reached an advanced
stage of development include both battery and
ft.3 volt mains types. A voltage stabiliser 70B1

is also projected, having a burning voltage of 70 v,
and a current range of 5 -15 mA.
The battery sub -miniatures cover a wide range
of applications and include the following types
DAF70 voltage amplifying pentode with single
diode ; DF72 R.F. pentode with sharp cut -off ;
DF73 variable -mu R.F. pentode ; and DL 75 A.F.
output pentode.
The following are included in the range of mains
types about to be released
EA76 single diode, having a maximum anode
voltage of 150 v. and a maximum anode current
of 9 mA.; EC70 R.F. triode, primarily intended for
use as oscillator at frequencies up- to 500 Al/es ;
EF70 high -slope R.F. pentode with short suppressor -grid base and giving a mutual conductance
of 2.3 mA. /v.'; EF 7 2 high slope R.F. pentode, with
a sharp cut -off characteristic and a mutual conductance of 5
. /v. ;
EF73 high slope pentodo
with suppressor -grid control characteristic for use
in non R.F. applications.
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WE are now nearing completion of the mech.
I
anical part. We must, however, finish the
chassis on which the assembly is mounted
I before we may proceed. Two further parts are
required and are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13(a) gives
us an underside view of part J. The strip ¡in. by
21in. in the bottom right-hand corner should be bent
towards the reader. The large hole is intended to
Further Constructional Details of This Inter;
take the bush of the D.P.S.T. wafer switch which
By J.
has the job of switching on the bandspread condenser. This should be a small wafer switch. and
freely
to
turn
able
should be so mounted that its contacts fall below (brass or steel) which should be
those of the bandset tuning condenser when moun- in these holes.
14. It is now necessary to cut the tin. shafting to
ted. In addition, its locating mechanism should be
so re-adjusted that the switch turns freely. This length and also to drill a few holes in it. Fig. 15(a)
usually involves only the removal of a ball- bearing shows how this is done. All the holes are drilled
or the bending of a springy strip. This switch may in the saine plane. It may be found easier to file a
small " flat " at each point where a hole is needed
now be mounted on part J.
Part K is shown in Fig. 13(b). The part bearing before drilling is commenced.
the two holes (din. by lain.) should be bent through
15. Another part, part M, has now to be made.
90 degrees towards the reader.
This is mounted on the tin. spindle at the right -hand
13: The chassis may now bé assembled, where- hole shown in Fig. 15(a) and its dimensions are
upon it should give the appearance shown in Fig. 14. given in Fig. 15(b).'
Parts A, J and K are bolted together with 4 BA
16. Fig. 15(c) shows how part M is fitted to the
nuts and bolts, using the " 4 BA clear " holes avail- spindle and also how part H is fitted to part M.
to
It will be remarked that part H is already fitted
part G for simplicity, however, part G is not
shown in Fig. 15 (c). Fig. 16 shows the relationship
between the parts now coupled.
e
f`-,..
6 B.A.
2
A spacing
17. We can now start assembly.
Clear
washer, thickness 7/32in., must be placed over the
22"
Nm 4 B.A,C/
tin. spindle next to part M and on the same side of
M as are the other two holes in the spindle. (A
I
24"
large nut will provide a good spacing washer, if
I
necessary.) This end of the spindle must now be
slid into the tin. hole in the front of plate A. As
2
it is moved in, it will be found that the inside arm
of the lever G comes into contact with the 2 BA
steel screw projecting from plate A. A thin washer
Hole to

The Ban
Tuninc

;

a

Accommodate

()PST Switch

%6

Bend Here
(See Text)

Bandset
2 Gang

Disc B

Condenser

4 e-

4 B.A.
Clear

tt-

2

Bend Here

(See Text)

Sma

(b)
I

ll

Bracket

2 B.A. Bolt

(See Text)

Fig. 13. -(a) Part 1, and (b) Part K.

able. If care has been taken, these should coincide
the
I exactly. A small bracket may be fixed between
jrear plate of the handset tuning condenser and one
of the 4 BA screws holding the parts K and J
together. This will give strength to the chassis.
jIts dimensions depend upon the tuning condenser
used by the constructor.
The tin. holes in the frontilate (a) and part K
I
should now accommodate a length of tin. shafting

Elt

7

N

e

-K

ORST
Switch
U

Fig.

14.- Showing

w
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screw mounted at Y. Two lock nuts also hold it
on the screw on lever G. The spring when mounted
should clear parts H and M adequately. The
photographs show the position of the spring quite
clearly.
19. Another spring is now necessary between
levers F and G. Reference to Fig. 9(c) will show
that one end of this spring is hooked around the
ig Accessory for the Short -wave Enthusiast
bottom 4 BA screw of part F. The other end is
fastened to the two unoccupied " 6 BA clear "
DAVIES
holes of part G. A small piece of wire is bent into
must be Fait over this screw, then the inside arm of the shape shown in Fig. 18 to hold the spring.
G may he pushed over the end of the screw. This Fig. 18 shows the appearance looking from the end
inside arm must be followed by another washer, of part G. This piece of wire can quite conveniently
then the locating lever F may be fitted. Another be tinned copper wire.
washer is needed between the outside arm of F
20. All that now remains is to prevent any
and that of G. Yet another washer is needed and lateral movement of the tin. spindle in its hole.
then the lock nuts may be fitted on the end of the
This Space
screw. Before the tin. spindle is finally pushed
,
Left B /ank
home into part K a thin fin. washer is slipped over

.-searcher
Unit -3

it.

Fig. 17 shows in detail the assembly of components at the 2 BA screw. Tho photographs
(Feb. issue) show the appearance from the front.
18. Two " stops " are now necessary. It will be
found on examination that there are two " 6 BA
clear " holes still vacant on the face of panel A.
These are shown at Y and Z in Fig. 3(a). A fin.
6 BA screw is mounted at Z and a 1 f in. 6 BA screw
at Y. The long screw is needed for holding a return
spring as well as acting as a stop. Reference to
Fig. 12 will show that the 6 BA screw on lever G
projects some distance from the front surface.
A spring is fitted between the exposed portion of Fig. 17 (above). How
this screw and the top of screw Y. Two lock nuts levers F and G are
on either side of the spring hold it securely on the mounted on the 2 BA
screw fixed to plate A.
6"

3

24

lis

Shafting

BB.A.C/ear tzi
1

/

t

Y

6 B.A.C/ear

SIDE
VIEW

--

6eoA .Clear

/6

"

G

4

Fig. i8 (right). -Detail
of method of mounting
spring to lever G.
Wire

Spring

6 B.A.

2

C/ear

is"
/6

Lever

FRONT

C

V/ EW

6 B.A.C/ear
V /EW

a"Spind /e
Fig.

Part H

6 B.A.Screw

No Nut Required
He rQ

4 Die. Shaft
Part M

6

B. A. Screw
Fastening Part M

To Shaft
(-C)
Fig. 15. (a) and (b).Details of shafting, and its
mount. (c) How part M is fixed to the fin. spindle.

.,a 1.11po

Underneath

(b)

44

BOTTOM

Screw Heads

QDia.
Hole

3"

32
4

Ends of Lever

mm.

0.m

.0,

0

-

Part H

Part M

i6.- Showing

how parts G, H and M are
all fitted together.

This is dono by passing a piece of wire through the
8 BA hole previously drilled. See dig. 19. The
wire is then twisted on itself and prevents the
forward _movement of the spindle.
The Switch Mechanism
21. The action of the switch mechanism is
extremely simple and it takes only a few minutes
to put together. Fa paragraph 13 we mounted the
,

pm.pmw,

,,m,palw,,,
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switch to the chassis plate, part J. We now fix be used, as wider tape is liable to " bunch." Tape of
a lein. bolt to the remaining " 6 BA clear " hole the elastic variety should not be used. Adhesive
in the tin. shafting (i.e., the left -hand hole in Fig. tape, or "sticking plaster," is ideal for the purpose
15(a)), so that the threaded part points towards required here, owing to its extreme
and
the tuning condenser when the mechanism is in the fact that it is sticky only on stickiness
one side. If
the " locked " position. The spindle of the switch ordinary insulating tape were used its stickiness
(projecting below the chassis) is fitted with a bush would make the adjustment of the contacts extremely
which is locked with a ein. bolt. (See paragraph difficult. Actually the most professional touch
regarding the obtaining or manufacture of these would be obtained if the semi -circular rod were
bushes.) When the spindle is turned to the covered with electrician's pure rubber tape, being
" condenser locked " position the bush is so adjusted subsequently given two generous coats of shellac
on the switch spindle that the 1 ¡in. 6 BA bolt varnish.
pushes the tin. bolt round sufficiently to put the
(To be continued)

á

Pa:.ed

Wire

Through .6 3A
Hole 4/7'1
Tw,wtrd o'

Spindle

(a)

ß 9.A. Hole

/Th,r

/tì p/t

Washer
2"Pad.

Spicing

7'

w,, ha,-

Plate

A

32

a M
r9.-Detail

I

r

Fig.

See Text For
Ho /e

of This

of method used to fix iin.
spindle to plate A.

Diameter

6 B.A.
Clear

6 B. A.

Clear

switch in the " on " position. When the spindle
L is turned to the " condenser released " postion,
a spring pulls the switch back to its original position,

thus disconnecting the bandspread condenser.
The return spring is hooked on to the bolt holding
the switch bush and is held by means of a nut on
that bolt. The other end of the spring is anchored
bya 6 BA nut and bolt fixed to the "ti BA clear "
hole remaining in the chassis plate J. See Fig.
13(a). The photograph of the underside of the
chassis shows how the switch parts fit together.
The Warning Light Mechanism
This is also very simple to make up. As may be
seen from the photographs a semi -circular piece of
insulated rod has a series of contacts arranged
along its length. These are touched by a pointed
contact fixed to the disc 13, and so give visual
warning as a band is approached.
22. Tho first part to make is the semi -circular
mounting. This consists of brass rod (or any other
suitable material) of approximately 3116in. diameter.
This is boat to a semi-circle of 4in. diameter
(Fig. 20 (a)), and is then fixed to a piece of mild
steel sheet cut to the dimensions shown in Fig. 20 (b)
by means of the two brass saddles of Fig. 20 (c).
It will be seen that the two " 6 B.A. clear " holes
on either side of the large hole of part O coincido
with similar holes on either side of the hole for the
tuning condenser spindle on the front plate in
Fig. 3 (a). The centre hole for part O should
now be macle equal in diameter to that used by the
constructor for the condenser spindle on the front
plate. When assembled, the semi -circular contact

mount, etc., should present the appearance sketched
in Fig. 20 (d). It will be noticed that the brass
saddles are situated behind part O.
Insulating the semi -circular rod A is carried out
by the simple process of carefully wrapping medical
adhesive tape around it
Half -inch tape should
!

I"

>

/"-P.i.

24
Zr

4

124
B

(o)

Curve to Accommodate
/6 Pod

Part N

(d)
Fig. 20 (a), (b) and (c).-Warning light mechanism,
and parts N and O. (d) Appearance of semicircular contact mounting when assembled. The
brass saddles holding parts N and O together are
mounted behind part O.
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Recording Sound Effects
The Principles and Practice of Recording Sound

Effects

or Dramatic Performances

and for Synchronised Cine Sound -tracks on Tape
By K. KEMSEY- BOURNE

competent amateur with a sound recording Radio Effects of plays call for the use of a radio set
A number
or tape, can serve a useful
ANYVfunction disc
on the stage, and hero is a chance for our bright
-and make a little pocket money- recordists
and audio men to shine. Obviously the
by providing sound effects for the local dramatic radio set on
the stage is a dummy, except that it
cine
the
for
tracks
sound
society, or by recording
wired to play -back equiploudspeaker
a
contains
district.
society in his
ment off -stage. Even if the effect needed is only
a simple announcement this is best recorded, since
Effects in General
this ensures standard timing and removes the
stage
production
or
film,
radio,
a
in
effects
Good
possibility of the pick -up of unwanted noise from
as
and
just
effective,
really
show
the
make
can
a microphone in the wings.
the
ruin
can
effects
of
unconvincing
a
series
surely
Radio effects such as Big Ben, timo signals or
best performance. The key to the problem is this :
items can be made direct by feeding
The microphone is monaural, and the correct sound other standard
the detector stage of a radio receiver
perspective can only be obtained by patient and signalsthefrom
high impedance input of the recording
into
careful technique.
gives better quality than using a
There are commercial disc recordings of sound amplifier. This
ira front of the speaker of the
effects in the H.M.V. and Columbia catalogues, but microphone placed
using these may not be satisfactory for several radio set.cases duplicate recording cuts should be
In all
reasons. They are copyright and can only be used
either together or on
for public performance on payment of royalties ; made if at allof possible,
the same disc. One is kept for
they cannot legally be re- recorded. The effects are opposite sides
only, and the other is used for the shows.
often not quite what is wanted, or they may be just rehearsals
must have exactly the same
too short in playing time. Some are marred by a These duplicates
purposes.
high surface noise, and some are very obvious fakes, run -in grooves, for cueing
lacking in atmosphere. The commercial crowd Disc or Tape?
Disc recording is useful for effects that are 'short
effects are quite good, but sound better if they are
mixed with the sound, either live or separately and easily recorded on cue, such as clocks striking,
recorded, of another small crowd. This is worth cars starting, fireworks going off, or horses galloping
trying, especially by small dramatic societies, whose past. Since a pick -up arm can be calibrated
crowd effects are usually provided by half a dozen accurately, dise recording is best when a given
stage hands.
effect, such as an air -raid siren or the sound of
breaking glass, must come exactly at a specified
Amplifier
Recording
Radio Receiver
place, perhaps so many seconds after a piece of
dialogue. In goes the stylus at exactly the right
Impedance
HignDetector or
time and place, and out comes the sound.
Input of
Audio Stage of
Tape recording is ideal for providing an effect
I
Recording
1Rado Receiver
that must continue over a period, such as the sounds
Amplifier
of wind, rain, waves, railway trains, or aircraft.
Such effects on tape can be made into an endless
band that can be run for continuous playback as
long as required.
Monitor

tiv
Meter

Microphone

42

Ja

Mixer

-

Recording

Amplifier

or Disc
Recorder

Tape

Pick-ups
Screened Cable

Fig. i. Method of connec ing radio receiver to
recording amplifier to record radio material. Note :
The output stage of the radio receiver may be used
Variation
to monitor the programme material.
of the radio volume control will hot affect the
recording circuit.

Fig. 2. Block diagram representing equipment for
recording either (on disc) composite effects, such
as voices plus crowd noise plus band playing, or
(on tape) sound track to be synchronised with cine
film.
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Tapo and disc together make ideal partners.
Remember that tape is capable of being " wiped "
and re-recorded, but a disc once cut cannot be
re- used. Suppose we want a recording of a genuine
thunder -clap. Even at the height of a thunderstorm one never knows when the next crash is
coining. We might cut one or more discs without
getting the sounds we want, a very wasteful and
expensive business. On tape we can afford to go
on recording as long as the storm (or the tape) lasts.
Thon we play -back with a stop -watch. note any
likely thunder -claps, and club on to disc the required
effect. The tape will be erased and re -used whether
we succeed or fail.
Tapo alone is an ideal medium for synchronised
cine sound tracks.
Dialogue and effects are
separately recorded on tape until satisfactory, and
then the required sounds are clubbed on short disc
tracks. As the film is run through a projector the
dialogue is recorded on a tape synchronised with
the film, and effects are mixed -in, on cue, from the
dises.
In a certain play production the script called for

April, 1950

play -back.

Excessive bass- response is the most
frequent fault of sound systems in amateur theatres.
Some Suggested Effects
When recording close -up effects use a moving coil microphone rather than a ribbon, which would
appear to increase the bass component of the sound.
Crowd noises . Mix a recording of a genuine
crowd with sound from a few " live " people.
Record, and re- record, if possible.

Front -of
raps
Playback

-House
Speakers

T

Back -Stage
Effects Speaker

í' F

Grid

of

Prck -ups

L

Next

Effects Speaker
Built Into
Stage Radio

Stage

Set

3.-

Fig.
Typical theatre set -up, capable of providing effects from tape, disc, or both, and interval
music from disc. All speakers must be generously
rated to avoid overloading.

-

a general crowd -noise off -stage, with Big Ben
striking just after a particular speech on- stage.
Tape provided the crowd noise (with some live
crowd also), and Big Ben was added on cue from a
disc recording, made from a radio transmission.
Sound Perspective
Any recordist should know the effects of varying
his microphone position, as well as the characteristics of the different types of microphone available.
Trial and error still has the last word, and the
monitor speaker knows best. Moving the micro phono 3in. for a close -up effect makes all the
difference between inaudibility and realism. Get to know your equipment, and keep experimenting.
Putting Effects Over
Like good filin music, effects should be balanced
and not obtrusive. In the tllatre, effects speakers
must produce the sound from the correct direction,
and at the correct sound, level. We've all heard
car effects that sounded more like the Brabazon.
The play -back amplifier may be the same one as
used for recording, but be sure that the response
has been adjusted to correct for recording losses.
A minimum of 10 watts available power is recom.
mended, for both recording (on disc) and theatre

4.-

Fig.
Circuit of three- channel input mixer.
Channels are completely independent, and more
may be added, in parallel, if required. Valves
used are general purpose triodes, such as 6C5, 6J5.
Types containing two triodes in one envelope, such
as 6N7, 6SN7, 6SC7, can be used more economically.

Fire : Twisting cellophane close to the microphone. This needs two operators, and should be
mixed with other sounds, such as voices, fire -bells,
crowds, etc., to be convincing.
Horses : On a hard road, use the classical method
of two 'half-cocoanut shells. On turf or grass, use
suction cups on trays of earth or on one's own
chest.
Thunder : Record the real thing, or, second best,
roll a football bladder containing a few large
ball -bearings near the microphone.
Explosions : Use fireworks, and add reverbera.
tion by re-recording.
Steam : Compressed air.
Water : To get boat effects you must have a heavy
square tank with a loose canvas lining inside it.
Water .splashing against metal always sounds like
water splashing against metal. A paddle is effective
for imitating oars in water.
Cars : The only satisfactory way is to record the
real thing. This also applies to trains, bird songs,
etc.' Out of doors a windshield may be needed to
minimise unwanted background noise.
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Meter for Low ResistQnces
A Simple Exercise in Theoretical and Practical Design, Providing
a Useful Tool for the Experimenter
By

R.

D.

resistance scale incorporated in most
multi -range meters provides a quick and
satisfactory means of measuring resistances
of moderate value, but, in general, the scale is rather
cramped towards the low- resistance end, and it is
rarely possible to measure accurately below 20 ohms.
The instrument to be described was built primarily
to deal with resistances below 50 ohms, but in order
to make it of still wider application, it has been
modified to cover 8,000 ohms to less than 1 ohm in
two ranges. The upper range, 8,000 -300 ohms, is
measured by the orthodox series arrangement of
battery, limiting resistance, unknown and milliammeter ; the lower, 300 ohms downwards, by shunting the unknown across the milliammeter.
T11E

Theoretical Circuit
The theoretical circuit (Fig. 1) shows that the
meter is simple and the components few in number.
Tho ganged switch, S1S2, is shown in position 1,
in which the battery is disconnected and the
instrument out of action. The milliammeter can
still be used as such for other purposes, as it is
directly connected across terminals 1 and 2.

PATERSON

tance, the more open the low reading end of the
resistance scale will be, and to provide that is the
main object of this instrument. The upper limit
of the lower resistance rango is approximately 40
times the internal resistance of the meter, depending
on how closely the scale can be read.
The values of R1 and R2 will have to be recalculated to suit the substituted meter and the
voltage from which it is energised. This should not
prove difficult if the example below is followed.
Other Components
The battery is of the cycle -lamp typo which
maintains its voltage well over a fairly long life.
It should bo replaced when the voltage falls below
2.4 ; below that figure the voltage is unlikely to
remain steady, even during the taking of a reading,
with dire results upon the accuracy of the

measurement.
The resistors, RI and 112, are calculated to allow
the meter to be set to full -scale deflection as long as
the voltage lies between 3.2 volts (a very fresh
battery) and. 2.4 volts. The maximum combined
value of R1+ R2 must be such that the meter can
be adjusted to full -scale deflection, 10 mA, even
when the battery is at full strength.
The Milliammeter
By Ohm's Law :
The milliammeter has a full -scale deflection of
Total resistance in circuit
10 mA and an internal resistance of 12.5 ohms. It
1000
is scaled in milliamperes and can be read to the
= 3.2 x
= 320 ohms.
This includes the resistance of the Meter, so the
correct maximum value of R1 -IR2,
(R1+R2)MAx. =320- 12.5 =307.5 ohms.

Ï

Fig.

/ c-

/ a.

/ b.

Fig.

1- Theoretical circuit of the test

meter.

2

-Rear of panel wiring diagram.

Similarly, the minimum value of the resistors,
(R1 -1- R2)nuv.
227.5 ohms.

= 2.4

1000

X

-10 ohms -12.5ohms
-

nearest 0.2 mA. A milliammeter of different
characteristics can be used, but it must have a low These requirements can be met by using avatripble
internal resistance. The lower the internal resis- resistor of maximum value greater thá41 '320- oüiüs,
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but it is better to use two resistors and make El a
fixed resistor of 200 ohms and 1t2 variable between
zero and 150 ohms. The advantages are that the
reduced value of the variable portion of the resistor
makes it easier to set the meter accurately to full scale deflection, and if the minimum setting of the
variable resistance fails to produce full -scale
deflection, it is a definite sign that the battery needs
renewing.

Constructional Notes
Since the instrument is designed to measure low
values of resistance, the internal connections should
be made as short as possible and of heavy gauge
wire, particularly those shown in heavy line in the
theoretical diagram and the wiring diagram, Fig. 2.
The switch, whether Vaxley type or not, should be
substantial and self-cleaning. The panel should be
of wood or metal if insulated terminals aro used,
otherwise an insulating material should be used.
The upper surface of the panel should be covered
with white card appropriately drilled and marked,
as suggested by Fig. 3. The container in which the
instrument is housed is left to the discretion of the
constructor, as are the details of how the battery is
clamped. The leads to the battery should be
sohferod to the brass contact strips. When insert io
the first battery or a renewal, make sure that
leads are connected so that the milliammeter needle
is deflected in the proper direction.

April, 1950

.

mediate check- points whose true values can be
calculated by the usual formula.
:

R =Rl±R2
R1 R2
Parallel. R= R1 {S
-1
Fach resistor, whether simple or compound, is
" measured " in the new instrument and note made
of the corresponding current indicated by the meter.
Two graphs are then made, one for each range.
plotting resistance against indicated current. 'l hese
graphs may be pasted inside the lid of the instrument
box and used directly to convert indicated current
to ohms, or they may be used to read back selected
values of resistance, which are then inscribed on the
scale of the milliammeter itself or on subsidiary
scales attached to the cover- glass. The latter are not
recommended, since the distance between the
pointer and the scales introduces parallax error
Series.

unless the head is carefully kept immediately above
the pointer when taking a reading. The two scales
are, in effect, continuous, as the lower one reads
from left to right and the other in tire opposite
direction.

How It Works
As stated above, the instrument is out of action
When the switch is in position 1, marked " OFF "
on the panel. When a resistance is to be measured,

terminals 1 and 3, and turn the switch
to " SET." This completes the fundamental circuit
shown in Fig. 1(a). Adjust the resistance R2 Until
the meter registers full -scale deflection. Turn the
switch to " LOW." This places the unknown across
the milliammeter, as shown in Fig. 1(b). If the
unknown is less than 300 ohms, the pointer will take
up an appropriate position on the scale. If the
meter still shows full -scale deflection, or nearly so;
switch to " HIGH." The unknown is now in series
with the meter, as in Fig. 11c), and the pointer will
indicate its value if it lies between 8,000 and 300
oluns. If the pointer still fails to respond, the
unknown is outside the scope of this instrument.
Resistances in the lower group can also be measured
by switching to " SET," adjusting to full -scale
- deflection and then, and not before, placing the
unknown across terminals 1 and 2.
fix it across

Calibration
Means must be provided to translate the current
indicated by the meter into terms of resistance. This
can be dono mathematically, but the calculations are
long and tedious and their accuracy depends largely
on the correctness of the initial determination of
the resistance of the milliammeter. Instead, three
practical methods are given, all independent of
that factor.
(A) A minimum of three precision resistors is
required for each range, one near either extreme of
the range and the third about the middle. For
instance, three resistors (10 ohms, 100 ohms and
200 ohms) taken separately, make suitable markers
for the lower range, and in various combinations of
serios and parallel provide a wide variety of inter-

Fig.3 -Front of panel layout and controls.
(B) Much closer calibration is possible by the
second method. which employs a decade box or the
decade arm of a Post Office box, if available. In
either of these, resistances are built up in steps of
1 ohm from an ohm upwards and in turn applied
to the meter. The resulting pointer deflections are
marked directly on tire meter scale and appropriately
labelled.
(t') finally. equally accurate calibration can be
obtained by the use of one or more variable resistors,
suffit ient to cover the required ranges, in conjunction t
with a Post Office box or a resistance bridge. Tlui
latter is set to the desired value of resistance and
the variable resistor adjusted until balance is
Obtained. The resistor is transferred to the instrument under calibration, and the pointer deflection
it causes treated as described above. The resistor is
then set to the next selected value, and so on, until
both scales are sufficiently calibrated.

Care of the Instrument
Switch off tire meter after making a measurement.
Thie will prolong the effective life of the battery.
Do not allow an exhausted battery to remain in the
ease : it may corrode the wiring or the milliammeter.
If the case is suitable, the battery should be housed
in a separato compartment.
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MODEL 190$
WINDSOR AUDIO OSCILLATOR

SPECIFICATION
CIRCUIT

A conventional R.C. oscillator
circuit is used employing two

triodes with negative feedback.

FREQUENCY RANGES

20- 20,000 c.p.s. in 3'ranges.

POWER OUTPUT

Maximum output is 500 milli.

watts matched to either
600 ohms or 5,000 ohms.
POWER SUPPLY

100 -125 and 200 -250V.
40¡100'cí s.
LIST PRICE £22.10.0
EARLY DELIVERY
other produc(s include:
Multirange A.C. D.C. Test Meters
Valve Testers
Signal Generators
A.C. Bridges
Circuit Analysers
Ray
Oscillographs
Cathode
High and Low Range Ohmmeters
Insulation
Output Meters
Testers
Moving Cod Instruments

& TAYLOR TEST EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE
H.P. SEND FOR DETAILS AND CATALOGUES

ALL WINDSOR
ON

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
419 -424 MONTROSE

AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLAND

Telephone SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines)

Greens & Cables TAYLINS, SLOUGH

"RD JUNIOR"

DE LUXE

By popular demand the improved tone

control circuit used

THE

in our Williamson pre- amplifier has now been incorporated
In the " RD Junior " amplifier. This, together with increased
N.F.B., low noise audio Input stage (Mollard EF40), and other
refinements, results in an amplifier which is by far the best
available in its price class.

Performance Figures
Frequency response :!- .2 DB 20- 20.000 cps.
-1.3 DB at 30,000 cps.
Distortion for 8 watts output, not exceeding .5 per cent.
total harmonics at 100 and 1,C90 cps.
for 10 watts output, '1 per cent, second and
third at 100 and 1,000 cps.
Sensitivity : Radio input. 2 v. R.M.S. for 10 watts
output.
P.U. input. 170 miV. R.M.S. for 10 watts
output (at 1.000 cps.).
With maximum gain, maximum bass
Hum and Noise
boost, and open grid circuit. Gram position -65 DB or
better.
Bass and Treble controls These are of the variable slope
type, and give a range of ±18 DB at 20 and 20,000 cps.
Cross -over frequency 1,000 cps.
Pick -up compensation : B DB per octave from 250 cps.
to 20 CPS.
Degree of feed -back 20 DB.
Due to exceptionally low -phase shift the amplifier is
unconditionally stable under all normal conditions.
PRICE : Completely wired and tested in chassis form
:

:

:

:

£22 10s. Od.

-

:

:

:

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS Co.,
Heath St., Hampstead, London, N.W.3.
HAMpstead 6901.

a

t.

II

-

RECEIVER TYPE 21. A
double superhet from 18-31
mc's, and a normal superhet
from 4..5 ma's. NINE 2 vvalves, and a wealth of
ponents make this one of
to-day's
best
'scrap "
values, but as a small cpmmunication5 receiver it is
sacrificed at 351- complete
with circuit and connection

data.

RECEIVER TYPE 18. A
complete 4 valve, battery
superhet, covering 6 -9 mcis.
Built on a chassis measuring

attractive
, ti*
;\, y'7'rI
l.
43>

with
panel, S/M dial, etc., it will
receive dozens of stations
when batteries are connected.
Complete with matched headphones, NEW am. 'and H.T.
battery. circuit and connect9! x 51 x Bins.,

ing data. in

ONLY 316.

1

.

7t

:7

i,,

new condition.

l

'11;x!

lEI-B /II ER 'l'5 PE
3584.
A BRAND NEW unit, in

original wooden crate, contaming 15 EF50's, 1 EA50,
1 EF36. 1 EBC33, 2 SP61's.
and 3 EBC34's. A goldmine
of pots, condensers, resistors,
etc. . . , an electric motor
a " Pye " 45 me s
. an
Ì.F. strip which is ideal for
A.P. T.V.
OUR PRICE
£5 12 6.

The amplifier may be heard at our Hampstead premises.
1.30 p.m.-10.30 a.m. -12.30 p.m.
Demonstration Times
10.30 a.m. -12.30 p.m.
5.30 p.m. DAILY. Thursdays
Nearest Underground Station-Hampstead- Northern Line.
The amplifier may also be heard at
The Gramophone Exchange. Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
Electro -Power Service Co., 390, High Road, Leytonstone, E.11.
106,

fir

'l'ILANSFOItOU'EI'G'f
MERS. Heavy duty multiratio output transformers,
with two high imp. windings
(one centre tapped). and four
low imp. taps. ONLY 516.
'MAi METERS. 0 -8 amp.
thermocouple, 316: 0 -500
0 -3 A. thermom /A. 3/6
couple, 316 ; 0 -300 v., 5/ -.
:

-01...;
.

t \'

16y

,'í
\t,'' tt0'
I

.1

`

e

Vlitlt.t
AT Olt
vibrator

PACK 21. The
pack designed to
supply the above unit and its
associated transmitter, it
will fit beneath the receiver
and form a neat self-containcd set. Output of 150 v.' at
40 m!A. which is sufficient
for most small receivers, is
obtained from 6 v. input.
ONLY 19 6.

All goods sold as used unless

otherwise stated.

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.
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An Indoor S.W. Aerial
Erecting an Efficient Aerial Indoors for Short -wave Reception
By A. W.

MANN

THE subject of short -wave receiving aerials to date, and under somewhat adverse Conditions
is a controversial one.
Details of several have convinced the writer that this form of aeria
fypes are usually to be found in text books. has possibilities. These are to be fully explored
There are few, however, who have available and tests carried out over a long period.

sufficient space to erect them exactly to specification,
During these tests, modifications or additions
The average short -wave listener as a rule erects may suggest themselves, which will result in still
an aerial system based on accepted principles, but greater overall efficiency. In any case some useful
data should be obtained and used as the foundamodified to suit individual circumstances.
Because of this, many otherwise good receivers tion on which to base further experiments.
The room in which my aerial -is suspended is,
cannot be used to the best advantage.. The most
unfortunate among the listening fraternity are in approximately,. l2ft. by 7ft. There are shelves
my opinion those who for various reasons have at each end of the room, one foot below the ceiling.
to use highly efficient receivers in conjunction with The aerial is suspended between them.
more or less makeshift types of indoor aerial.
Aerial Dimensions
Damping Effects
The principal dimensions are given in the sketch
An indoor aerial, suspended under the roof, has at Fig. L There is one point which should be
much in its favour so far as height and pick -up noted. It is that this aerial consists of one continuare concerned. Where a long down lead has to ous length of insulated aerial wire. The down
be carried close to the wall of a staircase, however, lead is a separate length, fitted at one end with
the excessive damping cancels out these advantages a spring clip. The other end, of course, goes to the
with drastic effects on the sensitivity and selec- aerial input, of the-receiver.
tivity of the receiver. It is admitted that modern
receivers perform well under such -circumstances, Suspension
but a more efficient aerial will show a marked
This is carried out by means of small picture improvement so far as all -round efficiency is
frame rings, but hooks are recommended as more
concerned.
convenient. These were screwed into the front
The facts outlined, however, should not influence
of the shelves. The same procedure can be
the reader into regarding indoor short -wave aerials edges
followed
far as walls are concerned, although
as inefficient. simplÿ because they are located plugging so
might be necessary.
indoors.
The starting end of the wire is first looped and
bound with fuie gauge wire, leaving what we will
Not To Scale
344'
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Fig. 2.-Theoretical circuit of the aerial resonance
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and dimensions of the aerial.

An Efficient Indoor Aerial

Tite purpose of this article is to place before
readers who have a separate room in which their
receivers and associated apparatus are located,
details to enable them to erect a very efficient and
versatile indoor aerial system with the minimuYin
of trouble and expense.
The Original Model
The original model has been used with various

types of receiver, including simple regenerators,
T.R.F., the 1155A and 1116A. The results obtained

term a flying lead about tin. long.
The loop is hooked on to A and the wire passed
through hooks at B and C, up to D and E, then
clown to F and (1, and up to H, terminating ct-itir
another loop which goes on to hook H. This is
also bound so as to leave a flying lead.
As we are to clip the down lead to the end of the
flying leads at A arid H, also between D and E as
required, sufficient insulation should be removed
from the wire at these points to allow good electrical
and mechanical contact between the aerial and the
spring clip.
We now have an aerial of V formation, with each
leg folded back. There are three different points
to which we can' couple the down lead, and if the
ends A and H are bridged with a short length of
wire, an additional point, this being the centre
of the bridge wire to which the down lead may, be
clipped.
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Comparative Tests
Careful note should be taken of the effects produced by variation of thé down lead tapping points. A
series of comparative tests, covering a long period
and different reception conditions. Make a note
of all transmissions received weakly tinder normal
conditions at your location. Draw up a list of these
and run the tests on those transmissions.
In aciclition, includo the 7 Mc's, 14 Mc /s and
3.5 Mc,'s amateur phone bands. Much useful data
should result and a useful cross- section as to
overall performance obtained.
In seine instances some modifications may be
necessary in order to suit individual circumstances.
rain.
be carried out with
In the case of the R 1116A this is carried out by Such modifications should the
writer wishes it to
means of the aerial resonance tuning condenser discretion. In conclusion,
not present the details
control. When the aerial is to be used in conjunc- be understood that he does
tion with receivers, other than the RI1 I6- R1116A, of this aerial system as the ideal in indoor aerials,
whereby sufficient wire to
the addition of a separate aerial resonance tuning but rather as a method
assure good pick -up can be used to good effect in a
unit will prove to be worth while.
restricted space, and which in addition may be
adjusted in order to take full advantage of its
directional properties.
Aerial Resonance Tuner
The theoretical circuit of a simple series aerial
tuner is shown at Fig. 2. The coils can be home
Third Programme Transmitting
made, consisting of a single winding, using discarded
valve bases as the formers, the windings duplicatStation for Liverpool
ing those of the coils used in the receiver as to the
"RINGJanuary, the Third Programme transranges covered. On the other hand, commercial mitter, at Dryden Road, Liverpool, which
type four -pin coils can be used, using grid winding
was installed in 1940, closed clown and the
only. The tuning condenser used in the unit should
be of .0001 µF capacity and should be fitted with a service transferred to the B.B.C.'s new station in
Mersey Road, Birkenhead. This station is on a
slow- motion dial..
two -acre site, and comprises a one -kilowatt transmitter housed in a temporary building and feeding
Tuning Procedure
into a T aerial supported by two tubular steel
Tune in the desired signal to full volume on the masts, 126ft. high. Ultimately, when the permanent
receiver. Further increase the gain by tuning the building has been completed, the station will have
aerial to resonance by means of the tuning unit. two one -kilowatt transmitters, one for service and
The correct tuning point is just below the maximum one in reserve.
gain position, and is recommended in the interests of
Remote Control
stability.
These transmitters will have no engineers on the
The procedure outlined may appear to be a little
complicated. This, however, is not the case. After spot to operate them, but will be remotely conall, the signal is the thing, and where DX is concerned trolled over telephone , lines from Broadcasting
By means of the remote we require the maximum signal -to- noise ratio. The House, Manchester.
facilities offered by this aerial system and, being control system the engineers in Manchester will be
able to tune it to resonance, will provide just that able to bring either transmitter into service and
little' extra sensitivity which is so desirable. A check its performance, output power, etc. They will
few evenings listening to 14 .lies s phone and C.W. also be able to correct the carrier frequency of the
will, I think, provide convincing proof where doubt transmission, should it deviato from its correct
value, which is at present 1,474 kilocycles per
may exist.
second, corresponding to a wavelength of 203.5
metres.
Pull Range Tests
The new station is 10 times more powerful than
" When testing out this aerial and your receiver over the original, and this increase together with the
the full tuning range of the latter, make full use of more efficient aerial that has been erected will
the facilities provided. Alter the position of the result in better reception of the Third Programme
d&Acn lead and thus find out which tap provides in most parts of the district.
the greatest signal gain on individual transmissions.
Do not forget to re -tune the receiver after each
adjustment and adjust the aerial tuner for maximum
signal gain.
When used with the 1116 -type receivers it will
be sometimes noted that a change of tapping will
By the Editor of Practical Wireless"
bring in a signal which has been too weak to hold
3rd Edition.
even with the A.V.C. switched in. The way that
or 1/2 by post, from George Newnes, Ltd.,
the A.V.C. is triggered into action when the aerial
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
tuning condenser is readjusted to bring the aerial
into resonance after the change over is noteworthy.

Directional Properties

Tests have proved that this system possesses
directional properties, which within limits may be
varied, according, of course, as to which point
the down lead is connected. This aerial can be
used in conjunction with any short -wave receiver,
including superheterodynes, T.R.F., or straight
regenerators. It is at present being used in conjunction with the Ill(iA.
It should be noted that if a change of down lead
connection is made after a transmission is tuned
in, a slight readjustment of the receiver tuning will
be necessary in order to obtain maximum signal

I

MASTERING MORSE
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Coils for S.W. Receivers

R.F.

General Principles of Coil Design for the Nigh- frequencies
By " ELECTRON "
THE newcomer to short -wave work often finds band changing. However. the advantages of plug -in
himself at a loss to know exactly what types coils are real ones and it is interesting to note that
of coils to use for the R.F. and detector the commercial set maker is giving more attention
stages (and the local oscillator if a superhet is to such arrangements, vicie the HRO, etc. Two
concerned). On medium waves the matter of coil further advantages of plug -in coils are that (a) condesign is not of such importance, but when it struction is simplified and (b) chassis space is
comes to the short -wave bands the choice of coil is conserved.
extremely important if máximum efficiency is to be
Commercial receivers using plug -in coils employ
obtained.
The constructor can either wind his own coils coil packs in which a group of coils are mounted,
or can purchase made -up coils which are readily thereby enabling a complete set of coils to be
available in radio shops. First of all, let us discuss withdrawn or inserted in one operation. Such coil
packs are well within the capabilities of the average
commercially made coils.
Generally speaking, set manufacturers use coil constructor.
packs -that is, units consisting of the various coils
Commercial coils are available in a number of
which are 'permanently installed in the receiver different bases. Some fit British 4- and 7 -pin valve
and which are switched into circuit as required. bases ; some fit International Octal bases ; one
The coils are grouped around a wafer-type switch type uses a special 6 -pin holder ; others use tagged
together with, if a superhet circuit, padding terminals for direct soldering.
capacitors, enabling a set of coils for each range
For T.R.F. circuits, two -winding detector stage
to be selected by the switching arrangement.
coils are available -one winding for the grid
Such coils are, in modern receivers, each wound and the other for regeneration. The same coils can
on their own formers, and although the method of be used for R.F. stages, the regeneration winding
DATA FOR HOME -WOUND SHORT-WAVE COILS
:

Aerial or
Coupling Winding
ng

Grid Winding

No. on turns SWG
1

41

12

30

Spacing

No. of turns ,SWG

Regeneration Winding

Spacing

No. of turns

SWG

spacing

Frequency Coverage

-26

18

One diameter

2

30

Interwound

31

30

Close wound

12 Mc/s

22

One diameter

41

30

Interwound

7

30

Close wound

6 Mc /s-12.5 Mc /s

24

One diameter

0

30

Interwound

13

30

Close wound

2.5

DSc

Mc /s

/s-6 Me's

The above figures assume the use of a 160 pF tuning capacitor and a 11in. diameter coil former.

grouping the coils around the selector switch is a
great improvement over older methods the practice
of close- grouping gives rise to absorption effects.
If the homo constructor is considering such an
arrangement, a shorting strip on the switch should
he. incorporated so that the coils not in use will be
automatically short- circuited. This will effectively
overcome any absorption effects.
In the early days, it was the general practice to
use bakelite insulation on such switches, but when
the short -wave bands became popular the need for
higher efficiency soon presented itself. The first
improvement was the use of better insulation, and
after various stages of evolution the " Yaxley "
type of multi -way switch came into being. The
modern trend for still greater efficiency manifests
itself in the use of ceramic insulation.
There is little doubt that the home constructor
finds the plug -in type of coil bis favourite. The
advantages of this type of coil are that shorter
leads can be obtained and the losses due to switch
wiring eliminated. With the circuit wiring at a
minimum, a considerable reduction in stray capacitance will be obtained and this leads to higher
efficiency. There is, of course, the disadvantage that
to tune to another waveband a complete set of
coils mast be replaced and this precludes rapid

being in this case used as an aerial coupling coil.
Three- winding coils can also be used, the additional
winding being used for loosely coupling the aerial
to the grid circuit or for coupling the R.F. stage
output to the detector grid. It is usually advisable
to use the loose coupled arrangement since the
aerial will otherwise load the circuit and in some
cases prevent oscillation.
The longer the aerial
the greater will be the damping effect. If a dipole
aerial is used, of course a primary winding is
essential. Similar coils for superhet circuits (which
call for oscillator coils) are available.
L/C Ratio

In short -wave circuits it is usual to use a parallel
tuning capacitor of about 160 pF in order to obtain
a reasonable L/C ratio -this holding good for
frequencies between about 1.5 Me /s and 25 Mc 's.Below these frequencies a smaller value capacitor
is advisable. In a receiver covering the frequencies
mentioned, four coils will be required for each tuned
stage, so that a 1 -v -1 would require only two coils
in position at any given time as against eight coils
and a wavechange switch if a built -in coil unit were
used.
The choice of wire for short -wave' coils is $nportant. On the higher frequencies " skin effect "
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LASKY'S RADIO
TELEVISION SPECIALS
BRAND NEW RADAR UNITS. Supplied
in wood transit case. Containing 23 brand
new valves:
1

VR55.

1

15

EF50, 2 VR65,

3

EA50.

EB34,

1

VR56,

Also a removable 45 Mc 's IF strip (Receiving
unit type 153). Hundreds of new components, resistances, condensers, relays,
ceramic and amphenol valve holders, etc.
Toptally enclosed in metal case, black finish.
Obhrall dimensions: 7110. x 13in. x 21ín.
LASKY'S PRICE 1.10 / -. Carria °e. 7/6 extra.
A ein, or 12in. picture at a minimum cost.

THE VIEWMASTER." As exhibited at
Radiolympia. A 32 -page booklet packed
with information and other necessary data
is supplied together with full-size working
drawings and stage by stage wiring instructions. This receiver incorporates a brilliant
black- and -white picture, with all the
latest developments, and can be built from
standard components. Data for London
and or Birmingham now available.
PRICE 5'- PER COPY. POST FREE.
All components for the Viewmaster can now
be supplied from stock.
Immediate delivery 9in, and 12ín. cathode
ray tubes. 9in. £11.6.10 inc. tax, and
12in. £15.2.5 inc. tax.
We can supply a complete set of valves for
the Viewmaster for 97,- post free.
FOR CALLERS ONLY. EX -A.M. TRANSNUTTER RECEIVER TYPE 'rR9. Battery
operated. Supplied complete with all
valves (3 transmitting. 6 receiving). In
wood transit case. Frequency coverage
9 -6 Mess.
Owing to the varied conditions
of these sets we must offer them to callers
only. Prices vary from 45 /- to £5.19.6.
Send a 21d. stamp with your name and
address (in block letters, please) for a copy
of our current stock list of Ex- Government
radio and radar equipment, The Lasky's
Radio Bulletin.
LASKY'S RADIO.
370. HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON.
LONDON. W'.9. Phone: CL'Nningham 1979
Hours: Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thurs. Half-day.

YOU
saasa

T
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become

Airsd-class

RADIO
ENGINEER
We are specialists in Home study Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify foi well -paid
employment or profitable
spare -time work.
....1'osl n unsealed envelope, ld. pcsta;a.. r
To : R. Heath Bradley, T.C.R.C.,
SO, Harland Road.

Southbourne, Bournemouth.
NAME

ADDRESS
P.10.5

LRS/"

VIEW
PPF
MASTER'
the Television set anyone can build at
Easily aligned
ference Suppression
Constructor
without Instruments
envelopes containing 8 full -size stage by stage assembly drawings
with full instructions and a
32 pp. book on construction,
aerial systems, lining up,
faults and correction, simple
non -technical explanation of
6d. post.
how T. V. works.
VIEW MASTER TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
(For London or Midland
Transmission)
WHITELEV COMPONENTS
W.B. All- Chassis, Heater Transformer,
Nos.
Loudspeaker,
Choke
and
1001'2/3415. as listed below, packed in
one carton, £8 510: 100 Sound; Vision
Chassis comp. valveholders. etc.,
101 Vision Chassis Support,
£1 2:6
5/0 102 Power and Time Base Chassis
comp.. valveholders, etc., 51/2/6
103
Heater Transformer. £11.510:
104 Smoothing Choke, 12 %8 : 105 P.M.
Loudspeaker, 6in., with transformer,

to end.
beginning
ALL-WAVE CHASSIS
(incl. speaker and output transfrom

ARMSTRONG

former)

Cash price
Model EXPI8313.
£I8 17 I, or £4 12 0 with order and

T.C.C. London, 65 Condensers, as
specified. £6;15.0 T.C.C. Midland, 69
Condensers. as specified, £7.
WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS
West Metal Rectifiers (5), as specified
Types WX6, 14 -D -36. 36 EHT -100,
14 -A -86, WX3. £3:2'6.
EDISWAN MORG ANITE
:

let us know your Radio requirements (enclosing 21d. stamp) and we
Please

:

shall be pleased to quote.

RESISTORS
40A London, 65 Resistors, exact values
and tolerance. £16'9: 40B Midland.
63 Resistors, exact values and tolerance,
£1030: Edissyarr Morganite Variable
Resistances, Type Q (2), 9/0.
EDISWAN- PLESSEY
COMPONENTS
Plessey Frame Transformer. width
control, Scan Coil. Focus Coil. Choke
E.H.T. Transformer, Tube Supports.
as below. £5 %12 6 72000 Line Transformer, £11/3: 72001 Frame Transformer. 18:6:72002 Width Control, 8/9
72003 Scan Coil, 51/5.6: 72004 Focus
Ring for Mazda Tube, 19/6: 72005 Focus
Ring for Mullard Tube, 1956 72006
Video Choke. 5i0 : 72007 Tube Supports,
14 0.
Focus Ring for Mazda is normally
supplied unless other make of tube
specified.
COLVERN POTENTIOMETERS (6).
as below, 1,9;3.
5-Type CLR 901, wire wound. values
2 k., 2.5 k., 5 k., 10 k., 250 ohms. 13'9
i .CLR 4089522, wire wound, 5 k., 516
BU` GIN Tag Panels. Rotary Switch,
TAG Boards. etc., 126.
VIEW MASTER COILS and CHOKES
iV-EARITE. Complete set of Coils and
Choke. London, £112'0: WIN HAD, Complete set of Coils and 1 RF
Choke, London. 18/6 To Designer's
exact specification. Midland, 19/6.
VALVES
5 EF50, at 21/4 each, £5'618. or ex. -Govt.
at 7!6 1 EB91, 12 10 1 EBC33. 11'7
each,
1 EL33, 12'10: 2 6K25, at 12.10
£1 518: 1 6P25, 12!10 1 6P28, 51/1'4.
C.R. TUBES, 9in.
Mazda CRM92. 511/8/10: Mallard
G.E.C. 6504,
MW22'14C,
£11!6/10
£125 9.
C.R. TUBES 12ín.
Mazda CRM121. £15255 : Mallard
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

25

:

Ferranti

12146,

BUZZERS, new ex-Gov.
(silver point tapper). 5! -.
AMERICAN Service Manuals. before,
12.8 each ; NOW. 3 different for 12.6.
EX-00V. ANTENNAE RODS, close
jointed sections interlocking, 10ft., 51 -.
SERVICE SIIEETS. The one you
require FREE in a dozen at 106.
EASY TERMS (near cash price 10
months) on all TAYLOR Meters. Catalogue and particulars FREE.
Please nark envelope "P.1V"

Personal attention to all enquiries

THE LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
Est. 1925
COMPANY
BALCOMBE SUSSEX

--THE MODERN BOOK CO.Amateur Radio Receivers, by S. K.
Lewer, 35. 60. Postage 2d.
Television Explained, by W. E. Miller,
55. Postage 4d.
Simple Transmitting Equipment, by
Ellen
Postage 2d.
W. H.

ST HAA(ESOIA.IUtm
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&

J. W. Mathews, 2s.

Wireless Coils, Chokes and Transformers, by F. J. Camm, 65. Postage
4d.
'Elie Principles of Television Reception, by A. W. Keen, 30s. Postage 9d.
Practical Wireless Circuits, by F. J.
Camm, 6s. Postage 4d.
Electronic Musical Instruments, by
S. K. Lower, 3s. 6d. Postage 2d.
Radio Valve Data -Compiled by
" Wireless World." 3s.6ó. Postage 3d.
The Technique of Radio Design, by
E. E. Zepler, 25s. Postage 9d.
Radio Receiver Design, by K. R.
Sturlcy
2 volumes. 28s. each.
Postage ed.
Television Simply Explained, by
R. W. Hallows, 9s. 6d. Postage 6d.
A home Built Televisor for Sutton

-

Coldfield Reception. by W. I. Flack,
4s. 6d. Postage 3d.

Radin Laboratory Handbook, by
M. G. Scroggie, 125. 6d. Postage 5d.
"Practical Wireless " Service
Manual, by F. J. Camm, 85. 60. Postage 5d.
Basic Mathematics for Radio Students
by F. N. Colebrook. 10s. 6d. Postage
4d.

Radio Upkeep and Repairs, by

A. T.
Witts, 75. 6d. Postage 4d.
have the finest selection of British
and American Radio books in the
Country. Complete list on application.
We

19 -23.

246HIGH

Cash

Also available on our Easy Terms

£1,7'6.
T.C.C. CONDENSERS

£15

RF10313.

Goodsell -Williamson Amplifier
and Tuner Units
Collaro Radio -Gram Units and
Record Changers
The Barker Loudspeaker
Goodman's Loudspeakers
Hartley- Turner Loudspeakers
Wharfedale Loudspeakers

;

£15,2 5.
MORSE

261 -.

price
£26 IO 0 or E4 12 0 wiTh order
£2
0 0.
of
payments
monthly
12
and
And other models.

:

:

monthly instalments of

12

Model

:

;

FOR

PROMPT &
EFFICIENT SERVICE

CASH OR EASY TERMS
When you purchase on L.R.S.
Convenient Terms,Formalities
are reduced to a Minimum
and you deal direct with us

home from standard parts.
ein. or 12ín. Screen 12 valves only
Macnestic focusing Automatic inter-

MW31 /14C,

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
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PRAED STREET

(Dept. P. 41,
LONDON, W.2.
PADdingten 4185, 1.
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MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
For Govt. Surplus Stork. rte.

:Hagslip Motors, 3in. transmitter Mk. 2.
two of these motors can be wired in series
for 100v. or in parallel for 50v. A.C. single phase. In this way, when the shaft of one
motor is rotated, the other tvill follow in
perfect step, clockwise or anti -clockwise.
Motors are 41in. long,.3 in. dia., fitted lin.
long. 51116in. shaft, 2 motors (worth 510)
supplied with wiring diagram, 15 -. post and
packing 1(6 4 or 5 of these motors ran be
used across 200,250v. A.C. mains, any one
motor controlling the others. Parmeko
Transformers, input 220v. 50 cycles. output
650v. at 20 mA,, three 4v. windings at 1.2:5
amp., also 6.3v. at 1 amp., brand new boxed,
15 -. post 1! -. Parmeko L.F. chokes, 100H
at 10 mA.. 5,000v. R.M.S., brand new boxed.
5 -, post 90. Teter,'
Handsets, modern
Bakelite type, fitted 4 -way cord and 4 -wayplug. brand new boxed. 10 -, Post 90.
Hoover Induction Motors Type S.P.201,
shaded pole, 209250v. A.C. mains only.
approx, 40 watts, speed 1.500 r.p.m., 3,'.in.
long, 2}ìn. die.. fitted lin. long, an. shaft,
suitably geared, useful for tape recorders.
etc., very silent, brand new boxed. 20. -.
post 90. Hoover Blower Motors, suitable
for 200.250v. A.C. (intermittent duty.
motors are fitted enclosed centrifugal fan
blower, powerful air delivery or vacuum,
15 -. post 1 -. Batteries. combined H.T.
and L,T., sealed and untoed. first -grade
1948 manufacture, fully- guaranteed by us
150v. H.T., plus 3v. L.T., size Olin. o Olin.
s 21in.. 5. -, post 1 - 90v. H.T.. Plus 1.5v.
L.T.. size Bin. x 4in. x 3in.. 4' -. post 1 3
72v. H.T., plus 1.5v. L.T size Olin. o Olio. x
2in., 4. -. post 9d. 94v. H.T., plus 1.3v. L.T.,
size Olin. a 31ín. x 21in. /A.M.), 5'-, post 1 3.
reduction for quantity. Astrographs, U.S.
Pattern. designed for projecting star sheets.
complete with 4 spare 24v. lamps, tools and
instructions, etc., in very smart wood
transit cases, hinged top, plated clasps and
corners, leather carrying handle, size 14in. x
Olin. x 10in.,'basis for a photographic enlarger, brand new. 12.6. carriage 2;8. Our
new 1950 Lists are now ready
hundreds.of
new items. Send S.A.E.'for a copy. Our
C.U.D. service is cancelled for the time
being.
31OOIt POOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGIIA M.17

LYONS RADIO

.'rpì:one; SHEPberds Bit_ 1 -3'J
TELE:piro I: Sl :T "H" 31k. 3.-A
sóund- Powered telephone set (batteries
NOT required. housed in metal bm.
approx. loin. a lin. x 41n. Complete with
handset, call bell and hand generator
for ringing extension bell. Ideal in the
home. factory or office. PRICE 25'6
each. post 1 6, Or 50.- Pet' Pair carriage
free.
CONNECTING TI IItE. for above at
special pri. es if ordered at the same
time. In 150yd. coils single, 3:6. or
twit: twisted, 8.6 Per tnil.
RECEIVER TV l'E 3034. -Easily modified for Television sound or vision
reception, or as 2 -metre receiver. Contains 13 valves
seven EF50., two
VR34 one °axis of EA50. VR137, A-Ú39.
and HVR2. I.F. strip, aerial switching motor. eto. Brand new in maker's
transit ca-c <. PRICE 596. or in good
V (/ldit.un, slightly soiled, 50 -. Carriage

'.

:

The

"Fluxite Quins" at

;

Work

" Our TV will never be right
'Till it's been overhouted with

FLUXITE "
Cried the lads from the sr -ee"It's the worst it's been,
We're all upside dawn here to -night

:

RECEIVING UNITS Ttl'lt 184.Partly dismantled. We ,apply these
units fitted with 7 valves, type VR65
(all O.K.'. Chock-full of condensers,
resist ors. wire -wound pots., dust crd.
catis, H.V.4 -pic and four EF50 valve holders, etc. etc. all assembled on a
neat metal chassis and tits into a case
approx. 16in. x13111. x lin. An excellent
source of spare parts especially for the
T.V. constructor. Offered at a fraction
of the price of the valves alone. PRICE
17 6. carriage 4, -.
THE OSCILLOSCOPE. de=ign and
construction manual. PRICE 4'8 Post

/

;

:

:

;

.

;

-

Goldhawk Road. Dept. M,P.,
Shepherds Bush, ,V.1°_

3,

See

-

that FLUXITE

by you

is always

-in the house -garage

-

;

workshop
wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all

free.

RIRE

manual.

ironmongers -in tins,

10d,, 116 and 31 -.
Radin and Television ('emponents.
167. RALEIGH AVE.. HATES, MDDX.,
K'ONSTRUCTOR'S P.AR('EI. (1) comunie -!
Ong miniature chassis, size 84in. x Pin. o
lün., miniature twin gang .00037. pair of
.miniature Wearite IFs Type M4003, 4 B7.
To
CYCLISTS :
For
stronger
1V.H., frame aerial and medium wave ose.!
wheels that will remain round
coil at £1/9/6. P. & P. 1.8. (2) Comprising
!chassis 101in, x 54in. x tin. with speaker and
and true, there's a time tested
!V.H. cut -outs. Rola 5in. P.M. with trans.,
Tie the spokes where they
twin-gang with trimmers, pair of T.R.F.
tip.
Coils, 4 V.H. and wavechange switch, 1718.
cross with fine wire and SOLDER.
P. & P. 1 /8. SUPERHET COIL KIT,
comprising long, medium and short -wave
It's simple
with FLUXITE
Coils, twin -gang, pair of 465 IFs, 4 -pole
but IMPORTANT.
4 way switch, 6 trimmers, 2 trackers, 5 -valve
superhet. chassis, IF and speaker cut -out
and circuit, 148. plus l'- P. & P. UNI VERSAL REPLACEMENT MAINS
TRANSFORMER. Input 200 250v. Sec:
GUN
puts
The
FLUXITE
280,0'280v., 60 mA., 6v. tapped 3 amp., 5v.
tapped 4v. 2 amp., 6v, 0.3 amp., 106., P. & P.
FLUXITE where you want it
MAINS TRANSFORMER. Input
l'
-.
5
amp..
200 250. Sec. 350/0'350v. 130 mA, 6 v.
by a
simple
5v. 3 ame.. 19/8.. P. & P. 1' -. METAL
pressure. Price
RECTIFIERS. 250v. 125 mA., 4 3. Post 6d.
250v. 60 mA.. 2 /8. Post 6d. 24v. 4 amp.,
216, or filled,
18'6. Post 1 / -. Send stamp for list.
316.
No. 18 SET (RECEIVER) with 4 battery
operated valves (6 -9 Mcis), 15 -, post 2 -.
P33 RECEIVER (2 meters) with 5 mains
All MECHANICS Will
operated valves. 2EF50s, 2 6J55. 1 Acorn
valve 955 (les, power pack). 29 8, post 4'6.
RECEIVER TI'PF: 1137A complete With
7 mains operated valves, 3 EF39s, 2 EF36s,
EK32. EB34, and lots of useful parts, 21
2/6.
HEADBALANCED
ARMATURE,
PHONES (50 ohms, with 7ft. of flex, 4 6,
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
post 6d,
CARIION MIC'ROPIIONES (Hand No. 4A'.
3 11. post 6d.
('OIL
MICIIEAI)PHONES
HONING
(Hand No. 7), 600 ohms, brand new, 106.
post 9d.
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
6 VOLT VIBRATORS (5 -pint, brand new,
SOLDERING and for leaflets on CASE311. post 4d.
PA('KARD -BELL Pre -amplifiers comHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
plete
Post Oct.
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
ma metersal(M/o); 5 -, post 4d.80 -30 Ma
Price Id. EACH.
meters (M /c), 3'6, post 4d.
JOINTS."
.01
mfd,
condensers.
1.000
v.
SPRAGUE
D.C. wkg., 4(6 doz., post 4d. .1 600 v. D.C.
FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
wkg., 8'- doz. 16 mfd. condensers, 350 v.
D.C. wkg., 2.'2 each. 3 for 5.9, 6d. post.
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.
,STAN WILLETTS,
43, Sion Lane, West Bromwich, Staffs.

RECORDER. construction

MIDGET
manual.

PRICE 28 Post free.
curt--- tutio::
RADIO.
PRICE 2.8 post frc

D. COHEN,

-

-
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*

i it

<
for the
All spoc!tie
View Mas[vr -rüo tvievisor thar
YOU can build at home from stan.

dard parts.

* Complete assembly instructions for

*
*
*
*
*
*

the above, including 8 full -size
working drawings and 32-page
booklet, . ..........................Price 5' -.
MODE!. 30 famous 3 waveband super het Coil Packs, aligned. ._279 inc.
MODEL 40 Coil Packs -similar, with
R.F. stage, aligned.......
5416 inc,
1.F'. TRANSFORMERS. Iron- cored,
high stability, aligned to 465 kc s.
12'- pair.
MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT consisting of 30 Coil Pack, pair of
M.M." I.F. Transformers. matched
2 -gang and attractive Dial.
Components aligned together as a unit
and sealed
54'9 inc.
MODEL 40 TUNING UNIT, similar,
with R.F. stage
88;3 inc.
COMPONENTS.- Complete range of
radio, television and grant components in stock at lowest prices,

* FREE

A copy of tht[linormously successful
Hone (bnstrueror's Handbook will he
forwarded FREE with Orders of 20'or more, or a copy can be obtained

for 1 :- from
ARDER
SL'PACOILS,
MAII.
OFFICE, 98. Greenvv ay Avenue,
London. 1:.17.

Simple

self feed
speeds up soldering.
Better work. Saves
solder. Write
for interesting

leaflet

23

J

RUNBAKEN'MANCHESTER

'
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(that is the tendency of the R.F. current to flow on
the surface of the conductor) becomes more pronounced. Since the loss of energy is greater in the
centre (a high resistance point) of the conductor
than on the " skin," the diameter must be suitably
large. This effect becomes more prominent as the
frequency increases and, in fact, at very high
frequencies the current through the centre of the
conductor is so small that tubular conductors can
be used instead of solid ones.
In order that the surface resistance should he
as small as possible, silver- plated wire is normally
used on frequencies higher than 15 Me s. On lower
frequencies enamelled copper wire is quite suitable,
although it should be of high conductivity. There
Q " -or
is another factor which affects the
goodness -of a coil, and that is the diameter of the
wire in relation to the frequency. In order to
maintain a low self-capacitance in the winding it is
often necessary to space adjacent turns. The
difficulty becomes acute when it is remembered
that the thicker the wire and the larger the spacing,
the greater will be the windings length for a given
inductance and the larger will be the turns required.
An excessive number of turns will increase the
R.P. resistance of the coil which will lower the
" Q," and an excessive length of coil will also impair
efficiency. In practice it is found that by spacing
the windings by one diameter of the wire used a
negligible effect on the self capacitance will be
obtained. The ideal coil has a length equal to
that of its diameter ; that is, a coil lin. long wound
on a lin. diameter former is ideal. The necessity
to increase the wire diameter as the frequency
increases helps to enable a good coil shape to he
obtained, and even if the 1 : 1 ratio already mentioned cannot be obtained, if the length is not more
than one and a half times the former diameter
no extreme loss in efficiency willresult. Incidentally,
the " Q " of a coil can be calculated frein the
formula
`

2'rf L

Q

where 2n =6.28, f= frequency, L =inductance, and
R =R.F. resistance.
Where, on medium waves, almost any insulation
will be good enough, when it comes to short -wave
work the effect of poor insulation lias an increasing
effect on efficiency and losses are more and more
important. The coil former, then, must be of a
high -grade Inaterial such as trolitul, ceramic, etc.
And the material must be unshrinkable for obvious
reasons. So that the leakage path can be increased,
commercial coils often have ribbed formers which

169

are for unscreened coils. The fitting of coil screens,
unless they aro clumsily large, results in a lowering
of the effective inductance of the coil, which means
that the minimum and maximum frequency
coverage figures quoted will bo raised. If coil
screens are used, they should be of such a diameter
that the distance between windings and the screen
is not less than half the diameter of the coil former.
A similar distance should separate' the screen from
the ends of the coil.
The figures given assume the use of a variable
tuning capacitor of 160 pF and are approximate.
They are particularly dependent on the total
this
minimum capacitance of the grid circuit
includes the grid -filament ( tpacitance of the valve,
which, in the case of a leaky grid detector, is in
Other factors
series with the grid capacitor.
affecting the figures are the capacitances of the coil
and the grid wiring and also the minimum valve
of the variable capacitor.
:

A New Hearing Aid
Monomite P.3 hearing aid is a new
THEoneBelclere
-piece instrument in a silver rhodium Gaye

Sin. by2Áin. by tin., total weight with
batteries being under six ounces. The instrument
incorporates a printed silver circuit and has three
stages of amplification using the newest low
consumption Mullard valves. An entirely new
typo of miniature silver plate alkali accumulator
is used for the L.T. supply, and this accumulator
will give no less than 20 hours continuous use with
the aid before needing recharging. It can be recharged overnight from the electricity supply
by means of the charger provided in the presentation
case. For the H.T. supply a small 15 -volt battery
is used, the current consumption from which is so
small as to ensure at least 350 hours' service before
requiring replacement.
Automatic volume compression is provided in the
instrument and a special control enables the degree
of automatic volume compression to be adjusted
to suit the conditions of listening. A three position tone -control lever is built in the chassis
for adjustment to suit the individual.
Miniature magnetic and crystal receivers and a
bone conduction oscillator are available and are
interchangeable on the aid. The receiver cord is
of the plastic type with plugs moulded on each end
to make the conductors moisture proof. Special
attention has been given to the design of the
amplifier and the microphone mounting to eliminate
surface noise, as well as to provide the highest
possible intelligibility for speech.
The sound -to -sound effective amplification is over
50 decibels and the frequency range is from 200 to
size only

are threaded to enable the physical characteristics
to be maintained.
One type of commercial coil uses metal slugs
to increase efficiency. The slug, which is adjustable,
slides inside the coil former. It is usual to use a
magnetic metal such as iron for this purpose and 5,000 cycles per second.
it will result in an increase in the inductance of the
coil. If non -magnetic slugs are used, such as brass
NEW EDITION NOW READY
or copper, the effective inductance will be lowered.
" PRACTICAL WIRELESS 97 CIRCUITS
Winding Data
15th Edition
The table on page 166 gives details for winding
6/- or 6/6 by post from
short -wave coils for the T.R.F. receiver. It should
GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
be borne in mind that the results will be influenced
by the nature of the materials used and the manner
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
in which they are used. Also, the figures given
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Proçrcmme Pointers
Some Recent

Programmes are Reviewed by Our Music Critic,

MAURICE

REEVE

IDON'T suppose anyone knows for certain admirably, and would do so even more on
exactly how critical audiences are on festive television. Our sympathy goes out to her in her
occasions. As the vast majority of the items recent bereavement.
given us at these times are of the variety type, the
conclusion reached may be that we are apt to take Scrapbooks
our Christmas radio, for instance, in a lighthearted
and festive spirit, with a seasonably uncritical frame
of mind, and a " let's turn the knob and see
what's on " attitude..That was my outlook up to a
point I did study the Radio Tines and choose my
items rather than twiddle the knob around. I
didn't care very much what was served up, but
having selected my fare, duty compelled me to take
it seriously.
My choices were Commonwealth, Christmas, "A
Christmas Carol." Gracie's Party. Scrapbook fbr
1899, B.B.C. Christmas Party and Barrie's " Quality
Street.." The standards seemed to be up to the
B.B.C's usual Christmas level -very good, though
several pointa need individual criticism.
Commonwealth Christmas didn't seem to equal
the pre-war Empire tours, many of which were
magnificent. This one was very good. Some of the
visits paid seemed to be brief to the point of discourteous, and a cheery " Hello, So- and -so, a
happy Christmas," might have been called out to
those parts which were not stopped at and couldn't
be for obvious reasons. One rather felt one was being
shown a photo album rather than sightseeing and
touring it was as though the Empire meant slightly
less' to us than it used to, which, if correct, is
doubtless the B.B.C.'s fault and not ours or the
Empire's. And the " music " was appallingly inane.
Two or three scrappy little brassy sounding bits
constantly repeated. If better than this cannot be
,'specially composed," the producers would he well
advised to call upon the classics. Howard Marshall's
return was very welcome.
:

:

Dickens's Best ?
What a masterpiece " A Christmas Carol " is
And what a genius Dickens was for evoking the
spirit of Christmas in all its many manifestations.
May we never be without it in our Christmas celebrations May we have " 1)ingley Dell " again
next year, please ? The production was excellent
in all ways.
!

!

Gracie Fields
Gracie Fields is one of those artistes who would
seem to arouse in the breasts of her listeners the
extremes of feeling either one worships her without
shame or qualification. or one is-just not interested.
I'tn afraid I must own to belonging to the latter
group, the small minority, no doubt, and take my
life in my hands in the admission. No one would
pretend to claim that her " party " on Christmas
afternoon was comparable to her classic music hall turns : naturally, it was not meant to be
anything but a famous and beloved star enjoying
herself in our hearing, and relaxing amongst her
family and friends for our pleasure. It succeeded
:

I always enjoy Scrapbooks and; as I. have said
before, they are an ideal form of radio entertainment.
This one, for the year 1899, was a very good one.
There were many exciting events which culminated
in the outbreak of the Boer Car. One couldn't
help feeling that Mr. Churchill's escape and the
episode of the armoured train were hugely overdone,
dramatic as it was. But we were grateful for time
reminder that it was the year which witnessed the
births of " Enigma" and " Tlie Dream of Geron ti us,"
two of the greatest masterpieces in all music, anti,
from the point of view of the country's glory and
fame, the year's outstanding achievement.
The B.B.C.'s Christmas party was-on the same lines
as Gracie's, though much longer and more elaborate.
A galaxy of stars amused everyone for nicety
minutes.
What a chancing play Barrie could write,
thoroughly sentimental, unpractical and nonsensical, but wholly charming, witty and nostalgie.
How delightful Seymour Hicks and Ellaline Terriss
must have been in the original stage production.
The play being set in much the same period as
" Vanity Fair," the Napoleonic Wars, the medium of
the radio made it sound exactly- the sane ; it
might well have been a continuation of the recent
Vanity Fair " Sunday evening serial. Gladys
Young, Dulcie Gray and Michael Denison were the
chief protagonists in a very excellent performance.
`

Riddle of the Sands
So much for Christmas. That famous pre -1914 bestseller, " The Riddle of the Sands," wherein the
eternal sleepy, muddle -headed Englishman stumbles
across his country's deadly danger, made a capital
serial. The story, after the style of John Buchan,
and the character, like that played ahnust throughout the war by the late Mr. Dennis Ea-die in " The
Man who Stayed at Home." is fascinating by virtue
of its unsophisticated reality and its dramatic
unfolding. One can scarcely realise, even now, that
its brilliant author, Erskine Childea , was shot as
a traitor in the Irish Rebellion.

"Miss Hook of Holland"

The only points which the revival of the old
Edwardian favourite musical comedy " Miss Hook
of Holland " served to prove were that not only is
this type of entertainment as dead as the doldrums, but that it is thoroughly unsuited to the
blind radio. It might go better at Alexandra
The quietness and
Palace, though I doubt it.
salubriousness of the music and the propriety and
placidity of the dialogue are, by more modern
How gauche and crude
standards, unbelievable.
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Best British Bargains

VOLTAGE DOUBLING UNIT
Dispenses with High Voltage Transformers
and Rectifier. Reliable.
For 2.5 k.v.
For 2 k.v. ..
.. at
49.6
Diagram supplied with parts. Chassis extra,

113 h.p., 230 volt, 50 cycle, single -phase
capac,tator start, 1,425 r.p.m., new, E8.
3 -phase motors, x h p., 440 volt, 50 cycle,
new, 1,425 r.p.m., E7. Motors, A.C., reconditioned, ; h.p., 230 volt, 50 cycle,
single -phase, G.E.C. or Crompton, 1,425

Mains Transformers, Screened,
Fully Interleaved and Impregnated
ILS. 63.

Input

Out-

200 250

put 250;0 250. 60 m /A. 6.3 V.
at3amp..5v. at2amp.
1'
D.S. 40. Windings as above
at 4 amp., 4 V. at 2 amp.
F.S. 2. Input 200250. Output 2500'250, 80 m'A.
F.S. 3. Input 200250. Output 350 0350. 6.3 -9.0 v. at
4 amp., 5 -4.0 v. at 2 amp.
I5.5. 2x. Windings as F.S.2
100 rn /A.
11.5. 3x. Windings as F.S.3.

1
6

r.p.m.,

5

Ha

19/6
Fully

Shroudel

19/6

EDDYSTONE

at

.

Results

DIECAST ALUMINIUM
CHASSIS

718

.

COMPONENTS

for Reliable

Half
Shrouded

.

THIS YOU ?
STOP before you
build that super -

-

het Just think
don't burden yourself with sig. generators,
output
meters, etc., when
!

ONLY

54/9 (inc.)

you can get our
new and improved
WAVEBAND
ALIGNED &
SEALED.
30 TUNING UNIT
Then you will have
the World at your

Jam_

3

fingertips

!

In an evening YOU can build a commercial

superhet., and to make quite sum you
cannot fail we are giving away for this
month ABSOLUTELY FREE with each
unit our 3'6 set of unique A.B.C. Construction Sheets, which contain fall information
and diagrams for building our 5 -valve A.C.
super. For details (and a host of other
circuits, data. hints. etc.) send l'- NOW
for the NEW "Home Constructor's Handbook," the book for the go -ahead man.
(Dept. P3)
ROBING LABORATORIES
70, Lord Avenue, Ilford, Essex.

"GLOBEifiZEKI
NG'
"no Wined m0
Toad

y

IQN6 DISTANCE

7adeo ReeeptloAe
fH+v?7
sow,-

,

WOI14M01

at!n0

'61óe( fl

TRADE

PROBABLY

THE WORLD OsIHC,
STANDARD PARTS

Lddp
ce"<b se

"üÑiicói°çEA9

*

4 964

with laminated brush, litz wound variometer coil, coupling, valveholder, folding
key, 316, carriage 216 extra.
No. 650. Size 4 /in. x 3 in. x tin. deep, TRANSFORMERS. Avoid power cuts.
with flanged lid
61- 900 watt size auto booster transformer,
2001250 volts in 10 volt steps, ES, immediate
EXTENSION CONTROL delivery. Foster transformers, double
wound, 230 volts input 50 volts 2 amps.
OUTFIT
output, 151-, postage 21 -. 220 volts 50
No. 1008, readily adjustable length 2/6 cycle input, 53 volts 15 amps. 30 volts and
60 volt amp. also 6 volts 5 amps. output,

DIECAST BOX

ADJUSTABLE INSULATED

.E

ENQUIRIES

lON1YSOry(;

I

ES.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

BRACKETS
216

214,

Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telehone

MACaulay 2159

:

CHOKES

RADIOGUIDE CIRCUITS
No. 1011 (VHF 120-25 Mc/s)
116
No. 1010 (SW. 60-1.5 Mc/s.)
119 Model M,11.42. 4 valve 2 Band Combined
13 page
No 1066 (AW. 24 Mc,'s.-150 Kc/s.)
31- Battery and Mains Portable.
manuscript. 51 -.
Model B.P.42. 4 valve 2 Band Battery
MICRODENSERS
Portable, 31-.
Renowned low -loss tuning condensers
No. 580 (12.5 pF.)
61- Model P.P.42. 4 valve 2 Band Personal
Portable, 3/ -.
No. 582 (60 pF.)
71No. 586 (140 pF.)
719 Also AC5, and A.C.'D.C. All -wave Superhets.
No. 588 (27.5 pF)
713 2/6.
components available separately,
No. 585 (100 pF.)
7)6 All
Packs, I.F. Trans., supplied aligned.
No. 739 (83-8 pF.)
71- Coil
2!.d. stamp brings full 'details, components
lists.
Available shortly the NEW MIDGET
The EDDYSTONE ILLUSCOIL PACK. Type X100, a completely
TRATED COMPONENT
new development in performance and construction. Trade enquiries invited for
CATALOGUE
further details.
(6d. post free from Webb's Radio) gives BURLAND RADIO ACCESSORIES
full range of microdensers, racks, cabinets,
PORTSLA DE,
aerials, tuning coils, TX condensers, etc. 4, CARLTON TERRACE,
SUSSEX.
:

WEBB'S CLEARANCE SALE

BRAND NEW VALVES!

genuine sale to make room for
new items and an opportunity to
acquire real bargains. Send lid.
for " Sales " list. Will callers note
sale commences 9 a.m. Monday
20th March, 1950. (for seven days),

REAL Bargains and RE1.L%BLE Valves.
The following ex -Govt. valves are guaranteed to be BRAND NEW, and you can
purchase with confidence.
(A) Original cartons, as from manufacturer:

A

WEBB'S RADIO
14,

SOHO ST., OXFORD
LONDON, W.I.

9006. 3/6 : 0004. 4'- ;
1,6 ; EB34.
:
6C5, 6J5. 6J5GT G, 6N7GT G. 4/9
GAC7,
6J7, 65197, 5/3 ; 2026,
2X2, 6SL7GT,
5'B : 6K7, 5,9 : 6B8, 8/- : 5114G, 5Z4, 6Q7GT,
6116,

5,

6/3:

1

6F7, 6E5 (magic eye), 25L6GT,

7-

829A. 35/- : 813, 37 B : 3BP1 (C.R.T.), 15.' -.
(B) New and Boxed (While they last 11
6H6, 6H6GT, 13 : 6C5, 6J5, 4/3 : 6AC7, 4:6 :
ST.,
6SJ7, 4:9 ; 2C26, 6B8, 5'- : 6V6G (manufacturer's surplus). 41. 6X5, 6F6G, 56
5114G. VE105 OC3, GQ7G, 5 9
5.30 p.m. 5R4GY,
KTW63, 6./- ; 6F7. 6SA7, 6C4, 6/8 ; 6L6G, 8

Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 a.m. to
Sots., 9 a.m. to I p.m.
9/ -.
Telephone : GERrard 2089. Orders over 15'- post free, otherwise please

;dp,ywinr
J t' O M'EY IA[K WMEAMEE
Eáw°"w
sOVERSEAS
CPOY9f

;

graded 2.8/1.5 amp., 251-.

:-

For strength and rigidity
TRANSMITTERS.- Trench type in canNo. 643. 81in. x 5 in. x 23in. deep, 816. vas- covered case, 12ín. x 9in. x 84in., with
No. 727. 12ín. x 9in. x Sin. deep, 1816. ebonite panel fitted 10 -way rotary switch

No. 1007

for

steel magnet, wound armature,
driven by gearing in handle. output approx.
70 volts, 25 mIa A.C., useful for A.C. experiments, bell circuits, shocking coils, etc.,
816 each, postage 116, few only mounted in
polished wood box, I01- .each, postage 116.
G.P.O. Candlestick telephones with
switch-hook and contacts, long magnet
bell receiver and cords, 1216 each, postage
116, or, 2216 pair, postage 21 -.
Wire
VARIABLE
RESISTANCES.
wound lab. type laminated brush gear,
Isenthal 300 ohm., 4 amp., 151- ; 290
geared, 60 ohm.
ohm., .45 amp., 151P.M.

F.12. Filament. Transformer.
Input 200 250 12.6 v. tapped
at 6.3 v. at 3 amp.
at 15:'6
F. 24. Filament. Transformer.
Input 200'250 24 v. tapped
at 12 v. at 3 amp.... ...
at 21i6
F.S. 43. Mains Transformer.
Input 200 250. Output 425/
0x625, 200 m'A. 6.3 v. at
4 amp.. C.T. 6.3 v. at 4 amp.,
C.P. 5 v. at 3 amp.
at 42'6
F. 30 ti. Mains Transformer.
Input 200250. Output 000 /0/
300, 80 in A., 6.3 v. at 7 amp..
5 v. at 2 amp.
...
...
... at
28/6
C.W.O. (add 1/- in the £ for carriage.
Over £2 carriage paid).
H. ASHWORTH. 676, Gt. Horton
Road, Bradford, Yorks.

IS

E4.

HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS.

Shrouded

100 m'A.
F. 6. Filament. Transformer,
Input 200 2.50. Output 6.3 v.
at 2 amp. ...
...
...

!

MOTORS, A.C., new, 230 volt, 50 cycle,
h.p., 1,425 r.p.m., ES.
single phase,

wr mt

MÄCCLÉSFÍrELD

4,,t cxesxiae<srwuxw
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add 3d. per valve.

REED for SPEED and RELIABILITY

DOUGLAS REED,

39, Burnley Road, Ainsdale,

!

Southport,

,
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our fathers-and mothers-were, in some things. Quiz
" Miss Hook of Holland " Were they advertising
Half Century Quiz was a major blunder, run as
the then Great Eastern Railway's route to Holland it was. Why persons of eminence in public life
via Harwich and the H. of H. ? Wouldn't " The should have been gathered together to listen to
Dutch Tulip " have sounded much more romantic ? childish imitations of such things as Bleriot flying
Or even Holland," in the manner of " Oklahoma ? " the channel, or musical comedy songs badly sung,
and then asked to guess what they were, is beyond
Music Hall
me to imagine. Although more has happened, and
At the risk of being charged a " highbrow " greater social changes achieved, in the last fifty
or a hyper -critical observer, I must unreservedly years than in almost any comparable period of
condemn Music Hall and Half Century Quiz. history, the producers seemed to be relying on
The Music Hall programme on New Year's Eve musical shows and hit tunes for almost all their
touched an all time low, and it has been near rock resources of show making. A dreadfully poor show.
It was good to hear " The Last Days of Hitler "
bottom for some considerable time now ; it was
shocking. No seaside concert party would have again ; the fantastic story can be listened tò as
failed to exceed its standard of wit or vocal ability. history as well as incomparable entertainment.
The series of programmes devoted to the music
Vie Oliver, at nothing like his best, stood out head
and shoulders. Surely, if the producers do nothing of Liszt-now in progress -is as valuable as it is
else, and if we must have a reference to a zither, interesting. Some dross must be borne with for
they could. at least call the programme together the gold that is there. The scheme of the proand order that one reference be made to it and only grammes makes this unavoidable.
" Reunion Dinner," in which we met the
one, detailing the " comedian " to make it, if
" types " that foregather at these functions, was
necessary. Zithers, Ground Nuts, Sir Stafford
delightfully funny and realistic.
how sick we all are of them as gags.
!

` `

News from the Clubs

TORBAY AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Set.: ICJ. Grimes (G3AV l'), 3, Clarendon Park, Tor Vale,

Torquay.
AWELL- ATTENDE meeting was held on January 21st at
the Y.I1f.C.A., 'Torquay.
The chairman of the Society, Mr. P. J. Wadman (G2GK), who
also welcomed members of the British Sound .Keeordiug Association, introduced Mr. Sands, A.M.Rrit.l.lt.E., who gave a most
interesting lecture on " wire Recording," followed by the
demonstration of an instrument of his own design. The demonst ration showed how versatile t he i rrst rouent could be, as included
in he recxrrdiuga were sonne transmissions taken from the two men ce band.
t

STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: \V. A. Ifiggins, Cam, Kingsley llnad, urge- rrinrùrd.
our last meeting there was a very good attendais' to hear
A'I' :un excellent talk on " Clapp V.F.O. and Some Iot cresting
m,,Iructional Innovations," given by Mr. C. Naylor- Strong
(1..11(Q). 'l'ire Society is holding a enmpetition for two trophies
:nrarded by the president G60I, and is entering gear in a Hobbies

'

r

Exhibition.

ROMFORD AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : Il. T.. 1í. l'oppendnde (G3InNE, 0, Mordent Road,

l:hadwell Ileatin, Essex.
the annual general meeting the officers for 1950 were
The chairman gate a brief review of the past
year's activities, with special mention of the outdoor events
entered into by the Club. 'there were several D.P. contests
during the summer months and in the autumn the club had a
display of transmitting and receiving equipment at the local
Y.M.C.A. Bobbies Exhibition. The general piddle were very
iuterest-ed in the transmitting activities of the exhibition and
demonstrations took place every cyorinc. The "shack" now
has a decent floor covering laid down, and tea has been arranged,
much to the delight of all members. A 11107 receiver has been
purchased, which trill be used fir the station It N: as well as
ield Day. The secretary is very anxious to increase the
nnemhership, so if there are any interested persons living locally,
would they please contact the secretary, either at the club or by
letter or telephone Seven Kings 3594.

A't' elected.

:

THE EXETER AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Set.: D. W. Thontasson, Aytan Cottage, Matford Avenue,

Exeter.

been very successful under the
been lectures on Direct Mufinding, Radiolympia, Apparatus design, Television (two), and
Negative feedback, and a Mallard fihu- strip, " Val-es," has
been shown.
A club news- letter has been produced. Meetings are held
every Thursday at 7 p.m. Further details are obtainable from
the secretary.
sessions so far has
THEnewwinter
secretary, and there have

SOUTH MANCHESTER RADIO CLUB
Hon. Set. : M. I. Milks
(G3l'Sw),

57,

Longley

Lane,

Northenden, Manchester,
still corne along, and the first lady mend ber
N1.Wwasmembers
recently enrolled. She was Mrs. Wood, wifo of G5S1,
who would like to form a ladies' section.
At the meeting on the 13th and also the 20th, the club station
(03I-V-A) was ou the air and several local DSO's were made.
TWO cups will he presented annually for the best lecture given
by a. member and also for the best piece of equipment displayed
by members during the year.
-Plais are going ahead with a dub news- sheet, "The.
Intercom," which it is hoped to duplicate and send to members.
utectirigs are being held fortnightly as usual, and classes in both
fast and slow morse are being run by G5S1 and GIi IN I:, in
addition to those in preparation for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination under GGDN and (t:,EON.
KINGSTON AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: R. S. Babbs, B.Sc., 28, Grove lane, Kingston.

new headquarters on.
A Junk Sale was hell,
followed by a Brains Trust, whose answers to the questions were
very iu-t l'idiot to all present.
THE WEST MIDDLESEX AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. : H. C. Rostock (GSBWC'), 1, Grange Road, Hayes,
Middx.
membership condones to increase steadily in spite
TFIl'of club
lack of proper accommodation, which tenths to restrict
the practical side of he club.
Members have recently been entertained by lectures on
Ohmmeters, Aerial Demonstrations, and .hunk Sales.
'l'he future programme innlinde.s lectures on Electronic Gyro -

meeting held at the Society's
THEJanuary
18th was a great sureess.

I

seope,a, Amateur Receivers, anal Multivibratons.
>feetiugs continue to be held on the second and

fourth

s.Ieesdays of every month at 7.30 p.m., at the Labour Hall,
bridge Road, Southall, Middx.
Ykitora and prospective members can be assured of a warm
miel -iucere welcon e.
W
1

e

EXETER

NEW CLUBS

I.tc club for short -wave listeners only has been started
Pr Exeter.
'l'li^ club. the Exeter Short -wave Listeners' Group, caters for
members caf t he f.S,w.L. and I1.5,1V,J ,, and also for non -members
who are interested in short -wave reception and experimenting.
Meetings are held on the second and Rrurth 'Wednesdays in
each month, the addresses of meeting -places and details of the
programme for 1950 may be obtained front the secretary, Mr.
lt. J. Towle, 20, Magdalen Road, Exeter.

A:\

ECCLES

residents interested in the formation of a radio club
LO('AT,
inn the Eccles (Lanes) area are invited to write to S. Watkins
6, Stanley Avenue, Eccles.
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0
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.

All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

R.F. Unit 24
STP,, -While experimenting with R1355 and R.F.
units 24, 25 and 26, I found that R.F.24 can
be converted to T.V. sound (A.P.).
This is easily done by turning the range- switch to
rango 4, removing a few turns from the R.F. and
mixer coils, and spacing the remainder a little

farther apart.

The oscillator section does not need any alteration.
I had no trouble at all in finding A.P. sound, and
the alterations and testing were completed in a
very short time.- DENNis E. GATES (Gt. Yarmouth).
Miller Time -base

SIR, -The outstanding problem of frame non -

wattages to be used, with ample height control.
N. E. Mourn (Shirley, Southampton).

-

-condenser Heater Circuits
was surprised to reati Mr. Bradley's
-I
SIR,suggestion that the " switch -on " surge is of
Series

no importance, as fin as valve heaters are concerned,
as 1 know to my cost. I had four valves burn out
in one year with a series-condenser heater circuit.
There is an obvious remedy in the form of a
" Brimistor " in the heater chain ; this will completely eliminate any initial surge, with a resultant
increase in valve life. The circuit then appears
ideal, with a very slow current build -up ,to the
correct value regulated by the condenser.-G. J.
BUTLER (Fulham).

linearity with Miller oscillators has been most
ably solved by E. N. Bradley.
VCR97
IR,-Regarding the picture cut -off experienced
It seems probable, however, that many readers
circuit
as
being
Mr.
Bradley's
too
"by
several
readers
with the VCI{117, I have
have dismissed
involved, or even not practicable, for use in overcome this, in a number of T.V. sets I have
built for friends, in the following manner.
television.
When first tests are carried out, the tube base is
The accompanying circuit, which I have adapted
from ib, leaves very little to be desired and I am wired up as follows. When viewed from the rear,
most indebted to Mr. Bradley for his very excellent the key slot is placed at the top, and pins numbered
contribution.
350v.
The only " fault " to be
found is in a bright white line
470v.
/pF
on top of the raster but, if a
75/1!
mask is being used, the height 47Kt1
(2W. )
min,
100KC).
471(f)
can be adjusted until it (P214)
r>,z2W1
disappears from view.
(mlñ,)
Some " fiddling " must be
T11-e-11T
dono with the height, speed
w,
002 0005
and linearity controls, but
pF
pF
this is a simple operation
and can be carried out quite
easily by watching the relative width between lines.
It is recommended that 006
pF
all circuit values and voltages be strictly followed.
EF5O
EF5O
Such valves as the S.P.61 or
1I

5'ó

6AC7 can be used, as can

any valve similar to the 6C5,
but good results cannot then
be guaranteed. The height
control (25 KO) and the
75; KO resistor can be replaced by a 100 Kf) potentiometer, but the present
arrangement permits lower

/00/63

220Kí)
Sync.

12.7M1)

/OKt1

i
Note: 4/1 Capacitors Except The

%Fs Must

Be Mica

-

Mr. Mould's time -&ase circuit.
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and

12

are used as frame deflectors, and

as line -deflectors.

'

9

and

11

April, 1950

Simplified Contrast Expander

to the above article in the
If cut-off is present, I remove the wires from these SIR,-Referring
issue, two points which are causing
pins and turn the base so that the key slot is at someFebruary
in the minds of readers have been
right -angles to the top (on the left) still looking at drawnconfusion
to my notice, and I should like to clear these
the base from the rear.

Pins 8 and 12 are now used as line -deflectors and up.
First, an error in nomenclature of the amplifier
and 11 as frame.
This is also a good idea to try out when insufficient valve has arisen. Any reference to a 6F7 should
width or height is obtained with either the VCR97 be read as 6J7. This includes the expander amplifier
valve also, shown in Fig. 2.
or any of the VCR517s.
Secondly, the paragraph headed " Change to
Incidentally, if a larger picture is required, it is
only necessary to increase the size of the resistor in 6L7 " is misleading, and gives an incorrect idea of
the E.H.T. line, but the brilliance will suffer the connection of this valve. Re- writing the first
few lines, it reads as follows :
somewhat.
I have not experienced the non- linearity com" . the 6J7 . . should he changed for a 6L7
plained of by various constructors, with the excep- which is a heptode with the third grid connected
tion of a slight opening out of the top eight to 10 to the same pin as is the suppressor grid of a pentode
lines, but as T always use width and height-controls of the 6J7 type. Owing to the internal disposition
in addition to frame and line -hold controls, this can of the 6L7 grids the control of amplification by
be largely overcome by manipulation of frame-hold varying the bias. on the third grid is quite large
and height adjustments.
for a much smaller voltage than would he required
All these sets have been built with SP61s in the by a 6J7 for the same effect."
time -bases, and an H.T. voltage of 430.-E. J.
The reference to a suppressor grid (0L7) in conWALKER (S.W.12).
nection with standing negative bias is, from the
foregoing, intended to refer. to the third grid.
SIR, The focusing difficulties experienced by The suppressor grid of a 6L7 is already internally
your correspondent, E. V. Ward (February wired to cathode.
issue) in connection with the VCR97 tube are not at
If these points are kept in mind no further
all uncommon, and are doubtless due to astigmatism trouble should be encountered in construction.
of the electron lens system which causes a distortion S. SIDIPSON (Fife).
in precisely the same manner as in an optical lens.
The fault may arise from several causes, chief of
which is that the electron gun assembly of the
tube is not correctly aligned with the rest of the
ALTERNATIVE BIAS SUPPLY
electrodes. This defect may easily occur in these
(continued from page 140.)
tubes which, after all, were never intended for
television work which demands a high standard of in, say, an amplifier, could be replaced by a double accuracy in tube manufacture, and the symptoms diode- triode or double -diode-pentode, thus giving
are that the tube appears to have two " in focus " the additional diode required at little, if any, extra
positions. In one of these the spot is elongated cost. The only qualification necessary is tha; the
vertically and in the other it is flattened. In between valve chcisen should have its cathode connected to
these two points lies the so- called " circle of least chassis (which it should have, in most cases, seeing
confusion," at which,the spot-is at its best definition, that it now receives grid- instead of cathode-bias!)
and in this position should give the best picture and that it is not used in an early stage of an ampli(although not, of course, the best representation of fier where it might be sensitive to hum pick -up.
the vertical test card lines). If Mr. Ward is not
Another component, the resistor R1, should
using push -pull deflection for his time -bases this also
incur no further expense. There is no necessity
could introduce the trouble due to the unsym- actually to use an additional
resistor as it may be
metrical potentials on the deflector plates, but replaced by one or more of the
valve heaters (see
as he says the fault remains with the time -bases Fig. 6).
inoperative, the electrode structure is probably
The other resistors and condensers used do not
at fault in his ease.
With regard to the Miller time-base, I find that make for great expense, and will possibly not only
my own gives very good linearity except for less counterbalance, but may actually prove to be
than jiu. at the top of the frame scan, which is not cheaper than those which would normally be used
noticeable. The H.T. used is 450 volts to an EF50 for the various cathode bias circuits which they
and its associated paraphase valve, with 47 K2 replace.
anode loads and 33 KO screen resistors. The
charging resistance is variable between 3 and Frequency of the Mains Supplies
important point which should be remembered
5 Mn and this is taken to 300 volts H.T., the time base condenser' being .02µF. The output is adequate is that the correct bias voltage will only be obtained
for a 5in. by 4in. picture, and higher anode loads when using mains supplies of similar frequency.
seem to be unnecessary, provided the E.H.T. is As, however, almost all British supplies are stankept below about 1,800 volts, and the resulting dardised at 50 cycles, this presents no difficulty.
picture is bright enough and the spot size small
In conclusion, the writer hopes that the description
enough for most purposes. Any lack of brilliance of this biasing arrangement will prove of interest
there may be is more than compensated for by the to constructors and will form the basis of further
distortionless picture obtainable. -A. W. DALE experimenting along these lines with A.C. /D.C.
(Leeds).
equipment.
9

-

.

An
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Ideal for conversion

PRATTS' RADIO

lo VALVE
METRE
SUPER-HET

`

,.

Ideal for conversion
into
Television Receivers. I.F. 12
-'legs. Band
width 4 megs.

facturer.

X11
!òi4
.R..

_.®w
L
AMPLIFIERS. Ready for Inuuodiale
use. COLLEGE MODEL AC1OE (as illustrated). 10-watt 4-valve unit. Neg. feedback.
Separate mike stage and separate mike and
_

gram inputs. 2 faders and tone control.
:o -axial input Input volts mike .002 v., gram. 21 V. £8 18s. 6d
5s).
and output sock- (carriage
MODEL AC18E, 6 -valve unit with push 10 Mazda
ets.
output and feedback over 3 stages,
Mains type VR65 pull
watts
181
Separate mike stage and
SPUD valves, 0.3 volt separate output.
mike and gram inputs, 2 faders
lanients.
and tone control. Input volts. mike .003.
gram..3 v. £13 19s. 6d. (cart. paid). Model
1110E. 6 -valve unit with push -pull output
Brand New
and feedback over 3 stages. For D.C.'A.C.
mains. Spec. as AC18E. Output 10 watts.
£11 ils. (carr. 5/- extra). All above are
complete with case and chrome handles.
Output matches 3, 8 or 15 ohm speakers.
45 feet IO sectional
Inputs can he mixed and faded in or out as
required. Record radio amplifiers. Chassis
2'
MASTS
models, AC8C: 5 -valve unit with P.P.
and feedback over 3 stages. Output
Complete with six gay ropes, picket posts. output
8 watts to 3, 8 or 15 ohm speakers.. Supplies
Packed In canvas hag.
L.T. for tuning unit. etc. £9 18s. 6d.
Each £410/ -. plus 6/- carriage, or two of H,T.,
paid). Bodel AC4t:: A.C. or U4C
above in wooden transit case, £7/10/ -, plus (carr.
D.C.'A.C., 3 valve units. feedback, output
12/6 carriage.
4 watts to 3 ohms. £4 19s. 6d. (carr. 2,6
Send stamped addressed envelope for Brgain extra).
SPEAKERS.
Lists.
P.M. 1 ;transf,
Truvox
2lin., 17.6
`fn., 10/8in., 14/8
loin.,
12in. (3 ohm.), 37,6. Plessey. 5in.,
WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS 18,6:
10/- : 8in., 11,9
10in., 181. Goodmans,
8in., 161 : 10in., 28.6. Rola, Olin., M,Eng.,
(LEEDS) LTD.
700 ohm field, 10 -.
CONDENSERS. -2 gang,
54-56 The
Leeds VARIABLE
3 gang. 6'9 (both 21in. shafts).
.0005. 4,3
Telephone: 22262
Solid dielectric, 0003, 3/4
.0005. 36.
t

WESTINGHOUSE
DURAL

:

:

:

Headrow,

:

Presets. 50 pf.. 4d. each 100 pf.,
.000`dá. 2/- : .0005. 2,3.
TRANSFOIIMERS.- E.H.T 2,500 y,
1

113

;

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES

Crystal Sets, which are fitted with a permanent crystal detector. Why not have a set
in your own room -916, Post 6d. De Luxe
receiver in polished oak cabinet. 18,6,
post 1l -. Spare Permanent Detectors, 2/-

It

each. When ordered separately, 2/6. With
clips and screws, 2/10, Post 3d.
Headphones, in good order, 4/8 and 5/6;
post 6d. (better quality. 7/6).
New
Headphones, 10 /- a pair.
Balanced
armature type (very sensitive), 12,6 a
pair, al/ post 8d. New Single Earpieces.
3,8. Bal. armature type, 4/8 : ex-R.A.F.
earpieces, 2/ -. post 4d. All headphones
listed are suitable for use with our crystal
sets. Hand Microphones, with switch In
handle, and lead, 4/ -. Similar instrument
moving coil, 7/6. post 6d.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest
pocket clip. 3/3. and with gauge,
post 3d.
Soldering Irons. Streamlined3/6.
iron, with
two interchangeable bits, one each straight
and curved: 200 /25050 w., 9/ -. Standard Iron
with adjustable bit. 200,250 v., 60 w., 91.
Heavy Duty Iron, 150 w.. 12/6, all post 8d.
Neon Lamps, for use on mains, showing
live " side of switches, etc., 3/6. post 4d.
Telephone Hand Generator with
handle,
7/6, post 1/6. Bell. 4/6, post 6d.
Ex- R.A.F. 2 -Valve (2-volt) Amplifiers,
can be used to make up a deaf aid outfit,
intercommunication
system, or with
crystal set, complete with valves. 20, -,
post 1/6. Ditto, less valves, 10 /-. Wooden
box to hold amplifier. 2/- extra.
Meters. 10v.. 21in. Rectifier (a.c.), In
wooden carrying case. 17/6 ; 15v., 21ín.,

m'c

9/8 ; 150v., 2in., m,,c, 10/- : 300v..
21in.. mil.. 13/6 ; 3,500v.. 31in., m /c, 20/6,000v., 31in., m /c. 57/6 ; 15 /600v., 2in.,
m'e, double reading, 81 -; 100 m/a, 2in m /c,
7/8 : 3'5 amp. 2in., T.C., 5/ -; 4 amp., 21ín.,
T.C. in case with switch, 7/8 : 20 amp
21in.. m /i, 9/6. Meter Movements, 2in,
size with magnet and case (500 microamp),
2/8. Units containing two movements.
5/-. All meters post extra. Money refunded

if not completely satisfied.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES,
59, New Wanstead, London, E.11.
Letters only. New Illustrated List sent on
request with ld. stamp and s.a.e.

CAN MAKE
A FINE AUTORADIOGRAM WITH THIS CHASSIS
1950 5 VALVE FOUR WAVEBAND A.C.
SUPERHET. Product of a Leading ManuYOU

1070. harrow Road, London, NAV.10.
Tel.: LADbroke 1734
(Nr. Scrub!), Lane)

into TELEVISION
RECEIVERS
1.

175

;

4

;

v

;

10-5,
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IN
MAGNIFICENT
INSTRUMENT
EVERY RESPECT. £1019'6 Carr. paid.
MARCONI AUTOMATIC
RECORD
('HANGER with pick -up matching trans.
A

£1010 /8 Carriage Paid.
With these two units and a cabinet which
you can make yourself you will have a
fine instrument equal to any costing three
times as much.
PROMPT DELIVERY PER PASSENGER
TRAIN. SATISFACTION ANIL SAFE
DELIVERY GUAR ,% NTIIEID.
H.P. RADIO SERVICES ,11,TD.
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House
55 County Rd.. Walton, Liverpool, 4
Tel. Aintree 1445
Estab. 1935
:

v.

C.T.. 4 v. (for VCR97), 27/6. Mains type,
2s 350 v., I20 m.a., 6 v. 6 a.; 5 v, 4 a. ; 4 v.
31 a.. 35, -. 2 + 350 v.. 80 ma.. 6 v. 4 a. : 5 v.
2 a. (drop through), 22/6.
Speaker transformers, midget for 154, 354, ICS, 3/11 each.
Standard Pen. (6V6, etc.), 3/11
5 watt
6 ratio, 76 : 30 watt 10 ratio (20-1 to 140-1
all C.T.), 239. All transformers new, not
W.D.
VALVES. -New and unused. 6V6, 6K7,
607. 5Z4, 6N7, 6J5, 6C5. 6X5. 5U4, 6E6. 6 each : 6K8, 105. 1S4, 6J7MET, U50. EL32,
EF39, 6/6 each. All Tungsram and B.V.A.
available. Ex stock at list prices plus Tax.
COILS, ele.-Denco L. and M.W. with
reaction. 66 pair. Wearite P. coils, 3 each. All types Weymouth Midget H. coils.
iron -cored, 33 each. Dual range coil with
reaction, 4/6 (matched pair, 9 /-, Osmor
" Q " coil packs, 331 -. Dial assembly, 22'6.
Wearite I.F.'s standard, 10/- each ; M400B
midget, 10'8 each.
CONDENSERS.- Plessey midget, 16 +8
mfd., 450 v., 39 : 8 8 +450 v.. 3 6 16 +16 .<
450 v., 4.6 :
8 +359 v.,
1.'11 : T.M.C.,
8x450
2/3 ; 16 +16:.350 v., 36. Plessey
25 mfd., 25 v.. 1Od.: T.C.C. 50 mfd., 50 v.,
1,6 : 2 mfd., 350 v., 1- : 4 mid., 500 v., 13.
Paper Condensers. .1':350 v., .01 x 1,000 v.,
2'- doz. (cardboard) : 02x350 v...5,:5o v.,
21 doz. T.C.C..1 mfd. 350 v. metal, 4,- doz. ;
.0001 2315. 8d. each.
MISCELLANEOUS.-Push button units.
S. M. L, G. Complete with escutcheon and
buttons, 4:- each. Chokes (new not W.D.),
20 hy.. 60 ma.. 6,6 : 10 hy., 90 ma., 1016
10 hy,, 150 m.a., 143.
Octal valve cans.
body, top and hase, 11 complete. Volume
controls, 5 k. to 2 meg., less Switch, 2/9
with Switch, 4 6. Octal bases, Paxolin,
4d. each.: all other types, Brit, DX,
B7G. EF50,
etc.. 71d. each. Lfnecord,
.3 a.. 60 ohms, ft.. 3 -way, 1/- yard, Voltage
droppers, .3 amp.. 800 ohm, or .2 a., 950 ohm,
with feet and sliders, 4/6 each, Jack Plugs,
9d. Bulgin jack sockets, 1;6. Ivalek Crystal
sets in miniature white radio cabinet,
15' -. tax paid. Crystal detectors, complete
with holder, 2;8 : coils. 1 /8. Goldring's
latest pick -up. white. boxed, 30/- complete.
4B.A, bolts and nuts, lin., 4d. doz.
31
gross. Resin -core solder, cartons 6d. and
5/ -. MW. H.F. chokes, 113.
All goods new and unused. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Stamp for list. Post paid over £1. Open
,

Dimensions, 141in. x 8in. x 3in. Finished in
cream cellulose. For A.C. operation only.
250 volts. 40-60 cycles. Consumption
6
watts.
FOUR WAVEBANDS. 12 -30 m., 30 -60 m.,
200 -550 m.. 900 -2,000 m. Valve combination.
Mazda TH41, VP41, HL41DD, PEN45, UU6.
Large illuminated glass dial, size 8in. x
5in., with coloured waveband scales and
station names. IRON -CORED COILS
and I.F. Transformers.
HIGH SELECTIVITY and SENSITIVITY.
PICK-UP Sockets fitted and switched in
Wavechange assembly. Power output 41
watts. Variable tone control. Extra L.S.
sockets. Price includes Bin. P.M. speaker.

"YOU CAN RELY ON US"
FOR CLEAN COMPONENTS
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

-

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

LOOK

JUST A FEW OF OUR LINES
SPECIAL OFFER
V:1LY'ES. -6K8. 6Q7, 6E7. OV6, 5Z4G, 5Z4
(Metal), 1C5gt, 6J7, KTW61, U50, DH63,
65107, 12.15, 6F6. VU111, each, 7/6: 384,

8

6

77, 6J8, 6G6, 6 /6T4SP61
6J5,ó
(Boxed), 3/8 ; EF36 (Boxed), 7/- ; 0116
(Boxed). 2/6.
BRAND NEW

6X5, 6D6,

FILAMENT TRANSFORM ERS. -200/240 v,
Primary, 6.3 v. 1.5 a. Secondary, Standard
small Speaker trans. size, 8/8, 4 v. 3 a.
Secondary, 12/6.
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.-2 polo
2

way Midget Oak type, 2s6,

1/3. 4 pole 3 way. 3 6.

1

pole

3

way,

LOUDSPEA KIRS. -21 in., 25/6 : 31in.
121 5ín. with dust cover, 9,9 clin., 12/8
with Transformer, 17/6; R. & A. 8in., 15/6
with Trans., 18,6. ALL BRAND NEW
SPkAKER TRANS. 5a : 1 Pentode, 4/6
4 Ratio, 6/6
Midget Mains Pentode, 3/9
Super Midget to match DL92, 3S4, 4/3
COILS.- Wearite " P " 3'- (Blueprint supplied) T.R.F MW /LW, pair, 7/8 (circuit).
ELECTROLYTICS. -8 mfd. 450 v. Midget,
diam., 2/6 16 mfd.. 350 v., Ali, 2,8
32 mfd. 350 v., All, 3 16 mfd. plus 8 mfd.,
450 v., Ali, 5/6 24 mfd. plus 10 mfd 350 v.,
Ali. 61 -. Hosts of others.
watt, 3d. ; 1 watt, 4d.;
RESISTANCE'S.
Large Stock.
1 watt, Sd.
Write, 'Phone, or Call for :
CATALOGUE No. 7. containing Data and
Circuits, 2 /d. Stamp.
:

:

:

;

:

;

;

-I

RADIO

SERVICING CO.
WANDSWORTH ROAD,
CLAPHAM, LONDON, S.W.8.
444,

Telephone MACaulay 4155.
Bus 26, 23 Tram. S,R. Station,
Wandsworth Road.
:

77, 77A

;

1i:6
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WE

RADIO COURSES

e

a

GET A CERTIFICATE!

QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE
TIME

After briet, intensely interesting study

-undertaken

:.t home in your spare

time-YOU can secure your professional qualification.
Prepare for
YOUR share in the post-war boom

- --

in Radio.

Let us show you how

FREE

GUIDE

--

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E., City
and Guilds Final Radio, P.M.G.
Radio Amateurs, Exams.,
Matric., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc.. together with particulars of

our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
pray- to be the turning point irr your
career.

FOUNDED

t.

150,009

-OVER

1885

SUCCESSES.

-._J

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING

148, HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I.

(Dept. 461),

ALL BRAND NEW GOODS
FULLY GUARANTEED

AMERICAN I.F.F. UNITS.

Supplied
complete with 10 octal base valves and
motor generator, which is easily converted
to a motor running from A.C. or D.C.
mains. Valve line -up : 6, 6SH7, 2, 6H6 ;
2, 7193 ; also incorporating reduction drive,
carbon pile voltage regulator, and crammed
full of resistors, condensers, and relays, etc..
251- each, in new condition.
PYE STRIP FOR 45 Mc /s. A complete
vision receiver with 4 R.F. stages. Detector,
Video amplifier and phase splitter. Uses
6 EF50 and I EA50. Stripped from new
equipment. Offered at 3916 less valves,
post free, or with all valves, 6716.
RECEIVER TYPE 68 (receiving portionrof
walkie- talkie). Battery super -het. Range
3 -5 me /s. valve line -up three ARP12, one
ARS, 465 kc /s. IF transformers. These are
new but slightly store soiled. Bargain at
1916. Post free.
RECEIVER TYPE 18. Similar to the
above but range is 6 to 9 me /s., same price
1816. Post free.
PERFORMANCE METER NO. 2. For
A.C. mains. 230 v. operation, and complete
with the following valves 2, EF50 ; I,
EC52 ; I 5Z4
I, EA50 ; I, Y63. Brand
new and in original cartons these units
represent real value at only 451-. Carriage

AUTO CHANGERS IN STOCK
GARRARD RC65 A. A.C.'D.C. MIXED
RECORDS. Standard lightweight magnetic
head, £20 -15 -0.

GARRARD
RECORDS.
£15 -13-6.

19550

Rest Buy at
Britain's.

DON'T

supply anything EX- GOVERNMENT

FIRST -CLASS
I'

April,

Rees A.
A.C. MIXED
Standard lightweight head,

GARRARD RC70 A.

A.C. NON-MIXED,
Rim drive, standard lightweight head.
£10 -9-1.

K.]LI.,Mareoni. A.C. Auto Changer non
mixed.
Hl -Fi
head.
Complete with
Transformer. £10 -10-8.
COLLARD RC500. A.C. AUTO CHANGER.
NON MIX. Crystal or Hi -F1 head. £10 -15 -0.
CABINETS. Unpolished, for all the above
changers. Motor boards ready cut to fit
plate. £3-10 -0.
MOTOR AND TURNTABLE with magnetic
pick -up and auto stop.
COLLARD A.0
£9 -13 -6: GARRARD A.C./D.C. £12 -9 -2.
Motor and Turntable only -COLLARD.
Induction type A.C. £5.18-4.
A.C.'D.C.
£9 -5 -6.

All items can be supplied C.O.D. up to 15 lb.
in weight. Otherwise cash with order
please.
Special attention to overseas orders,
which are free of purchase tax.
TAYLOR TEST GEAR
The entire range by this famous maker is
now available on hire purchase.
S.A.E.
for catalogue and terms.
Paid.
ALI, A\'O 'TEST GEAR NOW IN STOCK
Best Buy at Britain's
AVO 7. Leather cases. £2 -2-6.
We are the largest actual stockists of AVO
CHARLES BRITAIN
S.A.E. for cataMETERS in England.
logue and price list.
(RADIO) LTD.
MODERN ELE('TRH'S LTD.,
II, Upper Saint Martin's
164. C'HARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, Lane, London, W.C.2.
TEM. 0545
W.('.2.
Shop hours
9 -6 p.m. (9 -1 p.m. Thursday)
TEMPLE BAR 7567.
=ma OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY =am
TELEPHONE
;

C'bR

:

:

A NEW CONVERTER for

H.A.C.
Short-Ware Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
One Valve Kit, Model " C"
..
Price 20/=
Two
"E"
..
43/These kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
" H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH) 66 New Bond Street, London, W.1

CLEARANCE SALE
Guaranteed Bargains
2 Volt 20

A.H. Aces.. 8'11d. each. Heavy
Alnico Magnets, lift 50 lbs., 7 6 each.
211 Contact Stud Switches, 3'6d. each.
Bomb Timers, 6,6d. each. Air Pumps,
19'611. each, Capillary Thermometers,
KM Camera Magazines.
9/611. each,
2.611. each, and a large selection of
equipment of all types.
S.A.E. for a copy of our Super Detailed
List. Something for Everyone.
HAVE A GO WITH 1v ILFT.O.
SV R I'l'E NOR-.

WILFLO PRODUCTS
222, Gorbals Street, Glasgow, C.5
SOUth

2385.

1950

Model No. 230, 110A
Incorporating many new and practical improvements to meet
fluctuating mains -voltage supply.
: Input, 1801270 volts D.C.
Output, 230 volts
A.C., 110 watts. R.F. and L.F. Suppression. Frequency

Specification

;

:

50 and 60 cycles.

Plug -in Vibrator,

easily changed. Access to interior for
tapping transformer by baseplate removal.
Developed by the specialists in Vibratory conversion.
Famous since 1937.
Literature and supplies available from

VAL.RADIO LIMITED
ROAD, LONDON, N.W.5
57,

F.ORTESS

A FREE BOOK

on Morse Code Training

GULliver 5165

VALVES

LVs, 6K7. 6K8, KTW61. 807, 6Q7, 6X7, 6J7,
6J5, 6X5, H63. 6F6. U50, 5Z4, L63, 11'4, 1Si,
1R5, 354, EL35, 6AC7.

NBx
There are Candler Morse

aend

d

6/3

Ps

Special SPEAKER Offer. 31in., 12 9
Code Courses for 5in.,
6áin., 11'8ín.. 12'6
loin.,
10'and 16. - 12in., 35 : -. Few only, 10in. Elliptical.
Beginners
Operators.
'in. P.M. in handsome plastic cabinet, with
V: control and lead. Cream or Walnut finish,
Send
for this Free
" BOOK OF FACTS" Resistor Bargain 25parcel.
100 mixed
preferred types,
It gives full details
Condensers. 8 mfd. 450 v., 2 6 8 x 8, 950,
:
8x16,450,3!!
16x
16.450,
Sprague
2
9
-:
33:
concerning all Courses
.1, 350. 5'- doz. T.M.C.. .1, 500, 6'- doz.
Tss7n (oil Buzzer. Adjust tone, 3.6.
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
RADIO UNLIMITED,
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
5

;

:

:

;

:

Candler System Co., Denver. Colorado, U.S.A.

ELM ROAD, LONDON, E.17
Telephone : KEY 4813.
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Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
THE Forty -eight Preludes and Fugues, by Bach,
remain a monument still unsurpassed in
their kind. They are perhaps the finest
existing examples of preludes and fugues illustrat -,
ing all the main keys, and although Bach's aim
in writing them was technical, there is considerable
emotional experience distilled in them.
This
month Denis Matthews has made a recording of
" Prelude and Fugue No. $ in E Flat Minor," on
Columbia DX1635. He has a very extensive knowledge of the " Forty -eight," which enables him to
give a first-class performance.
The " Tragic Overture," by Brahms, is constructed) with his customary skill, the mood sustained with remarkable persistence except for a
brief consolatory episode allotted to the violins.
There is a fugato section based on matter from the
first subject, a fine passage showing Brahms in full
The overture
command of traditional forms.
occupies three sides of two records, Columbia
LX 1251 -2, played by the Philharmonia Orchestra,
conducted by Paul Kletzki, and the epilogue is an
attractive arrangement of the Hungarian Dance
No. 5, one of the many happy results of Brahms'
early interest in Hungarian folk music.
After an interval of twelve years the series of
International Chopin Competitions, inaugurated in
1927, was resumed in Warsaw in S'ptember, 1949.
A jury composed of musicians from fifteen countries
carefully weighed up the merits of all the competitors and finally awarded the first prize to two
candidates of equal quality -Halina Stefanska
and a Russian pianist. It may be accepted without
question that the standard of playing achieved by
the winners was extremely high. This month
Stefanska makes her début for His Master's Voice,
with a recording of Chopin's Mazurka in C Sharp
Minor, Op. 63, No 3 and Mazurka in A Minor,
Op. 68, No. 2, on H.M.V. B9866. The mastery
displayed in the Mazurkas she has chosen promises a
very great future for this gifted pianist.
Vocal

Jussi Bjorling has been well served by the
gramophone. His career on records has been one
of steady development, beginning when he was only
eight years old. Now in 1950, Bjorling is in the front
rank of operatic tenors, with a magnificent voice of
Caruso's power and a completely mature artistic
personality.
Accompanied by the Stockholm
Concert Association Orchestra, conducted by Nils
Grevillius, he has recorded in Italian " L'Alba
Separa Dalla Luce L'ombra " and " Angels Guard.
Thee," which is sung in English, on H.M.V. DA1931.
The famous melody of " Star of Eve " must be
one of Wagner's most poetical inspirations. Redvers
Llewellyn, with the Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Warwick Braithwaite, gives a deeply
sincere performance on H.M.V. C3952, and one
feels that he is in truth Wolfram, the faithful
friend of Tannhäuser. Turning the record over we
come to the scene in the hall of the Wartburg.
In this the melody is in the style of a recitative

and, if not so familiar as its companion piece, luis
attractions all its own.
" The Lass with the Delicate Air " and its Polish
companion, " Mother Dear," give Gwen Catley
splendid opportunities for showing her excellent
style of singing on H.M.V. B9867. Not, as is often
thought, composed by Thomas Arne, the famous
"Lass with the Delicate Air " is the work of his
son, Michael.
Variety

For his latest H.M.V. recording, George Melachrino has arranged a selection of intriguing tunes
from the film " Look for the Silver Lining." As
always, Melachrino extracts the best from his
orchestra on H.M.V. C3957.
It is a long time since the wonderfully rich voices
of the Don Cossack Choir were heard on records in
this country -and that makes their return all the
more welcome, for their singing has lost none of its
old magic. They have recorded " Twelve Robbers ".
and " A Hazel Tree," on Columbia DX1639.
For recordings of the latest popular songs you can
take your pick from Bill Johnson singing, " I Can
Dream, Can't I " and " The Road to Sante Fe," on
Columbia DB2648 ; the Tanner Sisters singing,
" Mamma Knows Best" and "Round Her Neck She
Wore a Yellow Ribbon," on Columbia B9873 ;
Perry Como singing. " The Meadows of Heaven "
and " A Dreamer's Holiday," on H.M.V. B9876 ;
Frank Sinatra singing, "It Happens Every Spring "
and " If I Ever Love Again," on Columbia DB2644 ;
and the Radio Revellers singing "Dear Hearts and
Gentle People " coupled with " She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon," on Columbia DB2640.
Dance Music

Most of the hit tunes have been recorded by a
number of popular bands. This month Gerald()
puts his distinctive sweet -music stamp on two
British tunes, " Best of All " and " Long, Long
Ago," which he and his orchestra have recorded on
Parlophone 12399.
Harry Roy and his Band
introduce two well-tried favourites
Tiger Rag"
and " Canadian Capers," on Parlophone 11919.
Oscar Rabin and his Band have recorded " Jealous
Heart" and " Someday My Heart Will Awake,"
on Parlophone 12400, and Robert Inglez and his
Orchestra introduce " Our Love Story " and
" Scottish Samba," on Parlophone R3259. For the
jazz enthusiast there is " Memphis Blues and
" Maple Leaf Rag," played by Humphrey Lyttelton
and his Band, on Parlophone R3257.

-"

TWO

NEW

EDITIONS

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS" CIRCUITS
.

15th

Edition

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES &TRANSFORMERS
Eth

Edition

6/- or 6/6 by Post from

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Street,
Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Southampton

www.americanradiohistory.com

" Amateur Radio "
Transmitting
Publications. -Simple
Equipment, 52 p.p., 2/3. Receivers.
96 p.p., 3/9. Both fully illustrated.
The Transmitting Licence (3rd Edition), 1/- (below).
R.S.G.B. Technical Publications.
R.S.G.B. Bulletin, current issue. 1/6.
Five recent issues, 2/6. V.H.F. TechR.S,G.B.

-

nique, 96 p.p.,
104 p.p., 3/9.
68 p.p., 2/3.
ence, 32 p.p.,

3/9. Valve Technique,
Microwave Technique.

Transmitter Interfer-

RATES :
per Zinc or part
thereof, average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. Bd. extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton Sto
Strand, London, W.C.2.
MATCHBOX RADIO SET. -With the
aid of our full instructions you cdn
build a complete radio set in a

matchbox, using parts easily obtainable from your radio dealer. This
is made possible by the use of the
Radar Detector
Crystal -Valve
wartime discovery. Tunes the B.B.C.
works off a short,
wavelengths
and
BRITISH SHORT WAVE LEAGUE indoor aerial in many districts.
(founded 1935) -over 20 departments Powered entirely by the incoming
(QSL Bureau; DX Certificates; Tech- signal, no batteries are required.
nical; Translations, etc.) and monthly
Full step -by-step instructions, workShort Wave Review." For member- ing drawings, and theoretical wiring
ship .details send S.A.E. H.Q., 53, diagram. Price 2/9, post free. JOHN
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
O'BEIRNE (WI, 137 Cotham Brow,
"PERSONAL PORTABLES " is now Bristol, 6. Mail order only.
receiving such comments as " highly 5 CORE CABLE, rubber insulated.
interesting," " excellent," " best half - 9/012 colour coded, rubber covered.
crown's worth," " most informative," 35/- 100 yards ; 7 core ditto. but
etc. Get your copy of E. N. Bradley's cellulose covered, 45/- 100 yards;
latest book now, 2/8, post free, and stamp samples. Belling Lee type
build one of the several fully illus- 5 pin Plugs and Sockets. 80/- per
for
trated and described circuits
7 pin ditto. 100/- per 100. High
holiday use, BRADBROOKS, Sennen, 100
grade Panel Lights, frosted domed red
Cornwall.
glass
crystal, plated bezel, M.B.C.,
TRANSMITTER - RECEIVERS, 80 /- per 100. £14 for 400. Ceramic
TR9
£6 each, EF50 Holders, 25/ per 100 : VCR97
these were formerly sold atcleared
at
be
few
to
remaining
the
Throat
18/- per dozen.
STAMFORD Holders,
25/ carriage paid. THE
Mikes. 15/- per dozen. A. McMILLAN,
RADIO CO., 199, Stamford St.. 5. Oakfield Road, Bristol, 8.
Lancs.
-Lyne,
under
AshtonRADIO'S
WIRELESS
MIDDLESBROUGH. -Large stocks of SOUTHERN
Kits ; BARGAINS. -- Bendix
Radio
Command
and
Components
Osmor " Coil Packs, 301- Amplion Receivers, BC454 (3 -6 megs.) and
Test Meters, 1,000 o.p.v., 6716 Dials, BC455 (6 -9.1 megs.). 6 -valve superhet
12SK7 (3), 12SR7 (1), 12A6 (1) and
11 /9 ; Denco Kits from £611716, plus
tax. Call in and discuss your prob- 12K8 (1). new, 3618. Control Boxes
Road.
Waterloo
114,
for BC454 and BC455 Receivers, with
PALMERS,
lems.
dials and slow motion drives,
DUKE & CO., 219, Ilford Lane. Ilford, three
three 50.000 ohm vol, controls and
month:
this
bargains
Essex. Requested
rotary switches. In maker's
The 7/6 bargain. Sets packed with six
cartons, 13/6.
Rototherm
useful components and gear, post 2. -. sealed
Meters, brand new,
P,re -H.F. Units for T.V. or V.H.F. Temperature
finish, 6 / -. Periscopes, exreceivers, requires only EF50. Co -axle chromium
new. with internal
plug in and out, still a few. 2/6 plus U.S.A.. brand
17/6. Radio Compass Indi6d. post. Condensers, new, 32 +32 at telescope.
350 v., 3/6 ;, 8+8 at 3/ ; 16 +16 at cators with Selsyn motor, 3ín.. 360
dial. Black crackle finish.
3/6 ; 8+ 16. mfd. 450 v., 2/6 ; 16 mfd. degree
Brand
350 v.. 3!- ; 16 mfd. 450 v.. 3/3 ; Ideal for beam indicatori.
Transformers. new, in maker's cartons, 13/6. Throat
8 mfd. 500 v., 2/6.
new, by request, 2K +2 -0 -2. 25/9. plus Microphones, low impedence: with 3ft.
Delco Hand
3/6.
2/- post V.C.R. 97 E.H.T. 2K. 1916 lead and plug,
brand new, in maker's'
plus post. Chokes. 120 m.a. 9/6; Lee's, Generators, spare.
brushes, 6 volts, 4
T.V. Aerial, cases with
60-40 m.a.. 4 for 5/ -.
chimney fixing bracket. 5/ plus 1/6 amps., 17/8. Lu.fbra Hole Cutters,
Valves from 2/6, no clients adjustable to 3 in. dia., 5/6. Westecpost.
disappointed. Our advice and assist- tors, W.X.6 and W.112, 7/8 per dozen.
ance available to all. Crystal Sets. BC929 Indicator Units, 2 #in., 3ßP1
tube. non -persistent valves, 2x2 I1),
816 ; still going out to repeat orders.
Tuning 6X5GT (1), 6H6 (2), 6G6 (11. 6SN7
We guarantee reception.
Condensers, 2/2 single. 4/6 two gang. (2), with switching motor, etc., in
crackle -finished case, 45/ -.
Phones, low 2/6, black
2/6 three gang.
high 4K 4/6. Speakers, new exten- R.A.F. Bombsight Computers, brand
Contains gyro, motors. rack
sions, in cabinet. perm.. 3 ohms., new.
gearing,
barometric
worm
14/8 plus post 2/ -. Speakers, 5in. and
10/ -, Bin. 1119, 10in. 19/6 12in. 35/ -; bellows, differentials, counters, etc.
Telephones. Ideal for experimenters and modelTruvox Eliptical. 19/6.
ex- G.P.O., 15/- each, 25/- pair, post lers, 60/-. Servo Unit Assembly for
T.R.F. Kits, in walnut bombsight computers, including 27
1/6 each.
bakelite cabinet, £4/19/6: ivory volts motors, gearing, bellows, etc.,
cabinet 6/- extra. When remitting 17/8. SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY.
Send LIMITED, 46, Lisle Street, W.C.2.
C.W.O. please, plus postage.
stamps only for detailed lists. Trade (GERrard 6653.)
and export enquiries invited.
97/8 CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS,
NEW SURPLUS VAVES at 6/6 each, 12/32v., 500 and 1,260 volts, amps..
Pentode O.P. cut -outs, fuses, resistances, etc., 4
6V6, 6K8, 5Z4, etc.
Trans., 3/ -. 5in. P.M. Speaker, 11/6. take -off superb unit, in case, 75/to 2,000 Dynamos, 24v.. 1,000 w., 9in. x lin..
Assorted Condensers, 4
post free;
doz.
fin, spindle, 75/. ; Electric Motors,
stamp2 for ist. WRIGHT, 89, Chud- 230v/1í50
1/5 h.p. Incorp. 1.260e. conRd., Manchester, 8.
verter 581 -. Rotary Converters, from
RADIO MART, 22, Tubwell Row. 1 -12 kw., 110 and 220v. D.C. to 230v./
Darlington. offer you the best value 1/50 A.C., from £15. Motor generain Radio Components: 2 mfd. T.C.C.. tors 1-6 kw 110 and 220v. D.C. to
1/- ; .0005 twin gangs. 5/- and 8/- ; 24/35v. D.C.. £5 -£59 ; Mains Transtypes.
.0005 miniature twin gangs, 7/6 ; .1, formers.
1 -200
kva., all
.01. .05, 100 PF at 6d. each, .002, POWERCO (late Benmptors Power
1,000y., 71d.,
1.
600v., 9d. Supplies), Wandsworth Town Stn.,
.001,
BAT.
Carriage paid all orders over £2. York Rd., London, S.W.18.
Enquiries, S.A.E.
5234. (10 mina, Waterloo.)
Service Valve
1/6.
Equivalents, 32 p.P.. 1/3. Prices include postage. RADIO SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN, 28, Little Russell
Street, London, W.C.1.
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R.F. UNITS,- 24 and 24 mod. 27, 12/6
ea.
R1124 Receivers with 6 13 v.
universal valves, 15/ -, carr. 2/6.
Transformers to suit 230 v. A.C. 13 v.
14 a., 6 /..
Toggles S.P.D.T., 1 / -, 9/-

Resistors. -100 assorted on tag
boards, 8/6. Tubulars, assorted, 10 /per 100. 12 assorted Coils, L.M. and
S.W., 7/6. 24 Ceramic Stamp Trimmers, on panel, 3/9. 5 m.a. Meter
Recs., 5/ -, S.T.C. 275 v. 14. a., 21/ea. Relays, 24 v. D.P.S.T.,- in case.
Driver Transformer, P.P. 1 -1
51 -.
split P. and S. heavy duty, 8 /6. 1 doz.
Panel
Assorted Transformers, 15/
2 Gang
Indicating Lights. 9d. ea.
2/9.
.0003,
2/9.
3
g.
.00015,
465 I.F.s. new and boxed, 4/8 ea.
Yaxley type Switches. 9 w. 1P. 1/3 ;
it w. I.P. 5 B.. 4 /8. Mike Transformers. 100 -1, 3/6. Midget type to
match 45 ohm. M.C. phones. in case
Phone Adapters.
with switch, 3/ -.
H. to L.. 3/ -. 2in. Meters, 0 -20 v..
0 -40 t'., 20 -0 -20 a.. 50 -0 -50 a.. 4/- ea.
2 #in, 100, 200. 300 and 500 m.a., 10/ea. 4in. 0 -1 m.a. ,Cal. ohms., 35/ -.
Cell
0 -4000 Electrostatic, 4in., 35/
Testers. by Turner, 3 -0-3 and 30 -0-30.
15/
Mansbridge Blocks. .5, 1 and 2
mfd. 716 doz. Indicator Units with
V.C.R. 97 and 8 valves, brand new.
Valves,
in cartons, £4/10/- ea.
6AK5. 9/8
9001, 6/6 ; 12A6, 5/EF50, new 7/6, used 5/- : EF39. EF36.
EF54, EBC33, 6SH7. 6J5. 419: 6N7.
Pen.46,
715 ; 6V6, 6F6. VU39. 6/101- ; EA50, 6116. 2/6 ; SP61, 3/If interested in Optics.
EB34. 3/ -.
Enlargers, Projectors, Telescopes.
etc., get our new booklet price 2/6
ea. Optical lists and radio and electrical lists free on receipt of your
H. ENGLISH. Rayleigh Rd.,
s.a.e.
Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. Phone :
doz.

,

,

,

;

;

1685.

Cones,
loudspeakers.
Fields altered, rewound.
Output transformers. clock coils.
Prices quoted. Satisfaction guaranteed. L. S. REPAIR SERVICE 49,
Trinity Rd., Upper Tooting. S.W.17.
('Phone: Balham 2359.)
NEW, Canadian 58 Walkie- Talkie,
with all spares, £10. Box No. 192.
SUPREME RADIO, 746s, Romford
Road. Manor Park, E.12 (Tel.: ILF.
1260), Est. 16 years. New Bargains.
REPAIRS to

coils fitted.

Midget Valves, 1T4. 155, IRS, 1S4,
7/. ea., boxed. 0.0005 mfd. Mica

Dialectric Variable Condensers, 2/9
ea. ; 21in. Moving Coil Speakers, 2.3
ohm voice coil. 14/11 ea. ; Midget
Personal Output Transformers for
; B7G Valve
Holders, Ainphenol type, 9d. ea.
B9G Valve Holders, ceramic type, 6d.
ea.. 516 doz.; Retaining Rings for
B9G valve holders, 8d. ea.: } watt
Resistors, 10 ohms, 22 ohms, 27
ohms, 47 ohms, 82 ohms, 120 ohms.
180 ohms, 250 ohms, 330 ohms, 390
ohms, 820 ohms, 1 K ohms. 3.9 K
ohms, 11 K ohms, 470 K ohms, and
10 M ohms, 1/9 doz. or assorted doz:
18/6 ; Gross only. } watt Resistors.
2.2 K ohms, 6.8 K ohms, 16 K
ohms, 18 K ohms, 33 K ohms,
100 K ohms. 150 K ohms, 220 K
ohms, 2/. doz or asstd. doz. 21/ ;
Gross only. 1 watt Resistances, 220
ohms. 270 ohms, 470 ohms, 1 K ohm,
3.3 K ohms. 8.2 K ohms, 18 K ohms,
33 K ohms, 56 K ohms. 68 K ohms,
75 K ohms, 1 M ohm, and 2 M ohms,
4/- doz., or assorted doz. P /Fs Condensers, 40 PPF 50, 60. 65, 70, 180,
305, 307, 500, 530, 570. 590, 700, 1,800.
and 4,559 PPF, 2/6 doz., or asstd.
dozen only.. 4 mfd, Metal Screw Base
Condensers 350 vw., 6d. each ; 1 meg.
Carbon and 5 K ohms W.W. var.
.3 M ohms, 74d.
controls, 1/- ea:.
ea.; Balanced Armature Type Headphones with headband and lead, 3/6
Many other radio and
per pair.
telev,sion bargain lines in stock.
Terms C.W.O. No C.O.D. Send 6d.
extra for postage orders under £5.
24d. S.A.E. all enquiries and lists.

DL92 valves, etc.. 4/- ea.
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Valves at 2/8: 6116,
SURPLUS.
EA50, EB34. 7193 ; at 3/6: 6SH7,
SP61, SP41, CV6. P61, 9006, 3B24 ; at
12SR7, 128G7, 1208,
5/ -: 12SK7,
12AH7, 6SL7 9003. 5R4GY, 6SN7,
6J5G, KTW63, EF36. 2X2, 12K8,
ARP12,
6AC7, 6AG5, 9002, EBC33
AR8, VT90, 2026 ; at 6 / -: 5Ù4G, 6B8,
5Z4M, 5Z3, EF50. 6C4, EK32. 954, 955,
6N7 ; at 616: 6X5, 6SC7, 605, 5T4,
637M. GSJ7, 6V6GT, 1T4. 1R5, 1S4,
VÚ111, EF54 at 7/6: 6L7M. ECH35.
6K8M, 6F7. 807. VR137, CVG6. 2A3 ;
at 8/6: OAKS. 6L6G. No. 18 Battery
Rx., 6/9 Mc /s., 2 IFTs, 465 Kets.,
ARP12 (3), AR8 (1) valves, with

179

WIRELESS Televisor,
Aladdin formers 5925 complete with
core, 10d. each. Other components in
stock shortly. Send s.a.e. for details.
R. F. SHILTON, 19, Clarendon Road,
Salisbury, Wilts.
DISC RECORDERS for the amateur,
complete high quality machines,
discs, stylii. High fidelity Amplifiers.
Osmor Coilpacks. SIGMAPHON, 50,
Millvale, Bromley, Kent.
PRACTICAL

;

DUNK & HEALEY

Brand New Valves Fully Guaranteed
cire., 20/- Loading Units, 2A. 5/6 ; EF50, 716 6V6G,
716
51.14G, 8)6 5Z4, 6)6
Toggle Switches
(metal), SPST,
DPST, 1 / -, DPDT, 2/ -, Rotary 4PST, " Westalite " HT47 Metal Rectifiers,
1/3 ; Pye Plugs. 6d. ; Sockets, 6d. ;
Teepieces, 1/- Icoax). CALLERS only 250 v. 60 mA., 519. 40 v. 2 a. (230 v. 50 cps.
this item: APN4 Indicator (chassis
only), 151- R1355, unused, £31101 -. Primary) Transformers, Heavy Cast Shrouds
RF Units for B'ham, S. & V.. 31/6 ; Terminal Block, 13)6.
CRTs, 3BP1, 15/- ; VCR97, crated,
38/6. Transformers, 230v. to 13v., Our range of Fine Chokes :
2A, CT. 8,6 ; Drivers CT Pri. Twin 10 H.
80 mA., 519
10 H. 120 mA., 619
Secs., ratio 1:1.74. RCA. 7/8 ; Meters,
MC, 0 /150v.. 8/6, 0/500 MA, 5/- ; 5 H. 200 mA., 816
15 H. 250 mA., 1219
Vitreous resistors. 35k., 35w., 30k.. 10 H., 300 mA., 1216 15 H. 100 mA., 8)6.
25w., 400 ohms. 20w.. 3k., 12w.. each
1/ -; Ceramic v /holders. B7G /B9G. 9d.,
OSNABURGH STREET,
B7G. cans. 9d. ; miniature variable 67,
conds.. spindled, DE 75pf., 1/6, twin
LONDON, N.W.I.
75pf., 2/6, 25pf., 1/3, 60pí., linear, 2/6,
30pf., preset. 1/ -. Epicyclic Drives,
1/6 ; Spindle Couplers. 9d. ; Ceramic
Insulators. asstd.. 10/- doe. DynaFOR ALL YOUR
motors. PM. 12/24v. to 250e., & 6v.,
smoothed. suppressed, cased 8/6.
Terms C.W.O. Carriage pd. over 5/ -.
S.A.E., enquiries pl., W. A. BENSON,
TO SPECIFICATION
308. Rathbone Rd., Liverpool. 13.
Chassis
Screening- Housing for
VOLUME CONTROLS.-Special offer
.5 megohm Dubilier, med. spindle, 1/- your VISION, SOUND, TIME -BASE,
each.
GEDDES.
19,
East Loa., POWER, and TUBE ASSEMBLIES.

l>

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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METAL WORK

-

Frestonpans, Scotland.

;

;

;

e

;

;
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;

:

;

Glos.

-"

SALE.
Practical Wireless " copies
1942
to Jan. 1947.
Offers.
PARFREY. 44. King St., Twickenham,
AMERICAN RADIO
and Aircraft
Equipment of all types wanted. Write
for details or send list to Box No. 191.
HAM RIGS, electronic, V.H,P,. and
T.V. gear designed to suit .your requirements by professional engineers.
Agents London. Manchester and
Coventry, Box No. 193.
ELECTRONIC Organ
construction
data -all component values, etc.
Further details. MAC'S RADIO, 10,
Duke St., Darlington._
MIDGET Iron -cored Coils, Ae.,
Ose., L.W., 3/3, others 3/8, in cans
4/9. Test Prods, w,'plugs and leads,
2/6 pr.. .0005 4 -gang, 2/6. List 2-d.
CARTER'S. 67. Bell Lane, Marston

Jan.

Green, Birmingham.

B.A. x 'in. ch, lid. Brass Screws.
10/- per 1,000. 6 B.A. hx. Nuts, 7/6
per 1,000. 4 B.A. x ;in. c.s. hd. Steel
6

Cadmium plated, 8/- per 1.000. Bar'
gain parcels approx. 1.000 mixed useful sizes B.A. Screws. 3/6. E. NOR MINGTON, 7. Colin Rd .. Pdignton.
NEW

SILVER

MICA

CONDENSERS,

30, 47. 50. 58. 60. 70. 100, 120, 140,
150, 470, 500. 1900, 3000. 9000. 4700,

5000 p.f.,

.

:

G200

;

.

:

'

ARTHUR

HILE

previous

television knowledge and
guaranteed training for
Brit.I.R.E. and R.T.E.B. examinations,
All tutors possess university degrees
and. or corporate membership of
professional institutions and are
appointed individually to postal
course students to ensure complete
and thorough training. Principals,
M.B.E., B.Sc... M.Brit.I.R.E., education committee members, etc. Numerous well-known companies have
adopted the School's Basic Television
Course as standard televisiop training for their staffs. Moderate fees.
Details from GOTHIC TELEVÍSION,
SCHOOL, 13, North Are., 'London,

Union St., Maidstone, Kent provide
Phone

3155

:

!

;

2/6 doz.. 22/6 gross. InAND
cluding postage any values.
Mail
START WITH THE RIGHT FINISH ! orders only. I. A. DUCK, 97, Belgrave
Road. Ilford.
We crackle or stove -enamel the ENGRAVING.-Essex.
Amateurs and trade
completed job.
Estimates with requirements, panels, plates, metal
and plastic.
Attention to urgent
pleasure.
deliveries. One knob or repetition
entertained. Call or write
Buccleuch Radio Manufacturers equally
A.G
ENGRAVING, 19a, Windmill
6 Wheatfield St., Edinburgh, I I.
Road. Wandsworth, London, S.W.18.
'Grams
" Therm."
'Phone 64596 THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio.
Engineers have available Home Study
covering elementary, theoretiRADIO
ANNOUNCES Courses
cal, mathematical,
practical and
SPECIAL OFFER. New 6.3 v. 500 Mc's. laboratory tuition in radio and teleTransmitting Tube Type 8012, 7/9 : 4 for vision engineering; the text is suit28; -. 6L6's, 1619's. 5T4's, V14136, (EF54), 8'9.
able coaching matter for I.P.R.E,,,
6SA "'s, 6SG7's, 6.9. 2C26, EF39's, EF50's,
entry and progressive exams.:
SPEAKER Service
TANNOV
PRESSURE
tuitionary
fees at pre -war rates are
MIAPIIRAG MS. t1(in. diameter speech
coil), 5'- each. 4,000 ohm Headphones, moderate. The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
New, 78.
from the Secretary, Fairfield
12 SOII.T VIBRATOR UNIT No. 4. Rated free,
325 v. 80 mA. output. Contains 4 metal Road. Crouch End. N.8.
rectifiers, a bargain at only 19.6.
WIRELESS. -Land. Sea
and Air.
VOLTMETER. MO\'E]II :NTS, 500
A. Students. both sexes. age 14 upwards,
calibrated 0 -15, 0 -600 v. 2060 ohms per volt, trained for interesting appointments
6 for 24' -.
4.6 each
in all branches of radio. Low' fees,
THE %'IEWMASTER. The best home - boarders accepted. 2d. stamp for
built Television receiver. Parts always pros WIRELESS COLLEGE, Colwyn
In stock. Complete assembly instructions Bay
by return post, 5 -. Please state
A
TELEVISION. -The Gothic Television
London area
B ' Birmingham area.
School specialists solely in training
in television.
Courses assume no

VACUUM CLEANERS and Gram.
Motors, repairs our speciality. Armature rewinds, new bearings and commutators fitted, also transformers
rewound, speakers repaired. Cornpetitive prices,
Trade enquiries
invited, 2 to 5 days c.o.d. service.
Send s.a.e. for price lists to: A.D.S.
CO. (V.E.M. Dept.). 261 -3, Lichfield
Road. Aston, Birmingham_ 6. Est. 1935.
THE " TONEMASTER " AMPLIFIER.
Sensational new audio Amplifier by
N.R.S.
the most flexible on the
market today three channels, bass
lift,. treble lift, middle lift, treble
cut, negative feedback for A.C. 100250v. 5 watts. output-impedance to
suit your speaker (please state)
input for magnetic. crystal or hi -fi
pickup, full provision for tuner;
price (fully guaranteed and tested),
£8/19/6 ; immediate delivery. No. 1
High Quality Tuner, specially recommended for above amplifier and Leak
1, Williamson & Charles Amplifiers
L. & M. wave T.R.F., infinite impedance detector
absolutely complete, built and tested, £51101 -. Ditto
kit, £4/10/ -. No. 2 L. M. & S. -wave
Superhet Tuner, special quality
bandwidth, beautiful full- vision dial
assembly
x
4//in. scale(,
110in.
Ditto kit, £71101 -. 12 watt
£81101
Push -Pull Audio Amplifier for A.C.
110-250v.. inputs for twin turntables,
mike and tuner, special feedback cir- 55,
cuit, 3. 7.5 and 15 ohms output
price 10 gns. Latest Gram. Units
Collard RC49 A.C. mixed 8- record
Changer, crystal pick -up, £14/6/8.
Marconi AC100 non -mixed 10- record
Changer with hi -fl lightweight pickup
and transformer, £10/10/7. Television
Constructors
Full range of corn ponents for Viewmaster (London and
Midland) and Electronic Engineering
(London and Midland) available.
Full bargain catalogue 2/d. Terms
c.w.o.
or
c.o.d.
any
amount.
NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES, 16,
Kings College Rd., Swiss Cottage,
London, N.W.3. (Primrose 8314.)
.

S'HET COILS, 3WB 465KC with diagram, 2/6 pair Kit of parts for
Midget Coil Pack L.M.S. (iron cored)
465KC, 9/6 ; IFT's, 6/- pair ; exR.A.F. Output Trans.. 9d. ; .1 .1 .1,
3d. ; Sleeving, 6d. doz. yds.; 16 -16 x
350v. Electrolytic, 2;6 ; .01 450v. Tub.,
2/9 doz. Send for cheapest list in
England. SUSSEX ELECTRONICS,
LTD. (P), Riley Rd., Brighton, 7.
CRYSTAL SET KITS, 200- 550m., 3/9 ;
Matchbox size. 3/3 guaranteed. Dry
Portables, with valves, 35/ -. List Id.
ALEXTONE,
Hillworth,
Longdon,

RADIO is interesting.
With a S'S Cull you
can build this crystal
set, or 1, 2, and 3
valve sets. The most
comprehensive radio
coil for simple circuits. With full blueprint and circuits,

HILLFIELDS RADIO.
Dept. M, 8. Burnham
Rd -, Whitley, Cotentn.
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BRAND NEW GUARANTEED G2ACC

OFFERS

YOU

smi

COLLARO R.C.500 AUTO RECORD CHANGERS
TELEVISION COMPONENTS
Plays nine 10in. or 12in. records. A.C. mains 103 -250 v. with high
To Electronic Engineering " Home Built Televisor specification
fidelity crystal pick -up.
('l1ASRIS,-Vision, ftd. 6 v/holders. screens. coil- forrnérs, etc..
cash down and G monthly payments of 22 6.
22'6: Sound. ditto, 189. (State London or Birmingham Transmission.) Time Base, ftd. 6 valveholders, 1718
Power Unit. ftd.
v.. holders and sockets. 25' -.
GANTRY. BRACKETS add Front
RECEIVER. TYPE 184
Strap. 10/Carrier for gin. tube. 12/-.
A 10 cm. equipment comprising Ktvst.ron CV.67 and rlatinuln TRANSFORMERS & CIIOKES. -Line Output Transformercontacts relay, with valves types EF.50 (4), SP.61 r7 V.'.'s (L, Haynes '18 8. A.M.C. 32/6 : E.H.T. Transformer Haynes 23.10.4
CV.71. stabilisers (3).
Woden 65
H.T. Transformer Woden 98,6 Choke 5 Hy. 250 mA.

£4

:

;

:

A:4 IALIN

45/-

:

:

Woden 29 - : Choke 10 Hy. 80 mA. Woden 17. -.
LINE & FRAME SCANNING: COIL.- Haynes 383, Cat. No.
T887 32 6.
BEAM FOCUSING FOCUS t'OII..-Havnes 36 -. Cat. No. T"887 3216.
T.C.C. CONDENSERS.- Metalmite
:
CP30 .002 mfd. 1 9.
CP31N .005 mfd. 1'8. CP32N .01 mfd. 11. CP33N .02 mfd. 1/9, CP35N
.05 mfd. 2! -. CP37N .1 mid. 23. CP32S .005 mfd. 110. CP38S .01 mfd.
110. CP37S .05 mfd. 2 1. " Metalpack " : CP45N .1 mfd. 2/1. CPI7N
.5 mfd. 3' -, " Cathodray " CPSBQO .1 mfd. 7 Kv. 15' -. " Metal block " Type 82 1 mfd. 500v. 7 -. " Moulded Mica " CM2I .061 mfd.
19. " Mieadisc " CM30 .0007 mfd. 1/6. " Ceramic " CC30A 2 pF. 13.
SCP4 2 pF. l' -. CC30Y 15 pF. 1.1. SCT1 47 pF 1/9. CC31Y 47 pF. 1 3.
SCD3 15 pF. 1/3. SCTI 40 pF. 19. " Electrolytic " CE30G 2 mfd.
150v. 2.6. CE3ON or CE31L 1 mfd, 350v. 2B. CE30B 20 mfd. 12v. 2:6-.
COMPLETE
WITH BULBS CElOP 8 mfd. 450v. 4'8. CE1OL 40 mfd. 350v. 7/6. CE26L 16 mfd. 350v.
AND BRITISH 4 9. CE29L 30 mfd. 350v. 6B. CE37P 32 mfd. 450v. 101 -, CE37PE 32-32
IBA'r'195RIES (replace- mfd. 19' -.

(.4[ìd carriage. hc,c;:i,q, 7.G.)

AMERICAN TYPE LONG
TORCHES

For the past 10
y e a r s
t h e
Americans have
enjoyed the usefulness and comfort of highgrade focusing'
torches, and now
we are able to
Offer lou onee
again a lithh
ments available anygrade
quality
where), Empire made.
solidly made long
beam toreh at a
Pesl far less than any non -focusing type nt present sold on
ihr ¡Mme market.
Types A, B and C as described below are all solid brass. nickel plated. adjustable Ring Focus head Torches as illustrated. Pullout loop In base with spare bulb container also in base.

POTENTIOMETERS. -Colvern 2.000. 2,500, 5.000 or 10,000 ohms
3 watt wire -wound 5/6 each, 100,41 ohms 3 watt w:w. 6'7. Carbon
Semi -log 250.000 ohms 4,-. Linear 250,000 ohms with S.P. switch 6 6.
BELLING-LEE.-L500 C Ceramic O pin valveholder 4/6. 1,357 AM
Diode holder 1'8. L352,5 5 pin 4.500e. v;holder 216. L365 5 pin 7.000v.
wholder 3/9. L522 Mazda Octal 4.500v. v/holder 3/6. L1021 Single
plue 7td., L316 Single socket 8d., L1107 3 pin plug 2'2. L1113
three -way socket l0d.. L550 5 way flex socket 2'3. L551 5 pin
chassis plug 2'3. L357'C Diode top clip 2d., L642 (replaces L604P,
Types D. E. and F are as above with Stud and Slot Focus head. co-axial plug 113, L604S co-axial socket 11. L600 co -axial cable
All torches are complete, ready for use and FULLY GUARANTEED. 1 6 yd.. L336 twin feeder 71d. yd.
Where required by post, postage most be added for types C. D, E Postage and packing extra on orders under 22.
and F at the rate of 6d. per Torch for singles.
CO page Illustrated Catalogue No. 7, Cd. post free. List of Television
components and aerials 2'd. post free.
TYPE A. 700 ft. BEAM. ONLY 1511. Post fie'.
,.
B. 400 ft. BEAM. ONLY 12'11. Post free.
C. 300 ft. BEAM. ONLY 716.
Post extra.
SOUTHERN RADIO & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
D. 300 ft. BEAM. ONLY 311.
Post e.rtrn.
E. 200 ft. BEAM. ONLY 2111.
Post ertru.
,.
F. 100 ft. BEAM. ONLY 1,8.
Post extra.
85, FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS
Telephone SALISBURY 2107
HALF PRICE OFFER
Due to a large blocked export order which missed the last boat to
South Africa, we are able to offer the famous BURGOYNE Co -Axial
Aerial Connector at half the usual list price
Formerly 2418 WM
cxv=,
..171MALIIr.91Cc.m912.7.20 °
:

:

12/3

NOW

!

(Post W.)

Supplied Complete with assembly Instructions, tube of Bostik
cement and all fitting screws. For efficient, watertight, co -axial
cable connections and to improve signal strength.
Your receiver is as good as its aerial
See that you give your aerial a chance. Used on many famous
maritime installations, we have exported these to all parts of the
world.
!

'SNIP' COMPONENT OFFER.. 3

Meg. Volume Controls with Double Pole Switch.
Spindle lin. Small overall diameter. 11;1Gin.

3

for

12/6

(Post free.)

PARMEKO P.A. LOUDSPEAKERS
Two Bin. P.M. Speakers mounted back to back on durable frame.
For outdoor work and Y.A. 10 Watts. Complete with volume

An odttstanding

Th Prizse1picts
of TeMevmsi out

Reception

control with switched tappings.
(Add 10.'- carriage apd packing for rai!.)
BRAND NEW

50/-

In handsome cream cabinet. comprising, Gin. P.M. speaker with
multi -ratio output transformer and volume control.
(Po.sf and packing. 2 -).
BRAND NEW

36/-

THE SPEDA PUNCH

Designed and produced to fill a long-felt want for a multiple cutting
tool for light alloys, the " Speda Punch " will remove with case
from aluminium up to a thickness of 12 S.W.G.. clean round holes
from lin. to 1!in. in tin. steps by use of the appropriate punch
and die.
(Post 9d.)
COMPLETE KIT

26/-

M.O.S.

:

Cash with order.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO. The Radio Centre
33, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Phone

:

W. Keen, M.I.R.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. The author is
a practising electronic research engineer and has
produced a thorough, systematic work covering
American as well as British practice.
The entire
receiving system is examined stage by stage, with
diagrams, and complete circuits are given of four
up -to -date commercial receivers.
A chapter on
colour television is also included. Profusely illustrated.
By A.

W.B. EXTENSION UNITS

Terms

new boo-k

I

rR1'

t

MUSeum 6667.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE

blueprints are drawn lull
THESE
containing
The issues
size.
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that con structional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical In which the description appears:

No. of
Blueprint

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, ls. each.
1937

The

iii

Crystal Receiver
" Junior " Crystal
.

Set

PW7I*
PW94*

ShortExperimenter's
wave Three (SG, D,
.. PW30A*
Pow) ..
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
PW63*
(RC and Trans))
The Band- spread S.W.
Three (1-IF Pen, D
PW68*
(Pen), Pen)
..
..

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -Valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Beginners' One-valver ..
PWS5
The " Pyramid " One PW93*
valver (HF Pen)
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s.
The Signet Two (D &
PW76*
L F) ..
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Selectone Battery Three
(D, 2 LF (Trans))
PW10
Summit Three (HF Pen,
PW37*
D, Pen)
The " Rapide " Straight
3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
PW82*
Trans))
F. J. Carom's " Sprite "
Three (HF, Pen, D,
PW87*
Tet)
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Fury Four Super (SG,
PW34C*
SG, D, Pen) ..
.

.

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two (D, Pow)
PW19*
Three-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Double - Diode - Triode
Three (HF Pen, DDT,
Pen)
..
PW23*
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
D, Pen)
PW20*
A.C. Hall -Mark (HF
Pen, D, Push -Pull) ..
PW45*

Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's ELF Three valve Portable (HF
PW65
Pen, D, Pen) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget
PW77
Portable (SG, D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprint, 2s.

Portable
LF, LF, Pen)

4

(D,

..

(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes. Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street. Strand,
W.C.2.

PORTABLES

" Imp "

P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint

Thus

PW86*

MISCELLANEOUS
Blueprint, 2s.

-

S.W. Converter Adapter
(1 valve)
..
PW48A*
.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, ls. each.
1934 Crystal Set
. ,
AW444
150-mile Crystal Set
.. AW450
STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
: Blueprint, 2s.

One -valve

B.B.C.
Special
Onevalver
..
AW387*
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A modern Two -valver .. WM409*
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Economy Pentode Three
(SG, D, Pen) ..
WM337
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen) WM389
.

No. of
Blueprint

Four -valve

PORTABLES
: Blueprints, 3s.

each.

Holiday Portable (SG,
D, LF, Class B)
.. AW393

SHORT-WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
S.W.
for
One -valver

America

.

ÁW429*

Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two
WM402*
(SG, det Pen)..
Four-valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
A.W. Short -Wave World beater (HF Pen, D, RC,
.. AW436*
Trans)
..
Standard Four-valver
Short -waver (SG, D,
.

LF, P)..

..

.. WM383*

Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Two -valve Mains Short waver (D, Pen),
.. AW453
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s.
Standard Four-valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
RC, Trans) ..
.. WM39I'

MISCELLANEOUS

.

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve
Superhet
P W 52
Mains Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each.
F. J. Carom's Universal
£4 Superhet 4
..
PW60

SHORT -WAVE SETS

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Consoelectric Two (D,
Pen), A.C.
AW403
Economy A.C. Two (D,
.

.. WM286
Blueprints, 3s. each.
All -Metal Four (2 SG,
D, Pen)
.. WM329
Harris Jubilee Radiogram
(HF, Pen, D, LF, P).. WM386
Trans),

Four -valve

:

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3/ -) WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt A.C.
Amplifier (3/ -)
.. WM392*

Harris
Electrogram
battery amplifier (2/ -) WM399*
De Luxe Concert A.C.
Electrogram (2/ -)
.. WM403*
New Style Short -wave
Adapter (2/-) ..
.. WM388

Battery Operated
:
Blueprint, 2s.
Simple S.W. One -valver
PW88*
I This coupon is available until April I
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
3rd, 1950, and must accompany all i
SUPERHETS
Midget Short -wave Two
Practical Hints.
(D, Pen)
..
.. PW38A*
Battery Set : Blueprints, 3s. each.
I
PRACTICAL WIRELESS APRIL 1950 I
WM395
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
'Varsity Four
i
Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES. LIMITED, Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand. London. W.C.2. and
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS, LTD.. Exmoor Street. London, W.10. Sole Agents fo, Australia and New Zealand:
GORDON & GOTCH (Akin), LTD. South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rate including postage. for
one year Inland and Abroad 10s. Od. (Canada 10s.). Registehed at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY: This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions. namely, that it shall not, without
the written consent of the publishers first given. be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade except at the full
retail price of 9d.; and that it shall not be lent, re -sold. hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
unauthorised cover by way of Trade; or affixed to or as Dart -f nay publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter, whatsoever_
One -valve

.

:
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IIINTS COUPON
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PRACTICAL W IR1LESS

iv

April, 1950

PREMIER RADIO CO.
MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

DIRMINGiLYM \TSRs1O\ OF TIIK PREMIER
TELEVISOR KIT IS NOW READY.
The price is £17 17e. Ott. for LOlidon or Birmingham Model
5 Easy to Assemble Kits are supplied
Vision Receiver with valves. £3 133. 6d. (Carriage 2r6)
Sound ReOefver with valves, 22 14s. 6d. (Carriage 2)6)
Time Base with valves. £2 7s. 6d. arrrage
Power Supply Unit with valves.
3s. Qd. (Carriage 5-)
Tube Assembly. 22 18e. 6d. (Ca
e agd packing 2/6)
be Fittings, and
This unit includes t e VCR97 Ube,
PM
Coil
Spea
Sr with closed field
Moving
Socket and a 61n.
for Television.
is credited if a Kit for
The Instruction
cis purchased.
the complete
Any of these Kits may be purchased separately in fact, any
single part can be supplied. A complete priced list of all
Parts will he found in the Instruction Book.
20 valves are used, the coils are all wound and every part is
tested. All you need to build a complete Television Receiver
are a screwdriver, a pair of pliers, a soldering iron and the
ability to read a theoretical diagram.
WORKING MODELS CAN BE SEEN DURINGTRANSMITTING
HOURS AT OUR FLEET STREET AND EDGWARE ROAD
BRANCHES.
TV PRE -AMPLIFIER FOR FRINGE RECEPTION AREAS
We can supply the complete kit of parts to make this wide
band width Pre -Amplifier. using 2 EF54 Pentodes. Powered
by the TV Kit, it is completely screened.' With all parts.
valves, chassis, diagrams, etc., 27/6. All parts available
separately.
The New Premier Catalogue, now ready, includes ál1 the
new TV Kits. Receiver Kits and thousands of component
bargains. Send 3d. for copY.
MAGNIFYING LENSES for bin. CR Tubes. Increase picture
size to that of a Rn. Tube. Best Quality, 25 - each.
%%HITE RUBBER II Inks for VCR97 Tubes. 7.6 each.
make a dipole for the Blrmingli, 3 -- per pair.

SECTIONAL 1x1111' AERIAL. Seven eetions which plug
into each other making an aerial 14ft. long. Thlanest section
tin. diam., thickest section ;in. diam. Weatherproof enamel.
3.6 each complete,
INSULATED BASE for above. 216 each.
R107. One of the Army's Finest Communications
Receivers. (See " W.W." August, 145).
5 valves. R.F. amp. osc. Frequency Ohanger; 2 IF's (465 kci.
2nd Detector, A.V.C. M. amp., B.F.O. A.C. mains. 100 -250 v.
Or 12 v. accumulator. Frequency range 17.5 to 7 mens, 7.35
mç(s to 2.9 mc)s, 3.0 to 1.2 mes. Monitor L S. built in. Complete. Write for full details. Price £12 12s. Od. plus 2)
carriage and packing.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS
All incorporate Metal Rectifiers. Transformers are suitable
for 200 -250 v. AM. 50 cycles.
Cat. No.
Price
2002 Charge. 6 v. Accumulator at 1 amp. Resiscancelsuyplfed to charge 2 v. Accumulator £1
-2 6
2003 Charges 12 v. Accumulator.l amp. ...
1 7 6
2004 Output 15 v. 4 a. Variable resistance and-Meter 3 15 0
2005 011tput 15 v. 6 a. Variable resistance and 214eter 5 0 0
2007 Output 30 v. 5 a. Variable resistance and Meter 6 0 0
2009 Output 24 v. 3 a. Variable resistance and^Meter 4 6 0
METER KIT, A FERRANTI 500 MICROAMP, WC METER,
with separate high -stability high -accuracy resistors to
measure, 15, 60. 150 and 600 e, D.C. Scale length'liin.. diameter

:

-

-

-

:

-

-

10/- the complete kit.
PREMIER MIDGET RADIO KIT. Dueto greatly- inoreased
production, we are now able -to offer this Klt at a greatly
reduced price. Including an attractive bakelite case, 121n.
long x 5íír. wide x gin. high. The valve line up is 6K7, 6.77,
and 6K7.
6V6 and a Selenium Rectifier in the A.C. Model
677, 25A6 and Selenium Rectifier in the A.C./D.C. Model.
Both are for use on 200 to 250 volt mains. The dial is illuminated and the receiver presents a very attractive appearance.
Coverage is for the medium and long wavebands.
Complete kit of part, with cabinet and diagrams, £4 19s. 60.

"

-

:

-

Including Purchase

-

l'HERE ARE THOUSANDS OF TELEVISION' AND RADIO BARGAINS IN
THE PREMIER CATALOGUE. PLEASE
SEND 3d. STAMP FOR COPY.

.

211n.

i

<

-

-

"!

.

POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., E.5. 'Phone : Amherst4723.
Central 2833.
CALLERS TO 152 3, FLEET ST., E.C.A.
.

NOW BRANCH :207, EDGWARE RD., W.2.
This Branch is open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays.

FREE
The Solder

This

To

-

176 -page

.

AMBITIOUS
ENGINEERS!

Book

which is
recommended

Ambassador 4033

Have you sent for your copy

'ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES

WHICH

'

for the
View Master
and other

Television Kits
As recommended by the designer, use only ERS

I

\

MULTICORE SOLDER -the Solder wire containing 3 cores of non -corrosive Ersin Flux. 60 ft.
of 18 S.W.G. High Tin Television and Radio
Solder, 60/40 alloy, is contained in Size 1 Cartons,
Cat. Ref. C.16018. Price 5 retail.

-

Television, ete.

GET. SOME
'LETTERS"
AFTER YOUR
-

",

FREE COUPON
Please send me ;our FREE I76-page:
ENGINEERING 'OPPORTUNITIES '' :.

.

NAME!
A.M.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.E.E. .
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.P.E.
A.M.I.M.I.

-

-

A.F.R.Ae.S.

-

Obtainable from all leading radio shops.
In case of difadrr write ro :
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
Mettler House, Albemarle Street, London, w.I.

SUBJECT ?

Mechanical Eng.
Electrical Eng.
Civil Engineering.
Radio Engineering
Automobile Eng..
Aeronautical Eng.
Production Eng.
Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship

-

-- -

IS

YOUR .PET'

informative
guide to the best -paid
Engineering posts. 'It
tells you how you can
quickly prepare at home
on " NO PASS -NO
FEE " terns for a
recognised engineering
qualifìcation,outlines the
widest range of modern
Home -Study Courses in
all branches ofEngineering and explains the
benefits of our Employment Dept. If you're
earning less than £10 a
week you cannot afford
to miss reading this
unique book. Send for
your copy to-day
FREE.
is a fiighly

RECent 1411

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
CITY & GUILDS
MATRICULATION, etc.

;NAME
ADDRESS
Sub¿eft- or

'that
:
:

i

Inst It kesppeareneeringHouse,
Technology;

Britisjin

!

the

s

409
17119,
5t

'

01

Ep

ord'Pface, London, W.1
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